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In Our filith Year

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, May 4, 19/7

S.

Still Above Average

University

Unemployment
Rate Down Here

Final Exams
Set May 9
Final examinations for spring
semester day classes at Murray State
University will begin on Monday, May
9.
Dr. William G. Read, vice-president
for academic programs, said those
examinations will begin at 8 a. m. on
that date and continue through Friday,
May 13. Examinations are being given
to evening classes this week and will be
given to Saturday classes on May?.
The examination schedule on the
campus leads up to the 54th annual
spring commencenient exercise at 10 a.
m. on Saturday, May 14, in the
university fieldhouse. Miss Rubie
Smith, who retired in 1974 after 35 years
as a faculty member and department
chairman at Murray State, will deliver
the graduation address.
A total of 814 students have filed for
degrees in the ceremonies this spring.
The exact number of graduates will be
determined when university officials
have checked the candidates to certify
that requirements have been met.
Both mid-year and spring term
graduates will participate in the cap
and gown ceremony since no formal
graduation exercise is held at the
conclusion of the fall semester.
A spring intersession is scheduled on
the campus May 16-June 1. Students
may earn three semester hours of
credit by enrolling in the short session
that spans the gap between the spring
semester and summer school.
Students may pre-register for the..
intersession or for the summer term
June 13-Aug. 5 from 10 a. m. to noon on
any week day in the Records Office of,..
Sparks Hall.
Summer commencement exercises
will be at 2 p. m. on Friday, Aug. 5, in
Lovett Auditorium.

Two Injured In
Accident Tuesday
Two persons were injured in a onevehicle accident last night on North
16th Street Extended, according to
Murray Police.
Officers said a car driven by Robert
Brelsford, 1005 Olive, went out of
control and struck two mailboxes.
Both Brelsford and a passenger,
David Elliott, were treated and
released at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, according to hospital
officials.

Optimists Elect
Officers For Year
New officers of the Murray Optimist
Club, who will take office Oct. 1, were
elected at the regular meeting of the
civic organization held last night.
The new officers will be Mike C.
Baker, president; Tommy Carraway,
vice-president; James Hooper, vicepresident; and Ron Foster, secretarytreasurer.
Serving on the club's board of
directors will be David Howell, Jim
Lamb, Gene McCutcheon, Bill Rouse,
David Travis and Tommy Walker.
Guest speaker at the Tuesday night
meeting was Melvin B. Henley, candidate for mayor of Murray. Also invited, but unable to attend the meeting
were incumbent mayor John E. Scott
and Calloway County Judge contenders
Robert 0. Miller (incumbent) and
George Weeks.

Even after a 1.3 per cent drop,
Calloway County's unemployment rate
for the month of March is'still well
above the regional average, according
to statistics released today by the
Department of Human Resources.
While the unemployment figures for
Western Kentucky reflect a 1.1 per cent
reduction, from the 6.3 per cent in
February to 5.2 per cent in March,
Calloway County's rate is 6.6 per cent
for March, as compared to 7.9 for
February.
Western Kentucky had the second
lowest unemployment rate for any
region in the state, ranking above only

FFA'S WINNING CHAPTER—Members of the Calloway County High School Future Farmers of America chapter pose
with their trophy after winning first-place, over-all, in the annual FFA Held Day April 29 at Murray State University with a
total of 3,823 points. Larry Gilbert, second from the right, is the advisor. More than 1,000 FFA members from 32 chapters
participated in the day-long event. The Farmington chapter was second with 3,698 points while the Fulton County chapter was third with 3,623 points.

Local Band Director Honored
As r976 State Winner Of Award
James L. Light, Jr., band director in
the Murray School System was recently
notified by Joseph Huppe of Rowland
Park, Kansas, that he is the 1976
Kentucky winner of the American
School Band Directors Association
Award; sponsored by the Medalist
Stanbury Uniform Company.
The purpose of the award is to

Student Art
On Display
At Library
The 6th, 7th, and 8th Grade Art'
Classes of East elementary School have
their paintings on display at the
Calloway County Public Library from
May 2 through the 23rd.
East was one of nine schools chosen
in the state by the Kentucky Arts
Commission to receive a grant,
enabling them to bring professional
artists into the classroom.
The Teacher-Initiated Residency
Program is designed to strengthen art
programs in Kentucky elementary and
secondary schools, by encouraging
teachers to write a plan which will
benefit their students. Diana Brown,
art teacher at East, created a plan that
involves several local artists.
Yolley Harvey, the artist-inresidence for the painting segment of
the program, has been working with the
students for the past four weeks,
showing the students her technique of
working with tempera and ink on
canvas. The students planned and did
the paintings while Mrs. Harvey was in
residence.
Other artists involved in the grant
program are Bob Evans working with
sketching, Phyllis Alvic with weaving
demonstrations, Dorothy Cook, sand
painting technique, and Glen Helm,
ways with macrame.
"The public is invited to come by the
library to see the student art display,"
a library spokesman said.

Two Sections 26 Pages —

The proceeds from the Charity Ball, to be held June 4,
will go to help the Murray-Calloway County Comprehensive Care Center. See the story by Don Brock on
Page 15 of.today's issue.
Inspired by President Carter's energy proposals, an
environmental group here has set out to disprove the
cliche that you can't make a silk purse out of a sow's ear.
See the story on the "dream house" of the future on Rage
23 of today's issue.

Scattered
showers
and
thunderstorms tonight. Thunderstorms likely on Thursday.
Lows tonight in the mid to upper
60s. Highs Thursday in the mid
80s. Winds southerly to 10 miles
an hour tonight. Rain chances 50
per cent tonight and 60 per cent
Thursday.

the Bluegrass region, which had a rate
.
of 4.0 per cent.
The total number of persons unemployed in the area was estimated to be
12,682 in March.
For the month of March, Marshall
County showed a rate of 10.5 per cent;
Graves had 9.5 per cent; Carlisle had
5.9 per cent; Fulton had 5.3 per cent;
Hickman, 6.4 per cent; McCracken, 4.5
per cent; and Trigg,5.4 per cent.
Calloway is one of 49 counties in
Kentucky with unemployment rates of
6.5 per cent or greater in March.
Twenty-six of those counties are in
.
Eastern Kentucky.

Honor Students Are Named At
Calloway County High School

inside today
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recognize 'young band directors in the
United States who have made exceptional contributions to their schools
and communities and to provide
financial _ assistance to ,the national
winner to further his professional
development and growth.
To be eligible for the award, a band
director must meet the following
requirements:
presently teaching
band, have five but no more than ten
years experience, demonstrated an
exceptionally high level of competence
as a teacher, developed a comprehensive program contributing to the
school and community,and contributed
to local state band organizations.
As the state winner, Light became
eligible for the Southeastern Region
Award which was won by David

.Gregory of Columbus,Ga.
Light taught three years with the
.Memphis City School System and is
presently completing his fifth year with
the Murray System. D_Ur.U.Ig „the past__
five years, his Eigh6 Grade Middle.
School Band has received superior
ratings at the Concert Festival held at
'Murray State and won first place in the
Paris Fish Fry Parade for five consecutive years. Light has also been
innovative in setting up a Middle School
atm Band program.In addition to his duties at Murray
Middle School, Light has directed the
concert and the symphonic band at
Murray High School. He is also well
known in this area for his work with
flags and rifles in the Middle School and
the High School, a spokesman said.

Computer Program To
Be Offered At MSU
- A new four-year program in computer systems management at Murray
State University is designed to offer
students a blend of education in both
business operations and the applicati,n
of computer skills.
Approved by the board of regents in
April, the program makes available a
baccalaureate area under the bachelor
of science in business degree
Applications for admission to _the
program are being, accepted by the
Department of Business Education and
Administrative Management.
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, university
president, said the program is intended
to meet a need of several years in
business and industry for more
professional expertise in the application of the computer to business
decision-making.
"As computer installations continue
to expand, the need for graduates with
computer application skills has grown
markedly," he added. "This program
will place Murray State in the forefront
of universities meeting this educational
need by producing graduates who are
well-versed in bUsiness operations and
who have the technical know-how t,•
utilize computers effectively,"
Dr. Jules Harcourt, chairman of the
Department of Business Education and
Administrative Management, notel

Skateboard Contest
Set By Local Club
77._•

Kiwanis Club of Murray will sportis,
a skateboard contest Saturday, Ma 7
at Roy Stewart Stadium Parking lot fr,r
the youth of Murray-Calloway County
Registration will begin at 9:00 a. n
with an entry fee of fifty cents. Th,
contest will start at 9:30.
tit • Three age groups will be: Grades •
through 12; Grades 6 through 8: ant
Grade Sand below.
The three main events for each ac
group will be maneuvering skills, timed
slalom, and free-style.
Trophies will be awarded to first and
second place winners in each ag.
group.
Contestant must have written consent
of parent or guardian to enter the,
contest, a cluttspokesman said.

that the program is the second of its
type in Kentucky and that it was
developed after extensive consultation
with computer application personnel
and continuing requests by students.
He said the program was developed
in accordance with the standards Of the
American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business.
Research by Robert P. McCann,
assistant professor in the Department
-Education
and
Business
of
Administrative Management, indicates
a projected increase in need of 319 per
cent in computer systems management
personnel between 1974 and 1980, according to Harcourt.
"We are pleased to offer a program
that has been under development a
year and a half and that is designed to
meet the needs of employers as expressed in a survey of more than 6,000
members of the National Data
Processing Management Association,"
he concluded.

Kevin Bowen
Honor students at Calloway County
High School in the graduating class of
1977 have been announced by Principal
Ron McAlister.
Kevin A. Bowen has been named
valedictorian of the class, with a grade
point average of 97.70 for his four years
of high school.
Patricia Melvin has been named
salutatorian, with an average grade of
97.29.
,
Patricia is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Melvin, Route Two. Her
honors and activities include a National
Merit Letter of Commendation, Pep
Club, Students in Action for Education,
Beta Club, Color Guard, Math Team,
French Club, algebra II award, English
II arid III awards,French award, voted
Most Likely to 'Succeed, 'U.S. History
Award, copy editor for school
newspaper, fourth place winner in the
American Private Enterprise seminar
at Murray State University in April,
and will attend a statewide seminar at
Lexington in June,''second place in the
Murray Civitan Essay Contest,
Chemistry Team, and winner of the
Hutson Chemical Co. $1,000 scholarship.
Miss Melvin will attend Murray State
University this fall . and major in
engineering physics.
Bowen, son of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth

Voluntary Summer Orientation
Program Set For Four Sessions
A voluntary Summer Orientation
Program at Murray State University to
assist freshman and transfer students
in making,the transition to life on the
campus will consist of four sessions this
summer.

Stubblefield Suggests
Shelbourne Be Honored
Former U. S. Rep. Frank Albert
Stubblefield of Murray has said that he
thinks the federal building in Paducah
should be named for the late federal
Judge Roy M. Shelbourne instead of
him.
Stubblefield's statement, released by.
a relative, attorney Sam Boaz of
Paducah, was the ailing former
congressman's first public comment
since U. S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard introduced a resolution in Congress last
week to name the old Paducah Post
Office on Broadway in Paducah the
Fr
Buaanding
k ,
Albert Stubblefield Federal
Hubbard, who unseated Stubblefield
in the 1974 Democratic primary, was
_
the originator of the bill which was
sponsored by Kentucky's other six
congressmen.
Hubbard said in introducing the
resolution " that the congressional
delegation wanted 'to show our af •

Patricia Melvin
W. Bowen, Route Two, was named a
National Merit Scholarship Finalist this
year, and on April 27 was ',elected as
-the winner of a eollege-IOnaerl fouryear Merit Scholarship, which carries a
maximum annual stipend of $1,500. He
plans to attend Rose-HuLman Institute
of Technology, in Terre Haute, Indiana.
Bowen has been active in extracurricular activities and has won
several honors. He holds four drees
in N.F.L. Speech and Debate, is
president of the Beta Club,a member of
the F.B.I.,A,, Pep Club, Spanish Club,
and has participated in intramurals for
four years. He was editor of the school
newspaper last year, and voted Most
Studious in the senidr class. He
received third place in the math
tournament at Murray State University
recently, and took first place in debate
in regional competition.
Bowen plans to pursue a course in
nucelar physics at Rose-Hulman, with
the ambition of becoming a nuclear
physicist.
Ranking third in the graduating class
is Teri Morris, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Teddy Morris, with a grade point
average of 96.95. Fourth is Linda
McCuiston, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mason McCuiston, 96_44, and fifth is
Margaret McCallon, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Jewell McCallon,96 17

fection and admiration" for Stubblefield through the gesture.
Stubblefield has been a patient at
Methodist Hospital in Memphis for
about 10 weeks, suffering from emphysema, according to a family
member.
Stubblefield said the naming of the
building "is an honor which should
more apgropriately be conferred upon
a man who not only was a citizen of
Paducah, but who served Western
Kentucky so well for so many years as
an outstanding United States district
judge,/Toy M.ShelboUrne.
"It is my hope that the resolution in
the House of Representatives wiil be
amended to reflect my wishes."
Shelbourne died at age 84 on Dec. 30,
1974, in Louisville. He had resided there
after President Harry S. Truman
named him U. S. judge for the Western
District of Kentucky in January, 1945.
He held the post until 1964 when at age
74 he announced his retirement.

Dr. Machree Ward, director of the
Center for Academic Advisement and
Orientation,said the schedule this year, ,
the fourth for the program, includes
two two-day sessions in June and two
two-day sessions in July.
She gave these dates: Tuesday and
Wednesday, June 21-22: Saturday and
Sunday, June 25-26, Saturday, and
Sunday. July 9-10, and Saturday and
Sunday. July 23;
24 •
- •
Students may attend any of the
orientation sessions. They Will stay in
residence halls and eat meals in a
campus cafeteria during the ex-.
'whence.
See StNIMER,
Page 14, Column 5

Power Off For
Half Hour Today
Some residents may have been
running about a half hour . late this
morning as a result of an electric power
outage that affected all of Calloway
County and a portion of Marshall
County.
Spokesmen at the Murray Electric
System said the trouble was at a TV
substation and shut off all power to
MES as well as West Kentucky Rural
'Electric Cooperative.
The cause of the power outage which
'lasted from about 5 a. m. to 5:30 a. m.
this morning, had not been pinpointed
by midday, the MRS spokesman said.
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Would-Be Bride
Has Kissing Dis-ease
By Abigail Van Buren
. 'IreCh.cag, Tr.GuneN V Ness Synd Inc

DEAR BELLA:Some men might be willing to tolerate a
kissless marriage, but apparently Issy isn't one of them, so
you have two options: Get into therapy and stay with it
long eniiugh to overcome your hangup, or continue as you
are and pray that lzzy never needs mouth-to-mouth
resuscitation.
DEAR ABBY: I had to laugh when I read the letter from
HAD ENOUGH, the 16-year-old girl whose mother
insisted she have a second nose job because the first one
was lopsided.
That letter brought memories of....the "nose job" my
mother gave me when I was 13.
One evening I was washing the dishes and my mother •
was drying. I Was giving Mom a lot of guff, whining and
complaining. Let's face it, I was mouthing off_
My-mom had never hit me anywhere but on my backside
with her hand, so then only when I deserved it, but I
guess I pushed her too far that night.
Finally she said, "Will you please shut up?" Always
having to have the last word. I said "YOU shut up!"
Well, she was holding a big stainless steel frying pan in
her hand at the time. She grabbed me by the back of the
hair and made like my head and the pan were a pair of
cymbals. Clang! Honey, you think YOUR nose is lopsided?
Having my nose broken, and the good cry and long talk
we had afterward did wonders for my attitude.
My nose is still lopsided, and maybe one day Ill get a
professional nose job, but the older I get, the less
important what's on the outside seems to me. It's what's
INSIDE that counts.
Thanks, Mom.
GWEN
DEAR GWEN: You've really got it together, Honey,
However, I'm opposed to violence of any kind.
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Fred Gallittit)re

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gallimore of Puryear, Tn., will be
honored on their 50th wedding anniversary with a reception on
Sunday,.May 8, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles E.
Paschall, Jones Mill Road,Puryear,
All friends, neighbors, and relatives are invited by the
family to call during the hours of two to five p. m.on Sunday.
The couple was married on May 7, 1927. Mrs. Gallimore, the
former Gladys Lee Johnson, is the daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Johnson. Mr. Gallimore's parents are the late Mr.
and Mrs. W.A.(Bertie)Gallimore.
Mr. and Mrs. Gallimore are the parents of two daughters,
Mrs. Charles E. (Carlene) Paschall, Puryear, Tn., and Mrs.
Edd (Velma) Miller, Hazel. lbey have four grandchiktren and
four great grandchildren. j
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CALENDAR

Wednesday, May 4
Joint recital by senior Jan
Dew Carlson, Paducah,
soprano, and junior Skip
Morton, Fairbanks, Alaska,
French horn, will be at 8:15 p.
m. in Farrell Recital Hall,
Fine Arts, Center, MSU.
Recital by Carol Jean Moore,
piano, Festus, Mo., will be at
seven p. m.
Flint Baptist
Church
Mission Groups will meet at
7:30 p. m.
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church Mission Groups will
meet at 7:30 p. m.
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Hardin Senior Citizens will
havea potluck supper at six.p.
m. at the Hardin Center.
Drama, "Young Mark
Twain," will be presented at
no charge for elementary
students in the Murray and
Calloway County Schools at
Lovett Auditorium, MSU, at
9:30 a. m.
Faculty recital by T. in
Vanarsdel, percussion, sill
begin at 8:15 p. m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Military Science
The
Department of MSU will hold
its annual President's Awards
Day. Local and national civic
and military organizations
will present awards to approximately 30 outstanding
cadets at the ceremony in the
University Center Auditorium
at 3:30 p. m. The public is
invited to attend.

The Spring banquet of the
Murray Area Council (MAC)
of the International Reading
Associaiton (IRA) was held at
Kenlake Hotel, Aurora, April 25.
Judy Lay, Kentucky State
Council of _ IRA president,
spoke on parental involvement within schools. She
emphasized how very important this interest and
support by parents is in the
educational growth of all
students.
This was the last meeting of
the year for the 1976-77 officers thus ending a very,
successful period for the MAC"IRA under the leadership of
the following persons: Judy

-

Mull, president; Larry
Salomon, president-elect;
Nancy Morris, recording
secretary; Jean Watkins,
corresponding secretary; and
Janelle Clinkenbeard,
treasurer.
The IRA is an organization
made up of parents, teachers
and other persons interested
in the improvement of reading
and related areas. The MAC
includes Trigg, Marshall, and
Calloway counties.
Anyone interested
in
membership may contact
membership chairman, Dr.
Yancey
Watkins, MSU
Reading Dept., Special
Education Building, Murray,
Kentucky.
The Perfect
Gift 1.'pr
Wother's Dav
"Feminine" Lib by

Coffee Cup Chatter

By University of
Kentucky County Extension
Agents for Home
Economies
Marriage and planning the
first home go hand in hand.
This home may be a small
apartment, a rented dwelling,
or even a house that you buy
or build. You may already
have some odds and ends of
furnishings, or you may be
starting with nothing but the
bare walls. Somehow you are
going to transform hollow,
impersonal space into cozy,
comfortable rooms for daily
living. This will be a period of
learning to make decisions
with your new partner and
learning to respect each
other's opinions and ideas. If
you are like most young
marrieds, you will be quickly
aware of your lack of
decorating experience and of
budget limitations. This need
not shatter your rosy dream.
But it does call for some
thoughtful planning. Contact
your local Extension Office for
literature to help you. —
Mildred W. Potts, LaCenter.

North Elementary ParentTeacher Club will have its
Murray Women of the annual potluck supper in
Moose will meet at the lodge appreciation of teachers and
staff at the school cafeteria at
hall at eight p. m.
seven p.m.
What do you do with those
Day Bridge group of
egg yolks left over after the
Friday. May 6
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
Golden Age Club will have whites have been used in a
Club will meet with Pat
Winchester, 706 Fairiane an Hawaiian party and cake or dessert topping?
potluck luncheon at twelve Refrigerate them for a few
Drive, at 9:30 a. m.
noon at the social hall of the days (covered with water in
Calloway County Library First United Methodist an air-tight container). Then
Board of Trustees is scheduled Church. Persons are asked to put the yolks in a strainer,
wear mumus and flowered" lower them into simmering
to meet at seven p. m.
water, simmer until hard
shirts.
cooked, and mince them with
Diabetes Club will meet at
May Fellowship Day; -a fork. Use the minced yolks
First- Presbyterian Church,
Main and 6th Streets, at seven sponsored by Church Women as a garnish for curry; add
United, will open at 10:30 a. m. them to a tossed salad; or
p. m.
at South Pleasant Grove moisten them with mayonUnited_ Methodist Church. naise, add chopped stuffed
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Potluck luncheon will follow. olives and use as a sandwich
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
spread. — Judy Hetterman,
seven p. m. at Ellis Center.
East Elementary School Hickman.
+++++
will have its sports banquet at
Ellis Center will be open
LAWNS ARE EXTENSION
from ten a. m. to three p. m. 7:30 p. m. at the school.
Tickets are three dollars per OF YOUR LIVING AREA
for senior citizens with lesson
They can be something of
person.
by Sharon Fields at 10:30 a.
beauty to look upon from
m., sack lunch at noon, and
the house or for your
inside
Kentucky
Division
of
United
tablegames at one p. m.
Daughter's of the Confederaey neighbors- to view. But more
will have a luncheon meeting important is that you enlarge
at the Murray Woman's Club your living area. On an outHouse at ten a. m.
door living area, you can have
family cook-outs, eating,
Senior voice recital by games and good conversation.
Martha Ruth Moore, Paris, Patio parties are becoming
Tn., will begin at 8:15 p. m. in vei y popular among all ages.
the Farrell Recital Hall, Price Surrounded by flowers and
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU. shrubs (some evergreens are
needed for winter beauty) it
A ring is forever and we make
provides
needed
much
up these beautiful, versatile
exercise for family members.
rings special for the girl in
Outdoor living areas are a
your life, For Mother or
PADUCAH PATIENT
great saver on furniture and
Grandmother. colortul birthCornel Bowden of Murray carpeting and where else can
stones represent each child's has been a patient at the
you do casual and informal
birth month. For the pre-teen Western Baptist Hospital, entertaining
that is so greatly
or teenager, her birthstone Paducah.
enjoyed. — Juanita Amonett,
st alone is a cherished gift.
paducah.++++++
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Recently dismissed from
INSECTS IN THE HOME
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, Sometimes you can see only
was Gerald Workman of the signs of insects or their
Murray.
damage. Or you may see the
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
insect, but not know what kind
114S Slim
Morris Parker of Almo has it is. Because control
(,it Idea C.entur
been dismissed from Lourdes measures vary for different
Hospital, Paducah.

insects, you must-knew what
insect you are trying to control. For insects you do not
recognize, seek the help of
your Extension agent. —
Maxine Griffin, Clinton.

Lindsey's
Jewelers
It

t")

_
Liberate your feminine awl:Mete! How nice to be frankly
female again! Dainty white lace adds a flirtatious touch to a
side-de wrap lounger of texture-interest puckered polyestercotton...with figure-forming set-in midriff and floating cape
sleeves. The true "lib" movement comes with the fluid skirt
and easy-care properties. Free-as-Air Blue, Perfectly
Peachy,P.S. M,L.

Mademoiselle

During the great potato famine of 1845-1849, over a million
Irishmen died of starvation and
disease.

Court Square, Murray

We Have
A New Line...
Linen At It's Best
, Natural linen, combined with soft
calf, a very different look in today's
\fashion. •
Double Cross
Instep straps with a Clear Vinyl
Vamp to dress up any great Summer
outfit.

Suddenly It's Summer
What a better way to stay cool
and pretty than in this mesh sandal
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For Her

If only they knew
she had the power_

Clark, Mrs. Dan Dixon, Mrs.
Robert Johnson, Mrs. Neale
Mason, Mrs. Danny Rya-n,
Mrs. John A. Thompson, Mrs.
Thomas Wilkins, and Mrs.
John C. Winter.

Karen Dowdy, and Martha
Lyle Pitman; Playing a piano
duet were Stacy Overbey and
Lisa Smith.
Participating teachers in
the program were Mrs. Larrie

A Special Nin0

Ends Tomas!
"THE STONY OF
ADELE N."(PG)
7:30 '

Starts
Tomorrow
Encore
, Engagement

mingbird," "Howdown" - to
the light and delicate
"Sonata" music of Scarlatti.
The opportunity to hear this
variety of musical expression
and form is one of the principal purposes of the Music
Teachers Association, a
spokesman said.
Piano Kilos were played by
Carol Sears, Deana Dailey,
Diana Duncan, Michael
Wilkins, Leslie Franklin,
Karen Hainsworth, Caroline
Schoenfeldt, Emily Apperson,
Skip Weber, Alison Marshall,
Leslie Poole, Stacy Smith,
Renata Collins, Audrey
Conley, Matthew Ferguson,
Tina
Ratterree,
Anne
Gregory, Joey Rose Lynda
Johnson, Jill Thompson,

Murray Reading Association
Has Banquet, Kenlake Hotel

Thursday, May 5
CONFIDENTIAL TO "NOT WITHOUT SIN": Who is?
Garden
Fair will be held for
Just train you child to follow the way you know you should
the public from ten a. m. to
have gone yourself. Providence will do the rest.
1:30 p. m. by Garden
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal Department, Murray
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069. Woman's Club, at the club
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope please.
home.'Department meeting
will follow.

Ends Thursday!
"SWASNBUCKLEN"(PG)
7:30'

Teachers Sponsor Recital

The Murray Music Teachers
Association presented the
ninth and final recital of the
season Sunday, May 1, in a
"salute to spring" by twentyfour young pianists in the,
Choir Room of the Fine Arts
Building on the Murray State
University campus.
The theme chosen for this
annual event was entitled "A
Musical Bouquet for You" and
included music from the
Baroque, Classical, Romantic
and Contemporary composers. The music chosen for
performance by the students
was widely descriptive and
the audience heard- from the
same keyboard musical
imagery depicting "Wild
Horseman," "The Hum-

Mit.-AU*.

DEAR ABBY: Izzy and I have been living together as
man and wife for eight years. We really love each other.
and I want to marry him, but here is the problem.
I have this crazy hangup I can't seem to get over. I
CAN'T bring myself to kiss a man on the mouth! No one
would believe that two people could have suc]i a great
relationship without ever having kissed.
I am 43 and have never been married, and Izzy is 50 and
has been divorced for 10 years.
My astrologist says our signs show us to be compatible
irk,
every way—and we certainly are. My chiropractor, who
also knows Izzy., says. he's never seen a couple better
suited for each other.
I ikent to a Psychiatrist a re'w fimes, and he says this
,elase.saion I have about kissing a man on the mouth stems
-hack to-when I was-a-little girl an my father-. -w-ho was-a
heavy cigar-smoker, always kissed me on the mouth, which
made me so sick I sometimes threw up.
The only thing Izzy and lever argue about is marriage. I
told him I'd be satisfied with a•wedding ring from the dime
store, but he says. "No kisses—no mazeltov."
What is your advice?
BELLA IN BROOKLYN

Music

Up Front In Fashion
High up front vamp wit Ii
heel.

.1

stacked

o
shoe
tree)
Southside
Manor
753-8339
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Clara—Jena- Paschall Openslionie Oak Grove
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W. M. U. of the Oak Grove
Baptist Church met April 26
at seven p. ni in the home of
Clara Jean Paschall for the
monthly meeting and Bible
Study.
The lesson on "Dialogue: A
Way of Witness," was
presented by Hilda Evitts,
Freda Humphreys, Omega
Jones, Delpha Taylor, Sherry
_Paschall, Clara Jean Paschall
and 'Pauline Story.
The Bible Study on ''The

To Warn- In June

Kingdom as a Trust" with
scripture from Matthew 24:4551, I.uke 12:35-48, was by Jane
Morton, Youlonda Grooms
and Pauline Story.
Prayer calendar was ready
by Hilda Evitts and Omega
Jones led in the closing
prayer.
Refreshments were served
by the hostess.
The next meeting will be
May 24 at seven p. m. in the
home of Jane Morton.

For That .pecial
Il omit,: in lour
I,tfi; in.,

Mother's Day.
IA'!
.";aturilay our
beautiful -.'pritt,t; 1141111/uelnote and !dace your order
Cnrile
1.1'1. 111

HOMEMAKERS DISPLAY—Members of the Calloway County Homemakers Club have displayed at the
Calloway
County Public Library many of the crafts completed from the lessons presented
at the club meetings each month.
Approximately three hupdred women in Calloway County are members of the various
clubs in the county, according to jean soar, county agent in home economics. Officers for the,county are
Joanne Cavitt, president,
Marilyn Smell, vke-president, and Greta Gargus, secretary-treasurer. The public is
urged to visit the library to see
the special displays by-tile homemakers as a part of the observance of Kentucky
Homemakers Week, May 1-7.
Mali Photo by Da%td Hill

llartha 1..vn Reagan anti
Iliebael John Wan
•
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny L. Reagan of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their younger
daughter, Martha Lyn, to Michael John Ryan, son of Dr. and
Mrs. William J. Ryan of Murray.
Miss Reagan is the granddaughter of Mrs. W. Z. Carter and _
the late Mr. Carter of Murray,and of Mrs. John E. Reagan and
the late Mr. Reagan of Bismarck, Missouri. Mr. Ryan is the
grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Joseph G. Stites, Sr. of
Hopkinsville, and the late Mrs. John Nakon of. Neptune City,
New Jersey.
•
The bride-elect is a 1972 graduate of Murray MO-School and
graduated from Murray State University in 1976 with a baccalaureate degree in nursing. While attending Murray State
she was an active member of Sigma Sigma Sigma social
sorority. Sale is presently employed at Vanderbilt Medical Hospital in Nashville, Tn.
Mr. Ryan is a 1972 graduate of Murray High School and attended Murray State University where he was an active member of Kappa Alpha fraternity. He is presently employed at
Murray Ford Tractor.
The wedding ceremony will be performed on Saturday, June
.11, at two p.m. at the First Christian Church with Rev. Di.
David Roos officiating.
Following the ceremony the reception will be held at the
Reagan residence.
Only out of town invitations are being sent and all friends
and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and reception.

The Poppy Shoppe
407 Poplar

Don'i
Forget
Mother'

afff

Homemakers Club Work
Begun In Calloway County
In
Membership Large
By JEAN W. CLOAR
Calloway Agent for
Home Economics
In Kentucky, County Extension work in home
economics started in 1913 with
Helen B. Woolcott as State
Agent. County workers were
employed for the summer
months to give instruction in
canning. After the passage of
the Smith-Lever. Act the
personnel and volume of
activities increased rapidly.
Brenda D. Elam, Ella C.
Carson. and Clara L. Vogel
were the first home demonstration agents employed and
assigned to counties in Kentucky, February 1, 1914.
Vollowing are quotes from
the 1924 Calloway County
Home Economics Annual
Narrative Report:
"In October under the
direction of our new State
Leader, Miss Myrtle Weldon,
a
Extension
County
Organization was perfected.
For more than a year we
talked of this and worked
toward this end, but not before
had we been able to bring it
about. This organization%
together
brings
eight
organized groups of women
with officers elected and
programs for a year ahead
made out. All women enrolled
in
local
-clubs
are
automatically members of our
County
Homemakers
Association, and the officers
of these clubs form our Advisory Council.
-We have a constitution and
this calls for quarterly
meetings of this Council. We
will have our first meeting in
January. Our roads are
always a problem and I never
hope for a good attendance of
any sort during the winter
months.
"Another problem we will
continue to have is lack of
means of getting into town. In
Most cases the women are

Buy Direct From

DIRECT FURNITURE
Continued Through
This Week Only!

Any Western - Early American
or Contemporary

Any 2 Piece
Sets On The Floor
$19900

Also Some 3 Piece Sets

Sale Ends Saturday, Nay 7

16.00
'17.00

4 ft. Swing

5 ft. Swing
3 Piece Settee

$29.99

Mile on 94

to Darnell Marine - 753-3546

entirely dependent on the men Wilgus.
• and this makes it hard for they
Horne demonstration work
can't
I
v get away con- was begun in Calloway County
ys
venienalw0 t the same time. on July 1, 1940 with the ap"The gro women in town pointment of Miss Rachel
who have always sponsored Rowland Mrs.. Wallace).
and supported the work in
"Fourteen Homemakers
every possible way are still clubs were organized with a
loyal to the cause and these I membership of 206. With one
can depend on alwaysfor help. or two exceptions the comAlready some from this group munities
which
in
are working for the ap- Homemakers clubs were
propriation for another year. organized are rural and the
This is still pending and a members almost entirely are
harder fight than that of last from farm families."
year is on.
The Calloway County
"Our major project was Homemake..s Association
home improvement and this became a member of the
was in the form of a wife- Kentucky Federation of
saving kitchen campaign. A Homemakers Clubs at its
year ago I enrolled sixteen annual meeting during Farm
women in this improved and Home Convention in
kitchen project, each with an January 1941. A delegate was
understudy who would do sent to represent the Calloway
some work. This work con- County
Homemakers
tinued through the winter and Association.
into early summer, ending in
According to the 1941 AnJune.
nual Report, "The Calloway
"The early part of the County Home-makers
campaign little could be done Association has carried on as
because of the awful weather their major project this year
and roads, but when spring did 'Hows and Whys of Food
come interest waxed warm Preparation,' which consisted
and we did big things. I really of six lessons. Two special
feel this has been one of the lessons in style trends were
very best works we have ever given, one in September and
done in our country.
one in February. The'minor
"Probably because it was project was 'Landscape
most needed, I was- able to Gardening."
secure a prize for cvery
"Homemakers clubs this
contestant, all of these to be year sponsored the cotton
used in their kitchens Miss mattress project for Calloway
Mary May Miller, specialist in County. Two clubs are accharge of this program. gave tively sponsoring a hot lunch
State prizes in this contest. We program in their community
won first prize in the State and school."
certainly we were proud uf
Mrs. Barletta Wrather
this.
joined the Calloway Extension
"Mrs. W. A. Ross at Dexter, Service in June 1955. Mrs.
Kentucky, was state winner Jean Cloar transferred from
We had two other state prize Hart County to Calloway
winners in our county, the only County July 1, 1976.
county that won three state
Helping people to help
prizes.
themselves is the philosophy
"Prizes always add zest, but of extension. Programs now
the real work was the labor relate, to, consumer insaving kitchens and these will formation.. Much emphasis is
continue to grow. So many. also given to understanding
many people have visited the
family
.business,
these improved kitchens and managing • finances, inmost of these carry away surances and family relations.
some ideas they will use. It
Presently there are twentyhas been a real piece of ex- three homemaker clubs with a
tension work."
membership of 344.
'Bomemakers"of Calloway
The Home Economics
County held their first:anmial program is open to anyone
meeting on October 10. 1924. i71 ,interested in taking part.
Murray. A hundred t•
twenty-five members
present at the all day rneetir,:
Miss Myrtle Weldon, tato
CONVALESCING HERE
leader of home demonstration'
Dr. Ray Waggoner, afagents in Kentucky, shi.vicd filiated with North Universit
and discussed her European' and residing in St. Matthews,
pictures.,
is convalescing after heart
"The main speakers were surgery at the home of Mr
Miss Zelma Monroe, assistart and Mrs. Prentice Lassiter.
state leader and Mrs. Hick- 900 Olive Street, Murray Mrs
man Crafton, President, State Lassiter (Mary Lou, and Mrs
Federation of Homemakers in Ralph Nene) McCuiston, 206
Kentucky. Plans and goals for North, Tenth Street, Murray.
the coming year were outlined are sisters of Dr Waggoner
by the project leaders as tbPre
HOSPITAL PATIENT
.
were no reports."
Dale Mathis of Murray has
In 1933 there were la e•Ye
Homemakers Clubs — durng been dismissed from Lourdes
this year the fiscal court did Hospital, Paducah /
not fund the 'Mittens:on
GUESTS HOLE
homemaker work for 0".e.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Faircounty.
child of Omaha, Neb., were
During the period of 1924 lo the weekend guests of parents,
1933 home demonstrato ,n Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp,
agents were Rheda
and Mrs. Fairchild's mother,
Ruth Robertson an
i
Mrs. Cletus Hubbs.

brit-ripv Lir era toir

a

1111" 1011

Sammons'
Bakery

.tics/ la

I- I I

DELIVERY BETWEEN 10:00 AM-4:00 PM
Tertrir....1,riatir Mo.%
Lineups for the Pro Group of
the Tennis Ladies of the
Murray Country Club for play
at the Murray High School
courts' on Friday, May 6, at
9:30 a. m. are as follows:
Sue Overbey and Lynn
Houston vs. Edwina Simmons
and Anne Burke
Corinne Stripling and Janice
Austin- vs. Lois Keller and
Patsy Oakley
Rainey Apperson and Janet
Housden vs. Nancy Whitmer
and Shirley Homra

HALE BOY
Mr. and Mrs. John Mark
Hale, Route Three, Box 192,
Cabool, Mo.. 65689, are the
parents of a baby boy,
Johnathan Christopher,
weighing six pounds four
ounces, measuring 2012 inches, born on Thursday. April..
'
.,
28, at St. John's Hospital,
Springfield, Mo.
The father is head of the
industrial education department for Cabool High and
Middle Schools. The mother is a kindergarten teacher there.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Hale of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Fox
Madisonville.
Great
of
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Fred H. Hale of South
Portland, Maine, Mrs. W. S.
Fox of Drakesboro, and W. B.
Kerr of Bowling Green.
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$15
Colors:
Rust
Blue

ICE CREAM, MAYBE
RICHMOND, Va. AP I - Ice
cream and sandwiches, maybe'
Judging from the store sign,
the proprietor of the restaurant
appeared to be in doubt.
Actually, the neon sign had
7.--11111
10 mom
said, ''Mayberry," but the
"rry” portion burned out
Downtown
(
recently, leaving the "maybe"
Square
in effect
Manager Cathy Burns called
up a crew of workmen to restore the missing letters

AJ1104•4
)
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No I.dame's.
Me Lamm?.
N. Pe.s•onl
Champ.

fet

Beautiful
Moments
Preserved
Forever
let Us Help You
Plan Your Wedding
•

All Handcrafted
Quality Work
Reasonable Prices
Check Our 8 10s
WEDDING As Low As
PACKAGE
A 50
PLANS
q

S.

Creative Photography by

WILSON
WOOLLEY
304 Main 753-7360
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Members of Twirling Team of Kentucky Misses are,
front row, Pam Bucy, back row, left to right, Kenae
Rogers, Shelly Foust, and Mary Ann Todd.
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The Kentucky Steppers Twirling Team won the second
place trophy in their division for the first time for the
girls to compete. They are, left to right, Tina Baker,
Rhonda Garland, Tammy Garland, and Rachel Elkins.
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Lisa Robinson won Miss Kentucky Lakeland Majorette in
the 7 to 10 juvenile division. She is the ten year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs:Lynn Robinson, and also won
four trophies in the open contest.

Michelle Spann, six year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Spann, won Little Miss Kentucky Lakeland
Majorette in the 0 to 6 division. She won six other
trophies in the open contest.
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The Kentucky Rebeletts Twirling Team won first place
in their division. They are, left to right, front row, Buffy
Stokes, second row, Wanda Williams, Tammy Hutson,
third row, Michelle Harris, Stacey Ammons, and Carol
Spann.
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The Kentucky Sunshine twirling team won first place
trophy in their division. They are, front row, Allison Carr,
back row, left to right, Valerie Gilbert, Mitzi Boggess,
and Leslie Massey.

Majorette Pageant & Twirling
-Kentucky All Stars twirling team won first in their
division. They -are, -left to right, front row, Chantal
Walker,Shelby Morgan,Meg Parrish, back row, Leslie Erwin,Jennifer Hammal,Cindy Cunn, and Shannon Wrye.

CSISMORMNSVOMMORMil

Mother's
Day Specials
Sale
Everything In The House

20%

°ff
*Lingerie *House Shoes
*Sportswear *Dresses
*Jeans *Jump Suits
*Long Dresses
One Rack

50%

on

and less
Free Gift Wrapping!
*Bank Americard *Master Charge

Marcile's Fashions
816 Coldwater Road

nesesnannanneumusragssesP

,the green door •
MAY WHITE SALE!
Oust in time for Mother's Day)

All Designer Sheets by Vera & Anne Klein
All Burlington House Sheets
All Pillow Cases
Price
All Decorator Pillows
Sorry, not gift wrap on sale items
All Sales cash and final
No exchanges or refunds

Come See Me

Chestnut Street
Open 10 a. m.to S p. m.
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Festival Held At Southwest
The
Miss
Kentucky
Lakeland Majorette Pageant
and Open Twirling Festival
was held for the first time in
Western
Kentucky
on
Saturday, April 16, at the
Southwest Elementary School
gymnasium, Murray.
Host to the 149 twirlers from
Illinois, Missouri, Arkansas,
Mississippi, Alabama and
northern Kentucky was the
Sandy Coleman Twirling
Academy. The National Baton
Twirling Association was -cosponsor with the Kentucky
Rebeletts Booster Club of
Murray.
Highlights throughout the
day were when thirteen year
old Tracey Scheffing twirled
or strutted. She is the reigning
Miss Majorette of Missouri in
the Junior Division, and
placed second in the twirling
solo nationals at St. Paul,
Minn., in January. Her older
sister, Debbie, is the current
feature twirler for Iowa State
and is the strut coach for the
reigning Strut champion of
Kentucky, Buffy Stokes of
Murray. Trace traveled from
St. Louis, Mo., with her
mother for the Murray event.
Other well known national
twirlers who were in Murray
to participate in the local
event were: Miss Majorette of
ennessee, ten year old
Laurie Mithcell, Memphis,
Tn.; Miss Majorette of
Missouri, ten year old Heather
Smith, St. Louis, Mo. Six
highly recognized NBTA
twirling judges from out or
state were here to rule over
the pageant and open twirling
festival.
Winners of the Miss Kentucky Lakeland Majorette
Pageant were announced by
the contest director, Sandy
Coleman. Buffy Stokes,
hostess for the event,
presented each winner with a
banner and bouquet of spring
flowers. President of the
booster club, Mrs. Sue Spann,
presented each winner and the
four runnersup in each
division with a trophy.
Local pageant winners were
as follows:
Michelle Spann, six year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Spann, and a second
year twirler and student of
Sandy Coleman. She won Miss
Kentucky Lakeland Majorette
in the Beginner 0 to 6 division
by placing first in modeling,
fancy strut and solo twirl.
Ten year old Lisa Robinson,
second year twirler and also a
student of Sandy Coleman,
won Miss Kentucky Lakeland
Majorette in the beginner 7 to
10 juvenile division. This was
her first pageant win and.wOs
against competition from
Nashville, I.exington, St.
Louis, and Memphis. She is

the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Lynn Robinson of Murray.
Tabethia Johnson, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Don Johnson
of Murray, won third runner,up in the beginner 7 to to
juvenile pageant division and
was presented a tropy by the
contest director.
Tina Cooper, eight year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Lloyd Cooper, placed sixth in
the beginner 7 to IQ juvenile
division.
'Rhonda Garland, fourteen
year old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Garland, placed
sixth in the beginnor 11 to 14
junior division. She placed
third in pageant modeling and
third in pageant strut over a
field of twenty competitions.
She is a freshman at Calloway
County High School where she
will be a cheerleader next
year.
Carol Spann, thirteen year
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Hal Spann. placed ninth
overall in the.junior II to 14
division. She is also a member
of the Kentucky Rebeletts
Twirling Team.
Ten twirling and dance twirl
teams performed before the
open contest began. Six teams
were from Lexington. Ver-
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Kentucky Rebeletts Booster Club

Retired Teachers
Hold ft'orkshop
Eighty-three members of
the Calloway County Retired
Teachers Association met for
breakfast at the Colonial
House Monday, May 2. at nine
a.m. Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
presiding at the last meeting
of his two-year term,
presented Dean Matt Sparkman as the new in-coming
President.
"Insurance for Retired
Teachers" was the subject of
a panel discussion by state,
district and local officials.
After the devotion based on
"Springtime" by Mrs. Modest
Jeffrey, members were
served
breakfast.
The
secretary's minutes were read
by Mrs. Agnes McDaniel, and
the treasurer's report was
given by Mrs. Mavis McCamish for Miss I.orene
Swann.
Dr. E. B. Howton announced
that more than $350. was
contributed by the local
retired teachers to the Red
Cross at the last meeting. Miss
Hazel Tarry was recognized
as continuing vice-president.
Special guests and consultants at the meeting were
Billy F. Hunt, deputy
executive secretary of the
Kentucky Retired Teachers
Association, Frankfort:

"ON

sallies, and Paris, Ky., under military strut; Tammy
the direction of Leigh Jeff- Hutson, team, 4 basic strut, 2
"Good things don't always come in small packages."
coat, instructor. The four local military strut, 2 instate twirl,
Right now, we're having a sale that celebrates those special events that onls
teams competing were under Carol Spann, team, 3 instate
happen once. A sale that says those once in a lifetime esents deserve a once
the direction of Sandy twirl, 5 solo twirl, 4 faney
in a lifetime purchase • a 5i_rige_r• sewing machine at prices lower than ever
bet ore.
strut,6 basic strut, 4 West Ky.
Coleman.
OUR LOSS LST PRICE EVER on t he Golden Touch& Sew' 11 machine.
The Kentucky Sunshine. a twirl; Rhonda Galrand, team,
The finest Touch -&Sew• machine we've ever made. With the exclusive
Flip& Sen.' 2-Way ;es.trig-curface for easy sewing in tight places. Plus-the—
four member twirling team 7 basic strut; Michelle Spann,
exclusive push-button front droo-in bobbin that winds right in the machine.
with ages ranging from six to I fancy strut, 2 basic strut, 3
Cabinet or carrying case extra. model 775
eight won the first place best appearance,2 solo twirl, 1
instate twirl, 3 duet; Lisa
trophy in their division.
The Kentucky All Stars won Cunningham, 2 fancy strut, 3
OUR LOSS EST PRICE ES ER for the Diana' 560
electronic machine.Or sase WOO if you buy it with
the first place trophy in their solo twirl, 4 instate solo, 3
abinet 266. Touch a button and get 14 different
division. This team is com- duet; Lisa Robinson,--1 fancy'
itches Model 560
,
•
•
posed of eight members with strut, 1 basic strut, 2 instate
ages ranging from five to nine twirl, 3 solo twirl; Tina
Cooper, 3 fancy strut, 3 solo
years.
• The Kentucky Steppers twirl, 4 hoop; Tabethia_
placed second in their division Johnson, 2 fancy strut, 2 solo
and are a first year team with tiwrl, 5 hoop, 2 best apfour members ranging in age pearance,5 instate twirl, 3 two
baton; Beth Williamson, 4
from 10 to 14.
The Kentucky Rebeletts, parade majorette.
second year twirling team,
with.five first place previous
wins for team twirling, won
the first place trophy in their
division. The team is corn- and the
posed of five members with
age ranging from nine to
fourteen.
Wish to express their appreciation to the following merMurray twirlers winning
trophies in the open comchants for their support for helping sponsor the .first Kenpetition ,were:
tucky Lakeland Majorette Pageant and Open Twirling
Mitzi Boggess,team,3 basic
Festival held on April 16 in Murray.
strut, 4 solo twirl, 4 instate •
Lynn Grove Grocery
The Showcase
twirl; Allison Carr, team, 3

Vernon Ricker. regional vice
president.
National
Association Plans, Inc.,
Colonial Penn Insurance Co..
Washington, D.C.; Ed Clark,
Aetna Insurance Co., Hickman Co.; Mrs. Mary Y.
Conyer, president of First
District, Kentueky Retired
Teachers,Marion; and Miss
Dolly Gillihan, State,N.R.T.A.
These consultants are holding
for
workshops
retired
teachers throughout the First
District from May 2 through 7.
Dr. Sparkman announced
his new committees for the
1 0 4 -member
local
organization. The chairpersons are: Legislative, Dr.
Sparks; membership, Miss
Hazel Tarry; program, Dr.
Ruby Smith; projects, Judge
Hall McCuiston; publicity, Dr.
and Mrs. L. J. Hortin;
remembrance, Mrs. Mamee
Anderson; social, Mrs. Zitelle
Goheen; and telephone, Mrs.
Joe Nell Rayburn.
Dr. Sparks announced that
the next meeting Would be
August tin Ellis Center at two
p.m. At the suggestion of the
in-coming president hearty
applause was given Dr.
Spark§ for his leadership the
past two years.
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College Shop
Special Occasions
Thurman
furniture
Kut-ti-Kurf Beauty Shop
Settle
Workman
Wallis Drug
Murray Appliance
Murray True Vallue Hardware
Associated lumber
Adnrews Motor Co., Memphis
Corvette Lanes
Storeys Food Giant
Wood
Florist
Lad 8 lassie
Crawford
Service Station
The Shoe Tree
Lynn
Grove
Feed 8 Seed Co.
Corn Austin Jeannette's
Flower
Shop, Mayfield
Triangle Inn Restaurant
Happy
Holiday
Travel,
Inc.
641 Super Shell
Benton
Supply
Auto
The Place
J. I. Hopkins Motor Sales
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Murray Silica Sand, Inc
Tabers Body Shop
Farm
Bureau Insurance
Murray Sewing Center
Jim's
Shoe
Outlet
Cain's A. M. C.
Lynn
Grove
Egg Co.
Carroll Volkswagen
Crouse
Motor
Sales
Cunningham Auto Repair
Garland
Used
Cars
Trees Used Cars
Holiday
Inn
Ezell Beauty School
Burger Queen
Taylor Motors Inc.
Parker Ford
Judy 8 Shere's Beauty Salon
Murray Ledger 8 Times
Artcraft Pholograpty
Murray
Furniture Mart
Bob Hibbard Turcking Co.
Shoemaker
Seed Co.
Purdom 8 Thurman Agency, Inc.
Chuck's
Music
Store
Kings Den
Eftill
Interiors
Gene 8 Jo's Flowei-s
Sammons Bakery
Twin lakes Office Supply
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
Jewelry
Furches
Pecks Upholstery Shop
Bank of Murray
TV Service Center
The Youth Shop
Owens Food Market
Fashion Two Twenty
Stanley Home Products
Peoples Bank
Mickey Boggess Used Cars
Purdom Oldsmobile
Earth
Movers
16A of Murray
East
Y.
Grocery
Stokes Tractor
Wonder
Bread
Crass Furniture
Tidwell Paint 8 Floor Covering
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Letter To The Editor

The Editor
Notebook

On Meditation
Dear Editor:
Please allow me to write again on
Transcendental Meditation as no
necessity to a Christian. No doubt many
do go to church who practice T. M., but
maybe they are those who failed to
truly come to know God in personal
relationship of sins forgiven and
became adopted in God's hunily...thus
are dissatisfied. This could be true
whether they are preachers or church
members as such, who have not learned
the satisfaction one can have in prayer
and Christian meditation. Having met
God personally, and realizing
something of His great love toward us
in giving His only begotten Son to
redeem us from sin, we want to read the
Bible, His Word, and let the Holy Spirit
speak to us. Perhaps the church and our
leaders have not given the help needed
for prayer and meditation and study of
the most precious book — the Bible. We
Christians need to learn what David did
as told in Psalms 1:1,2 . . . that it is
blessed to delight in the law of the Lord
and meditate upon it day and night.
Personally, whether TM is a religion
or not, I'd have nothing to do with
anything which deals with or speaks
names of "deities so called by the
world." Our God is a jealous God in that
He-alone must be first, and the One
supreme being worshipped by man. All
need to piactice meditation. We need to
pull back from daily cares and
everything — open up aur heart and
praise God as we realize our
nothingness without Him.
We need to be sure that our sins are
out of the way and the channel clear so
we can receive whaRver God wants to
give US. As His chictren, he would like
us to "take in" from Him so as to be
able "to overflow' or give out for Him.
As!tried to say before"lack of intake"
(not intack) from God will limit our
"overflow" for God. Being too busy,
even with legitimate things, could
hinder us spiritually. It is a must to take

Thanks
Dear Editor:
We would like to take NS opportunity
to express our apprciation to the
members of the Mum? Middle School
Parent Teacher Orpenzation for the
'many nice gifts during Teacher
Appreciation Week We enjoyed and
looked forward t the daily "surprises." It is so nee to know that our
efforts have beetVecoitnizedWith SincereThanks,
Murray ?milk School Staff
Geneva Briwnfield,
GuidancEZowiselor •
•

Bit-4e Thought
Hewien unto this, 0 job: stand
,nd consider the wondrous
woni of God. lob 37:14.
1, the hectic days in which we
it is sometimes necessary for
c,ci to stop us and make us "stand
till" in order that we may see what
Atonderful things He is doing''

time to relax and have time with God.
All Bible reading and prayer is not
sufficient without the meditating in my
case. If you have not tried meditating
upon God's goodness and a lot of things
we need to think upon from His word,do
try it and find strength you need. Two
words challenged me recently, Consider Him...taking - Isaiah 9.6.."His
name shall be called Wonderful,
Counsellor, the Mighty God, the
Everlasting Father, the Prince of
Peace." Also, Psalm 33:11 'The
counsel of the Lord, standeth forever,
the thoughts of his heart to all
generations." That assures us that it
means us in this generation. I was
blessed to think we could rest in God
our Counsellor, and when we feel so
weak and too little for anything, realize
this Mighty God made us and will show
Himself mighty in our behalf. Then in
times of loneliness and sorrow, we can
lean upon Him as our Everlasting
Father.
Sincerely,
Lorene Clayton
Hazel, Ky.

Business Mirror

Shortage Of Capital
Forecast By Economist
substantial increase in the level of
By STEPHEN FOX
personal savings and a large decline in
AP Business Writer
the level of government savings," he
MENLO PARK, Calif. ( AP 1 —
said. ."In the business sector, there's
American industry could face a serious
been an equally substantial decline in
capital shortage in the next 10 years
business savings that have been
unless government spending is cut or
completely a .result of a decline in
business profitability improves, a'
retained earnings."
senior economist at Stanford Research
Aaron says— personal savings inInstitute says.
creased in the 1970s because of
"There's good potential for a serious
"greater uncertainty not only on inproblem," Don Baron said in an inflation but also on unemployment which
terview. "We don't see the big problem
has caused people to sock away more
as being on the demand side — it's on
money than they would normally."
the savings side."
Personal savings during the 1960s
Baron, 34, bases his views on a study
equal to about 4.5 per cent of the
were
inof anticipated demand for capital
Gross National Product, the total value
vestment "by all sectors of the
economy in order -to achieve- a - . of aii.goostaand.3erViCert-SWOdbeed by
the American economy, Baron says,
satisfactory or desirable level of
and grew to about 6 per cent in 1975.
economic growth," compared with "the
However, the economist thinks the rate
likely volume of savings that will be
is beginning to go back down.
available for capital expenditures."
"There's very little reason on a
American businessmen may want to
historical
basis to believe that people
spend $50 billion more for capital goods
will continue to save at the current high
raise,
able
to
will
be
than
they
in 1980
levels," he said. "The 6 per cent is
Baron says. Capital expenditures are
really much higher than normal, so we
business outlays- for new plants and
can't
expect that level to maintain itequipment and also include housing
self."
construction. A shortage of capital
At the same time, says Baron, earinvestment funds could mean that
nings retained by corporations have
industry willfall behind in modernizing
been declining for the past decade.
tts facilities and Will not be able to
"Companies are not retaining more
expand production as rapidly as it
because basic profitability has been
would like.
much less," tie &incl. "Their gross
Capital investment funds come from
profits have been good over the last
personal and'government savings and
-four to five years, but when adjusted for
from earnings retained by corinflation, they've been going down."
porations. Baron says that while perNet corporate profits after inflation
sonal savings have been quite high in
were about 4 per cent of the Gross
recent years, the gain has been more
National Product in 1965, Baron said,
than offset by deficit budgets on the
dropping
to 2 per cent by 1970 and now
part of government and relatively low
running
about
1.5 per cent.
profits for corporations.
The decrease in net profits present
"The major recent trends are a very
business with a two-sided problem,
Baron believes.
"For the business sector, the decline
implies that in order to meet its capital
needs, businessls to turn increasingly
to external financing," he said. "The
need to seek external funds means
internal profitability is not all it should
be and that makes companies_less
worthy in the eyes- of potential lenders."
.
.
"But I'm helped by the fact that
Like the public, the federal goverMidge Costanza (Carter's assistant in nment can either be a
net saver, which
charge of public liaison) really is the means
having a surplus budget, or a
first point of contact for groups like "dis-saver,"
meaning having deficit'
environmentalists, small businessmen,
budgets in which the government
bankers."
spends more than it collects in taxes.
Much of his time has been taken up When this occurs, the federal goverwith the first assignment Carter gave nment is forced to borrow the difhim: find out what's wrong with the ference in the public debt markets by
nation's anti-poverty program.
issuing government securities for
The results:
which it is paid in cash.
--I.-A new director, Graciela Olivarez,
Since the federal government
Community
Services
at
the
commonly utilizes deficit budgets and
Administration, virtually the last personal savings
are expected to
remnant of President Lyndon B. decline, Baron sees trouble
ahead for
Johnson's war on poverty.
business.
—Less money for the agency under
"In a situation where the over-all pool
Carter's budget --revisions than it had
of savings is likely to be insufficient and
under President Gerald R. Ford, but the government is a
major borrower
proepects for a sizable increase in its
because of large deficits, business in
half-billion dollar budget in fiscal 1979.
effect becomes a second-class borrower
—Investigations into the agency's and will have
considerable difficulty in
projects and an upcoming internal
obtaining all the funds it needs at acreorganization to improve its efceptable terms," he said.
fectiveness.
Baron believes two things are
Aragon also has been involved in
necessary if a capital shortage is to be
efforts to make sure the'Immigration
avoided in the next decade.
and Naturalization Service doesn't
"There has to be more
udent
oppress his fellow Hispanics.
economic behavior on the part of
Aragon says the "most significant
government — a genuine attempt to
thing" he has helped theadministration
reduce budget deficits and thereby
community
Hispanic
do for the
is make
allow business greater access to the
Leonel J. Castillo, an Hispanic, compool of funds," he said.
missioner of immigration and
Also needed, in Baron's view, is a
naturalization.
dramatic improvement in corporate
A former Los Angeles lawyer,
profits so that business can finance
Aragon counts advocacy for Hispanics
expansion internally instead of paying
an important part of his job — but
excesssive interest rates to borrow for
hardly all that it entails.
capital investment.

Who Is Jimmy
Carter's Ombudsman?

S

By RICHARD E. MEYER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Quick. Who
is President Carter's ombudsman?
You don't know? Small surprise.
Joe Aragon hasn't exactly sought the
limelight.
Not that he hasn't been busy. His job
is to protect the people's interests. And
he's been working on a project for
people he says peed help the most: the
poor.
"But I've studiously avoided any
press," Aragon says. Part of the
reason, he acknowledges, is "there's a
tot of role-defining still to be done."
Besides, it's not Aragon's style to be
flashy.
Aragon, 35, quiet-spoken and studious
behind gold-rimmed granny glasses,
says he is Jimmy Carter's "point of
contact for groups or individuals who
feel somehow the system is not
responding to their concerns'."
An ombudsman, he says, "formulates a response and communicates
it to the people who can do something
about it."
Tanslation: He's one of the people
you can call when the goverrunent is
doing something to you it shouldn't, and
he'll try to get it to stop; or when the
government is not doing something for
you it should, he'll try to get it to start.
"At the White House, there's only one
of me, and there's a great number of
people out there," he says, a sheaf of
yellow slips in his fist, most of them
requests to return telephone calls.

HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems — •
fast. U you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. Tbe
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: What are "resources')
and how do they effect a person'who
applies for supplemental security income. L. C.
ANSWER: Resources are the things
a person owns — money, bank accounts, investments, real esate and
other things of value. A person can
receive Supplemental Security Income
payments if his or her resources are not
greater than $1,500 ($2,500 for a
couple). Not included in resources are
the home, the seasonable value of an
automobile, household furnishings and

certain other things.
HEARTLINE: I receive Supplemental Security Income and am
_ thinking of moving in with my nephew.
Will this make any difference in my
monthly payment? T. D.
ANSWER: yes, it may make a dif- •
ference since Suppleniental Security
Income payments are reduced for a
person living in someone else's
household and receiving support and
maintenance from them. Any move you
make from your current address should
- be reported to your local Social
Security office since it may affect your
payments.
HEARTLINE: I am 63 years old. I
see a lot of advertisements in the paper
and magazines for ordering merchandise through the mail. Frankly, I
am afriad to do this. Do you know of any
way I can feel safe in ordering from a
- mail-order house? J. C.
ANSWER: Heartline has developed a
panlphlet on how persons can protect
themselves against mail order frauds.
You can get a free copy by writing:
Heartline, Mail Order," 114 E. Dayton
St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
Please enclose a long,self-addressed,
stamped envelope.
HEARTLINE: My husband has been
receiving disability benefits from
Social Security for several years. He
now has a chance to obtain a job with
light duties. Would the earnings effect
his benefits? W. K.
ANSWER: Assuming that your
husband's impairment is still severe
enough to be consider* disabiling, his
benefits would continue during a trial
work perimi.of nine months, regardless
dins earnings. After-nine months, if it
is decided that he is able to perform
tithitantial and gainful Work, he will
receive benefits for three additional
months. YoUr husband mutt contact
your local Social Security office before
going back to work.

10 Years Ago
Danny Kemp, son of Mr. and Mrs. J.
C. Kemp of Murray Route One, has
been selected as the outstanding senior
boy at Murray State University.
Deaths reported include Robert
Stubblefield and Oliver Heuer.
Gary L. Covey is now taking his basic
!raining at Lackland Air Force Base,
sari Antonio, Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Allbritten announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Paula Kay, to Michael William
Holliday, son, of Mr. and Mrs. T. B.
Holliday, Jr., of Henderson.
Births reported include a boy, David
Kirk, to Mr. and Mrs. Keith Grotjohn on
April 17.
Dan Duncan and Herb McPherson of
Murray State were drafted by San
Diego in the National Basketball
Association's college draft yesterday.

20 Years Ago
The student body of New Providence
School in 1902 is pictured today. The
picture was brought in by Mrs. Ivan
;Mary Jane Austin, Edwina Kirk,
Felicity Hallanan, and Kay Parker,
speech students of Mrs'. Buron Jeffrey
at Murray High School, spoke at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
Murray Mayor George Hart was
made an honorary member of the
Ktrksey Chapter-of-the-Future Farmers
of America at the Father-Son Banquet
held at the Murray Woman's Club
House, according to Rob'Darnell,
chapter president.
Marriages announced include Doris
Evelyn Hall to Henry Hilton Graham on
March 16.
"Kelley and Me," starring Van
Johnson, Piper Laurie, and Martha
11 er, is showing at the Varsity'
Theatre.

By GENE McCUTCHE
Murray Ledger & Time. E
One thing that only experience can
teach is.the price of success. The lesson
came in the glare of' publicity for the
four kids from Ramona,Calif., who had
a run-in with the state Board of
Equalization over sales tax on the
compost they've been selling.
If Richard, Ne-Ne, Bette and June
Cessna had settled for a lemonade
stand and its modest prospects, the
state tax collector probably would have
looked the other way. Their problem
came from sniffing the bigger profits
lying on the ground- around their
father's equestrian center and,
developing a business with a gross in •
four figures.
The Board of Equalization people
struck a bargain that should keep
everybody happy. The state will get its
6 per cent bite on some of the sales of
KIDCO, Inc., but there'll be no
penalties for what went uncollected
before. KIDCO's problems are over —
unless the horses decide they're being
exploited, and strike for a better grade
of hay.
0+0
One thing we can say about the $2 bill.
It's sound as a dollar.
0+0
For some time now, the American

people have been afflicted with such
bad jokes as "inching into the metric
system" to emphasize the human
resistance to change.
But now the Federal Highway
Administration has decreed that the
conversion to international standards
will proceed at the maximum speed of
90 kilometers per hour. All speed-limit
signs will be changed to the new system
in a brief 90-day-period ending next
year on Sept. 30.
Milepost and guide signs, such as
those designating distances to cities,
will be converted by Sept. 30, 1982.
The switch from miles to kilometers
should pose no driving problems since
speedometers and odometers can be
adjusted easily to the metric system.
Motorists slow to familiarize themselves with conversion tables, however,
may be concerned that they will be
susceptible to freeway disorientation.
There should be no real problem,
although a sign proclaiming, although a
sign proclaiming "Hog Hollow — 10*
kilometers" may be meaningless to
reluctant learners.
Somewhere to the traveler's right, a
dilapidated billboard — relic of a
departed era — will bear the comforting exhortation "tat at Joe's — 6
miles."

eConflict Arising
On Pension Plans
women is likely to create many changes
By JOHN CUNNIFF
in life and work styles over coming
AP Business Analyst
centuries, but the issue is here and now
NEW YORK (AP) — A conflict that
in regard to pensions. Financing
involves the future of employe pension
problems could be brewing.
plans, women's rights and the actuarial
"The number of females, relative to
tables is taking shape, and it's going to
males,
increases noticeably from one
take a Solomon to resolve it.
decennial census to the next," says
Stripped of numerous emotional
Barnet Berin of William M. Mercer, a
issues that surround it, the the conflict
division of March & McLennan Inc.,
arises out of these facts: Pension plans
are often based on the longevity of men. and the nation's largest employe
benefits concern.
More women are entering the labor
In the 1960 census, the ratio of males
force. Women live longer than men.
to females at ages 65 and over was 83
That presents the question: Since
males for every 100 females. Just 10
women are likely to receive more
pension benefits, should their con- years later, it was 72 males for every
tribution, or their company's con- 100 females. The difference is growing
tribution, be raised? Or should a unisex greater by the year.
While this would have sociological
rate be instituted?
Use of the latter plan, in which significance in any• event, it is
contributions to pension plans would be especially important when associated
equal for men and women, might seem with. the other phenomenon, the into be the answer, but it creates a crease in the number of women in the
problem: costs would go up, and regular work force. .
"Managers should be putting more
benefits might have to be reduced.'
Actuarially speaking, there is no money away right now," says Berth.
difficulty: Since women live longer Otherwise; he contends, they might find
they should pay higher annuity or their pension plans in trouble sometime
pension rates. But actuaries don't off in the future.
In his viat a unisex rate doesn't
always call the shots; very often
women do. Remember, equality of the supply the answer to the pension
payment issue, partly because it will
sexes.
While in some arguments the women serve to raise the rates for all. More
,
j would be to
have the last word, on this issue they correct, he believes
might not. Life insurance companies, recognize the differenWs.
"If demonstrable and significant
which participate in some pension
"differences in statistics exist, one
plans, ask reciprocity:
"Shouldn't women therefore lose should recognize it," he says.
Would this constitute discrimination
their existing lower rates for life insurance, a rate that is based on those against women? Berth avoids the
very same actuarial tables, a rate that tentacles of that issue. But he does
is lower than that for men because of observe that nobody seems to think it
discriminatory that women now enjoy
their greater life span?"
The differing longevity of men and life insurance rates lower than for men.

t he
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Let's Stay Well

Functions Of Vitamin E
By FJ L Blasingaine, MD
Mr LC asks for an ex
anahon of the function of
'Atairun E. He says that he has
taard that it improves the
Isire for sex and helps to slow
tern the aging process Are
tt-ese claims true' Does this
.Itarnin have other benefits"
vihat dosage is required'
4: It is nearer the truth tn'
-,iv that evidence to date Ls inomplete and that the function
a Vitamin E is largely a mysQ:

%ere to produce healthy, living
offspring The sulxitance was
called it
ierol 'from the
Greek words meaning -bring
ing forth in childbirth-) and
aLso was asqgned the identification of Vitamin E
This original research has
been inaccurately interpreted
as meaning that Vitamin E is a
remedy for sexual problems
and a benefit in sterility, both
of which .cL3inis stretch. the
A new vitamin. discovered truth Many studies during the
-ver 50 years ago by last.four decades have failed t..
-"searchers H.M Evans and show that tockitterol Nu, ans
benefit in human.s in treating
h S. Bishop at the University of
aliforma, was found to be es- sexual or reprgdotli.e Or it,.
iential in the diet Ofrats if they.. lem.s

4•••••

Vitamin E ha.', been found to
be helpful in infants. especially
the premature, with a certain
form of anemia While human
breast milk has an adequate
skipply of this vitamin. it is deficient in cow s milk Also
tocopherol ma', not he ails'
quately absorbed in certain
diseases )cirrhteas of the- loisobstructive jaundice

fibrosis and radical

inal
..urgers' in Ahi,b fat IS no
Pr"Peris
and taken
into the bort.
Vitamin E has not been
found protective agility)* aging

in animal studies Vitamin E
deficiencies, if they occur arts
•

most difficult to detect in
human,', We 4ore adequate
amounts for years in our body
tIRAWS '
Totopherol. or Vitamin E.
occurs naturally in many foods.
including meat, fish dairy
products, egia..green vegeta
Isles. Cereals and vegetable oils
Therefore. adequate amounts
are obtained from a normal
dies The done is unknown. but
-no'supplement is nredect wherr
foods containing the chemical
are eaten and absorbed
11 usually is neither necessary nor desirable to take supplemental Vitamtn,E unless it
is prescribed by a physician'

•
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Love Story—One
Sequel Or Two?
1,06 ANGELES (AP) — the price is not ridiculous."
Remember seven years ago
Wald said he would ask
when Jenny died and Oliver somewhere between "zero
Barrett IV was left alone? and $5 million" for the film
While your heart was rights to Segal's book.
breaking over this tragic end
And what if Wald asks $5
to "Love Story," the people at million? Eisner laughed and
Paramount saw it as just the said, "Then the quality of the
beginning — an ideal op- material may take a back
portunity for a sequel.
seat. I don't think they will ask
That there will be a 'sequel that much because it wouldn't
you can count on. What you be in their best interest."
can't count on is whether there
In the middle of all of this is
will be one sequel to "Love Ryan O'Neal, who played
Story" —or two.
Oliver in "Love Story."
into O'Neal got only $25,000 for his
is
Paramount
preproduction work on "Love role, but the picture made him
Story 1978." The studio has an important star and sent his
several scripts in preparation. salary into the stratosphere.
But then there's "Oliver's
No one has approached
Story," Erich Segal's best- O'Neal yet about the sequel,
selling sequel to his first book. although he reportedly read
In its first four weeks it sold -Oliver's Story" and liked it.
more than 250,000 copies.
Wald said,"He's interested."
Paramount has the right to
Eisner said he would, of
produce a sequel, using all the course, like to have O'Neal for
characters from "Love his sequel.
Story." It also has first refusal
rights on Segal's book — but if
they turn it down Segal is free
to take it to another producer.
One way or the other we're
doing a sequel to 'Love
Story," said Michael Eisner,
president of Paramount
'Iwo special events for the
Pictures.
Oaks Country Club were
Segal's agent, Robby Wald planned for Saturday, May 28,
of the Frank Cooper Agency, according to the reports from
he doesn't think the meeting of the board held
said
Paramount will dare come out Monday evening.
with any sequel except
The official opening of the
"Oliver's Story" because it is swimming pool at the club will
public.
already presold to the
be on May 28 with John
"If you were Paramount Hammat as the .new pool
and you advertised a sequel to manager. Each oneis asked
'Love Story,' and people not to forget to bring their
-.expected 'Oliver's Story,' - I identification pins for the pool.
don't know how people would
The other special event for
react to another story): May 28 and 29 is the Oaks
Wald said.
Belles Si Beaux Golf TourEisner said: "There's no
nament—This is an annual
question we will be out with event of the club, according to
our picture first, and therefore J. Nick Ryan,golf tournament
it's inconceivable to me chairman. Mitchell Story is
anyone else woiild vernture
superintendent of the golf
into this arena." He added,"I course. Entry forms for the
happen to like 'Oliver's Story,'
tournament are in the pro
but nothing is more presold shop.
than the movie and the
Sunday, May 8, a scramble
original book. I think 'Oliver's golf
tournament for both men
Story' can only help the and women will be held at the
property
the
of
momentum.
Oaks Club.
that Paramount exclusively
It was announced at the
owns."
board meeting that the golf
whether
The deciding factor
course will be open to memhe buys "Oliver's Story" or bers and their guests on
scripts,
own
uses one of his
weekends (Saturday and
Eisner said, will be the quality Sunday)and holidayS.
as
long
"as
material,
the
of
Plans are now in progress
Men's
Wits
for
the
Invitational Tournament June
18 and 19.
For Information
Members wishing to sign up
for mini-max may do so now
Regarding
at the pro shop.
Elbert (Salty) Thomason
was named to head a special
improvements committee for
(Permanent
the club.
New members welcomed to
Removal of Hair)
the club are Mr. and Mrs.
Terry Morgan and family and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Beale
and family.

*Bel-Air Shopping Center
*Limit Rights Reserved

Everybody wants to save
time and money. And the
way grocery bills are today,
we feel you need all the
help you can get. We are
committed to shop the
markets for the very best
products at the very best
price. And, naturally, we

These Items On Display
Throughout The Store

Oaks Club To
Hold Events
At Course

Pure Vegetable
31b.

Crisco

Larsen

Unsweetened

16 oz 3/89
'

Vg-All

c
Pkg. 11

Kool-Aid

'si

Sweet
c

Sunflower

16 oz 69
'

Pickles

$1 49

5 lb.

Flour

Stokely
46 oz 59'

Tomato Juice
Heinz Bar B Oue

18 oz 69
'

Sauce

21:ngig.b.

Scot Lad
16oz 3/89
'

Applesauce

SMOKED
PICNIC

Scot Lad 7oz

'
4/99

Mac. & Cheese
Pride of III

C

16oz

orn

Nabisco Premium Saltine
lib 59
'

Crackers
+NI

Tetley

woo

Tea Bags

Every Day Low
SheffPrices

I

Scot Lad 18 oz
'
75

Peanut Butter

Crystal Clear

Electrolysis

$139

Scot

Ice

211, 79
'

Lad e Jelly
ta

59'

Enfamr1

7
FRYERS

Paramount

Call 753-8856

oz

With Iron

Sweet PicklesPickles

59'

Family Pack

qt 99
'

Shedd s
For Fair low Enforcement Elect
Margarine

Produce
Dept.

Joe Beard
YOUR SHERIFF

Experienced and Dependable
pod for by Joon Cook sey treasurer

8 oz 3/sl w

3-leg Oils.
3-Breast Orts.
1-Giblet

50°
NOTICE

Red

POTATOES
2, 011;9

all the following stockyards will be . .

CLOSED
SATURDAYS

Armour Veribest '
lb 99
'

Loin Chops
Armour Veribest

Pork Steak Family Pock Lb

Bag

Effective May 7, 1977

89'

Armour Veribest Boneless Boston

*Farmers Livestock

lb

Butt Roast

Mayfield, Ky

89'

*Graves County Livestock
Mayfield Ky

•Heinold Hog Market
Fancy Form Ky

*Smith Livestock
Symsonia Ky

a

COUPON
'mit 1 Per Family'
Concentrated

t

All

We Will Be

OPEN
Monday through Friday
Regular Buying Hours

49 oz. Box

$1I 19

Expires 5-10-77
Good Only At Storey's

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

Limit 1 Per Family

1.,mit 1 Per Family

Limit 1 Per Family

Limit 1 Per Family

Limit 1 Per Family

Fabric Softener

Folger's

Bar Soap

Dishwasher

Final
Touch

Coffee

Dove

All

COUPON

694

33 oz
Expires 5 10 77
Good Only Al Storey $

$169
1lb con j
Exy:ffes 5 10 77
Good Only Al Storeys

/70C
Reg
,
Sore 3
Expires 5-10-77
Good Only Al Slotey's

17

50 or $1 19
Expires 5 10 77
Good Only AI Storeys

Bar Soap

Tone
3/89'

Both
Se

Expires 5 10 77
Good Only Al Slam s

COUPON
-

Limit 1 Per Family

Hefty
Small Waste
Bags
30 ct Box

Expires 5-10-77
flootital4AISIont4.4

4
,
414.4.101
....RIIMMIlliti.1.61r11010W

69'

-;lt.Walt

),

COUPON

•:•

Limit 1 Per Family :Lin-

Wizard Solid

I

Air
Freshener 4 c
2QC 1.t6

6 oz Jo
Expires 5-10.77 slEx
1")

maimieviiimagmemegunumfrour-;--------c=mageonspiewortim***.-.
,
a
4,

Class Favorites
At Murray High

Every Day Low ShelfPrices

lye
he
ay,
he
ire
he
est
est
we

Kraft

pass these savings on to you.
That's why you can be
a-iViried of Murray's lowest
shelf prices - everyday! Let's
get together and save time
and money!

Velveeta
Cheese

EGGS

5 lb

87'

Sunflower

Corn

5 lb

Scot Lad

Catsup

Qt

81'

Limit 2 Per Customer With 7.50 Add. Pur.
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products
Every Day Low ShelfPrices
Richtex

Shortening

20°

$1I 19
3 lb

Kraft Qt

U.S.D.A. Choice

SIRLOIN STEAK
Bone In

Miracle Whip
chorm „
Tissue

64'
99C

8 oz

Sugar

5 lb

12 oz

!MARY SMOCK
Junior

$109

Peanut Butter ,80z 89'

Doz.

95'

2 lb

Godchaux

Singles.

Gold Medal

Flour

Class favorites in the junior,
sophomore and freshman
classes at Murray High School
were selected recently.
Pictured here are those
students selected for "class
favorite" by their classmates.

Philadelphia Cream

7p
Grade
Largi
HydeAPark

C

tiCie
Sc.,
Towels

S129

49 oz

Rolf

59

BILL WILSON
-Junior

DEANN THORNTON
Junior

Folger s Instant

Coffee

I 0 oz

$429

Hi C

88'
72

4 Rol!

Drink

46 oz

46C

Eagrebrond

Milk

Scot-Lad

99
Lb.

Salt

26 oz

18'

Advance

Duncan Hines

Cake Mix

18 oz

67'

Gelatin

Jell-0

BOB THURMAN
Junior- -

3 oz

DELORES RONCHUL
Junior---

22C

Scot Lod

Coffee Creamer

16 oz 90C

Frozen

Cool Whip

9oz 68'

Hyde Park 12 oz

20°Lb,

'Orange Juice

U.S.D.A. Choice

CHUCK STEAK

idwes
e M ilk
ic

57'
42 85C

t.

Gal

MIKE HIBBARD
Sophomore _

REED HAINSWORTH
Sophomore

Kraft ' 2 Gal

Orange Juice

$1 11

Heather Hills

Facial Tissue

200 ct

44'

60 ct

22'

Scot Lad

Napkins

iiiby Food

Strained

15'

USDA Choice

lc

1-Bone Steak

LORI LAN DOLT
Sophomore
JEFF KURSAVE
Sophomore

USDA Choice

lc

Swiss Steak
U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

Chuck Roast

PON

?r Farr y

Solid

ir
iener

18'

5 10 77
Ii 51Orti S

COUPON -47

• COUPON

:Limit 1 Per Family !Limit 1 Per Family

Easy-Off
Window
Cleaner

Woolite

Self-Cleaning
Rug Cleaner
4
4

16 oz Pump49
Expires 5-10-77
1 Good Only At Storey's

130z 69
Expires 5.10-77
Good Only Al Storey's

KATHY OUTLAND
Freshman

•

NICK HIBBARD
Freshman
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ille Hothin efs Foufilifs
Against His Old Teammates

,

.".‘"

•

---Oistante Eve StngPoint For Track Team

•

or s,

.Mrray Ledger & Times

Speier Gets Jeers, Not
Cheers In Return Trip

Clinic Set
For Sunday
For 'Leagues

Canadiens Lose On Own
Ice To Islanders, 4-3

Major League
Standings

Playoffs At
A Glance

Greg Tooley Finishes
Atop Three Departments
finished farther back than
second in the division.
Outfielder Greg Tooley won
all the major batting titles for
the season. He hit .356 in 135
times at bat, had 46 runs
batted in, and 11 homeruns
and doubles each. Other
leading hitters were outfielder
coaches in winning per- Al Luigs with a .333 average in
_c-autage, said he felt his team 96 at-bats, Tom Fehn with a
had a good year, winning a lot .324 in 68 at-bats, catcher
of games despite one of the Danny Tell with a .347 in 49 attoughest schedules ever bats, infielder Bill Wagoner
played by a Murray team. He with a .313 in 64 at-bats, Terry
lamented spotty hitting which Brown with a .309 in 136 atcost the 'Breds some games bats, and Don Walker with a
but noted that they won at .295 in 129 at-bats. Brown had
east five games that 33 RBI's, Walker 32, infielder
Stan Giesler 25, and I.uigs 22.
Wemingly were lost.
The 'Breds were 29-15 after Walker had 9 doubles and 5
a weekend split at Western homeruns, and Brown 12
Southern doubles, 2 triples, and 3
and
Kentucky
Illinois and 7-5 and in second homeruns.
place in the Western Division
As a team, the 'Breds hit
of the Ohio'Valley Conference.
A Reagan' team has never .292 and fielded .957.

Murray State's baseball
team completed its 20th
consecutive winning season
and the ninth season in a row
in which the Thoroughbreds
won 20 games or more last
weekend.
Coach Johnny Reagan,
among the nation's Top 10

' Andy Rice had the best
,record of Murray pitchers, a 61, and an earned run average,
a 1.80. Mark Biggins was 4-0

' I-4
Bill Bailey
for

Jailer
Your Vote Appceciated •
May
11 Democratic
Primary
Paid for by the candidate

-awn.- 44.-

-ow

-444••=.4

and had an ERA of 2.17. Mike
Grieshaber was 3-0 and had an
ERA of 1.13.
Eight 'Breds, Ocher Dick
Allegretti, Brown, catcher
Mike Cathey,. outfielder
Brown Crouch, Giesler,
outfielder John Siemanowski,
pitcher John Skorusa, and
Walker completed their
careers with the season.
Reagan noted that most of
his pitchers returned and said
that with the players returning and some judicial
recruiting,the 'Breds could be
a solid club again next year.

-

•

,_

By The Associated Press
Only games scheduled
National Basketball Association
Wedaesday's Games
Quarter-finals
Minnesota (Redfern 1-3) at
Best-of-Seven
Cleveland (Dobson 04)
Wednesday's Game
Milwaukee (Travers 3-2) at
Golden State at Los Angeles, Toronto (Singer 0-4), (n)
series tied 3-3.
Oakland (Ellis 1-2) at Baltimore (Palmer 3-1), (n)
Semifinals
Seattle (Thomas 1-2) at BosBest-of-Seven
ton (Cleveland 1-2), (n)
Thursday's Game
Texas (Alexander 3-1) at DeHouston at Philadelphia, first troit (Bare 0-2), (n)
game Of series
California (Tanana 4-0) at
New York (Hunter 1-0), (n)
National Hockey League
Chicago (Knapp 3-1) at KanPLAYOFFS
sas City (Colborn 4-1), (n)
Semifinals
Thursday's Games
Best-of-Seven
Milwaukee at Toronto, In
Tuesday's Result
Seattle at Boston, (n
New York Islanders 4, MonOakland at New York, (n)
treal 3, OT, Montreal leads
Chicago at Kansas City, n)
series 3-2.
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Game
National League
Montreal -at New York IslandEast
ers
W L Pct. GB
Pitts
13 7 .650 World Hockey Association
13 8 .619
S Louis
PLAYOFFS
Montreal
10 8 .556 2
Semifinals
9 9 .500 3
Chicago
Best-of-Seves
9 10 .474 342
Phila ,
Tuesday's Result
9 11 .450 4
Houston 3, Wbudpeg 2, Winni- N York
West
peg leads series 3-2.
Los Ang
19 4 .826 Thursday's Game
Cmci
10 11 .476' 8
Houston at Winnipeg
Houston
9 13 .409 9'BASKETBALL
S Fran
8 13 .381 10
SAO PAULO, Brazil - Atlanta
8 15 .348 11
9 17 .346 llua,
Marvin Delph scored 30 points S Diego
Tuesday's Results
to lead the touring University
Chicago 9, Houston 0
of Arkansas basketball team
Pittsburgh 8, Atlanta 7, 11 into a 90-73 victory over the nings
Argentina All-Stars.
Philadelphia 8, San Diego 7.
10 innings
Los Angeles 4, New York I
Montreal 3, San Francisco 2
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Games
Houston (Andujar 2-1) at Chicago (Bonham 2-2)
Montreal (Hannahs 1-2) at
San Francisco (Barr 3-2)
Pittsburgh (Demery 0-1) at
Those who were unable to Atlanta (Messersmith 2-1), (n)
St.
Louis (Forsch 4-1) at Cinattend the Pony League
cinnati (Zachry 2-3), (n)
tryouts last weekend may
Philadelphia (Lerch 3-1) at
attend
another
tryout San Diego (Jones 14), in)
New York (Matlack 1-31 at
scheduled for Saturday at 10 a.
Los Angeies (John 1-1), (n)
m.
Thursday's Games
The tryout, only for those
Houston at Chicago
players who did not attend last
Montreal at San Francisco
Philadelphia at San Diego,
week, will be held at the
(n)
league field.
New York at Los Angeles,
The Pony League is for boys (n)
and girls 13 and 14 years old.
Only games scheduled

Pony League
Tryouts Set
For Saturday

best 100 meters, a 10.5', and
distance man Brian Rutter the
Murray State track Coach* fifth-best $000 meters, a
Bill Cornell figures his team 14:34.5. The Racer mile relay
should fare well in distances has the fourth-best time, a
and middle distances at the 3:17 flat.
Ohio Valley Conference track
Austin Peay is the defending
meet at Bo*line Green -this OVC champion, but the GOVS
weekend but the rest of the will likely be challenged
league appears to have too strongly by Middle Tennessee,
much muscle for the Racers in Morehead, Western, and East
the shorter distances and most Tennessee this year.
field events.
Preliminaries and field
Murray freshman David events will begin Friday afWarren has the best time of ternoon at 4 o'clock. Finals
any OVC runner in the 800 will begin Saturday afternoon
meters, a 1:49.3, and will at 1:30 o'clock.
By Joe Tom Erwin

appearance for New York
By FRED ROTHENBERG
since being obtained from
AP Sports Writer
Oakland last week, held the
Part of the scene was
Angels to one hit over the first
•
familiar. Big Willie Horton
innings. He left the game
five
around
hits
was spraying
in the sixth with a blister.
%, •
Tiger Stadium.
Graig Nettles and Reggie
.But one difference was that
also slammed
Jackson
he was wearing a Texas
homers to send the Yankees to
Ranger uniform. And another
their fifth straight victory and
change of pace was that the
llth Nilr-th,cia. last 12 games. .
fickle fans of Detroit were on
California has dropped five of
his side.
six.
"It's a funny thing," mused
White Sox 8,Royals
Detroit Manager Ralph Rouk,
Chicago's Richie Zisk, in his
"the fans who were cheering
A bases-loaded, two-out games.
By KEN RAPPOPORT
first AL season, is feasting on
him tonight were probably the
The sacrifice fly gave the
by_Perez in the seventh
single
AP Sports Writer
the league's pitchers. He
ones booing him here a few
1-1 tie and provided victory to Kent Tekulve, 2-0,
snapped4
used
hear
Speier
to
Chris
slammed his eighth homer to
weeks ago."
Expos with their winning and saddled Atlanta's winless
grab the league lead in that cheers in San Francisco. Now the
The 33-year-old Horton, who
Perez' blooper to right Phil Niekro with his fifth
jeers.
run.
hears
he
department.
began playing for Detroit in
scored Dave Cash from straight defeat.
field
the
fans'
expected
"I
Alan Bannister collected
1963 but was traded to Texas
Cubs 9, Astros
Speier third- base and Speier scored
four hits and scored three runs reaction," said
last month, had a terrific
Bill Buckner drilled three
second when catcher
from
making
after
night
Tuesday
for the White Sox. homecoming Tuesday night.
his first appearance in Can- Mike Sadek dropped the relay doubles and knocked in two
Mariners 10, Red Sox 8
He stroked four hits in leading
runs, Manny Trill° walloped a
Park in a visiting throw.
dlestick
Bill Stein belted his first two
Brewers 6, Blue Jays 2
the Rangers to a 13-0 joyride
three-run homer and Ray
and
Parrish,
Cash
Larry
Montreal
the
as
uniform
Rookie Barry Cort's feat of homers of the season and
over his former teammates.
Valentine had reached Burris pitched a five-hitter as
Horton had three singles pitching a strong nine-hitter in Carlos Lopez drove in three Expos beat the San Francisco Ellis
infield singles in the Chicago routed Houston.
on
base
"Personal
3-2.
pride
Giants
and a double, scoring twice. ,his first mVor-league victory runs with a homer and a pair
seventh
before
Perez Burris did not allow a runner
the
show
to
want
we
made
Sox'
Red
the
snap
The-fans couldn't get enough was topped only by his father of singles to
delivered the game-winning past second base as he struck
play."
still
could
I
fans
three-game winning streak.
of him, showering him with a George's activities.
out five and did not issue a
Speier, traded to the hit off John Montefusco,2-3.
John Montague, pitching in
"I must have smoked - no,
standing ovation when he
walk.
8,
Pirates
Braves?
Foli
Tim
for
Expos
Montreal
moved into the on-deck circle ate - a package of cigarettes relief, hurled 6 2-3 innings to
Mines 8,Padres 7
Ed KirkPinch-hitter
San
the
showed
month,
last
during the game," said gain the victory.
in the first.
Bob Boone singled home
patrick's sacrifice fly with the
the
that
boo-birds
Francisco
Twins 4, Indians 3
He said he had tears in his George Cort, an unemployed
loaded in the llth inning 011ie Brown from second base
Mike CUbbage lofted a Expos weren't short-changed bases
house painter who flew to
eyes.
gave Pittsburgh its victory in the 10th inning to lift
"It was a great feeling," he Toronto from his home in sacrifice fly in the 10th inning in the swap of shortstops.
Atlanta and extended the Philadelphia over San Diego.
over
opposite
his
outplayed
He
said. "It's sad I have to come Tampa, Fla. "I think I was that sent Lyman Bostock
losing streak to 10 Mike Schmidt and Brown
Braves'
home with the winning run. number in every department
back against my old more nervous than he was."
opened the 10th with singles,
last
the
fielded
ironically
and
Yankees 8, Angels 1
Reliever Tom Burgmeier
teammates. I tried not to look
the stage for Boone.
setting
hit
grounder
a
game,
the
Bucky Dent's first major picked up the victory, pitching out of
at them.... I still have a lot of
After Jerry Martin forced
potentiaktying
the
with
Foli
by
love there. I wish the guys the league grand-slam homer 3 1-3 innings before yielding to
Schmidt at third, Boone
run on thid base.
best after we leave here helped newcomer Mike Torrez Tom Johnson for the last out.
delivered his game-winning
That play capped a perfect
win his first game as a
Butch Wynegar had tied the
tomorrow."
hit down the left field line.
a
and
Speier
for
evening
Texas pitcher Bert Blyleven Yankee.
game 3-3 in the eighth with his
Dodgers 4, Mete 1
perfectly awful one for Foli.
Torres, making his first fourth homer of the season.
also had a return of sorts,
Burt Hooton hurled a fourThe new Montreal shortstop
hitter and singled home a run
had a double and a single and
A clinic for coaches and and Rick Monday drove in
scored two of the Expos' runs,
at 1:30 IL_ three runs with two doubles,
including the game-winner in umpires will be held
Ken; leading Los Angeles over New
West
the
at
Sunday
m.
the seventh inning. Foli was
hitless in five trips and made tucky Exposition Center on York. Hooton struck out 11 and
Road.
lost his shutout with two out in
an error on a ball hit by Speier College Farm
Coaches and umpires of the the ninth when Dusty Baker
that led to Montreal's first run
- -following-leagues should at-- dropped Roy Staiger's fly ball.
in the first inning.
tend the meeting: Little and allowed Ed Kranepool to
League, Kentucky League and score from first.
MONTREAL ( AP) - New before Jude Drouin tied it for period.
Park League.
GENERAL
"When we saw everything
York Islanders goalie Glenn New York with less than seven
-The meeting is sanctioned
OAKLAND
Herbert R.
in going against us, it really
remaining
by the National Little League Dana, the referee credited
Resch said what everyone had minutes
that
called
He
picked us up.
regulation.
known all along.
Incorporated.
with inventing the striped
"There's no doubt I'll goal back that Lewie (Lewis)
"There wasn't a person
Also, league offcials should shirt for sports officials, died
goal.
good
a
was
It
scored.
alive who thought we would always remember this one,"
attend the meeting.
at the age of 78.
By The Associated Press
win, and I'll be honest with said Harris, who now has You watch it on the replay and
League
American
you - we were kidding about seven goals in post-season you'll see it was good." said
East
it ourselves," he said. "But I • play this year and four in the Reach.
W L Pct. GB
The Canadiens' dressing Milwkee
14 7 .667
really felt confident coming series against Montreal. He
into tonight. I think everybody tallied on a rebound after a room was quiet and almost N. York
13 9 .591 Un
10 9 .526
did. It was just a feeling I Dave Lewis shot caromed off deserted minutes atter the Balt
10 10 .500
goal by Harris. Not many Boston
the goalpoast.
had."
10 '14 .417
A disallowed goal by Lewis expected they would have to Toronto
His feelings were right on
8 14 .364
Detroit
the money, and so was the may have turned the game hastily arrange a flight back Cleve
7 13 .350 61'i
face
to
New
to
tonight
York
West
backhand shot by By Harris around for New York and
15 9 .625
at 3:58 of overtime Tuesday given them the lift necessary the Islanders in front of their Minn
13 9 .591 1
night- a shot which gave the to end Montreal's 38-game rabid fans for a sixth game K.C.
12 9 .571
Chicago
Islanders a 4-3 triumph over home unbeaten streak. The Thursday night.
13 10 .565 11-2
Oakland
to
going
are
Bruins
the
So
lost
Canadiens
the
time
last
the Canadiens and cut
11 9 .550 2
Texas
while
little
a
wait
9 15 .375 6
Calif
Montreal's lead to 3-2 in the here was Oct. 30, 1976, when have to
9 17 .346 7
best-of-seven National Hockey the Boston Bruins beat them 4- longer to find out who they will Seattle
Tuesday's Results
be meeting in the Stanley Cup
3.
League semifinal playoffs.
Minnesota 5, Cleveland 4..10
Referee Bob Myers ruled
Resch, making his first
innings
the
directed
had
Lewis
that
Milwaukee 6, Toronto 2
post-seasop start, stopped 26
Seattle 10, Boston
of 29 shots. Possibly the key puck into the net with his glove'
Texas 13, Detroit 0
save was the ono. on a Bob and disallowed the apparent
New York 8, California I
Gainey breakaway moments score. early in the second
Chicago 8, Klitsas City 4
taking the mound for the first
time since incurring a threegame suspension for intentionally throwing at
Kansas City's Darrell Porter.
The suspension was mostly
symbolic, since it coincided
with Blyleven's normal three
days' test. The star righthander tossed a four-hitter
and fanned 12 batters for his
second shutout in a row.
Ken Henderson slugged a
three-run homer in the first
inning, stretching his hitting
streak to 13 games. Henderson
doubled in his fourth RBI of
the game in the second inning,
when the Rangers scored
seven runs and tied a club
record with nine hits, Bump
Wills, who had a two-run
homer in the ninth, had two
singles in the second.

4

likely be favored to win the
event. Martyn Brewer has a

•

Chiefs Pick
Up Pair Of
Soccer Wins

3:45.7, 1500 meters, good
enough to qualify for theNCAA
championships, but East
Tennessee's Ray Flynn has a
3:43.5. And just back of
Brewer is Mracile Tennessee's
Dennis Botava with a 3:46 flat.
Four games were played
The race should be One of the
past weekend in the
this
highlights of the chamMurray Soccer Association.
pionships.
Murray high jumper -Bill

Bradford has the second-best
jump in the league, a 6-11.
Western's Chuck Durrant has

In the first contest, the
Flyers took a 6-.1 wht over the
Cosmos.

Mary Grasty scored three
goals while Anne Miller had
gone 7-1, a height that Cornell one for the Flyers. Greer
feels Bradford can also clear. Houston had the lone goal for
Norman Simms has the the Cosmos.
second-best 400 meters, a 47.6
In the second contest, the
which is only a tenth of a Chiefs defeated the Flames 8second off the best time of 1. Sidney Rankin had three
Ed goals for the winners while
Tennessee's
Middle
Stegall, and the fifth-best 200 Ann Harcourt and Leslie
meters a 21.7.
Foster had two apiece and
Shot putter Stan Simmons Kelly Jo Cathey one. For the
has the fourth-best throw in losing Flames, Lisa Howard
the league, a 53-2 ','2', sprinter had the goal. Flame goalie
Stanford Patrick the fourth- Kendra Thurmond blocked
nine attempts.
On Sunday, the Flyers
edged the Flames 3-1 with
Anne Miller scoring two goals
and Mary Grasty one. The
goal for the flames was booted
by Terri Billington.
The second Sunday contest
Friday is the last_ day to found the Chiefs blanking the

Friday Last
Day To Sign
For 1-Ball

register for the T-Ball League.
Parents of players who have
not registered should contact
Ed Carroll at Carroll
Volkswagen or call 753-8850.
T-Ball Is for boys and girls
five and six years of age.

Ribd Wings' 12-0. Sidney
Rankin had six goals for the
winners while Ann Harcourt
had two. Kelly Jo Cathey,
Leslie Foster, Jill Humphreys
and Sabrina Smith had one
apiece.

Be AWinner...
Go Goodyear'
SALE
RADIAL
Save $1490to $2920
Double Belted Polyglas
in
•
.

flogular
"e•

AR78-13

$5285

in

517 85

LIMBMIMI11=111 52163
16173131T3:1CM i 1 4 90
113:1I5rIIIE1IMIIIMIN S'S 30
IMMINTnei $44 520 15
=IIIETZITI 149 518 SO
Sale Ends COMBIIMIEllMOM $2030
WEDEMill 522 10
Saturday MEM
JR78-1 5 Emirigram 525 55
11:11531111111:11121311. 529 20

84114 CHECK - If we sill out Of your size we will
issue you I rain chub, assuring future delivery at
the advertised price.

Goodyear Heavy•Dutyltlb Ni•Miler'Rres

Here's A Winner
For VANS,
CAMPERS,RV's,
LIGHT TRUCKS

Just Spy'Charge te..

See The Guys

Nam
SALE YOU
PRICE SAVE *Iv
neemiod

l‘`.4.

$28

Size &
Ty,*

Load
Mogi

0 , 10
•'0 I

C

750-1611

C

670-15 IT,
toed Range C,

800-16 5 TL

plus $2.4111.'1.
and old tire

875-16 5 TI.

D

I" '.
$265
$4'
' $300
'
5A c

$326

54200

5.394

Pia.,• Mafia, Ca.•/••
• 4.••••••
0c•re • 44/4/.ca• €p/flu Mo.., Card • C4,14 111144,4 • 0,n4s.a C,Lob
.

4.N1CM/400 • Ow Owe, CuS10,114[fed..
.
• 0.0004041411.01

In The Winners Caps
Aar'

'Auto Servke...For More Good Years In Your Car

$588

•Complete chassis lubwcation and oil change•11111.11

Jp to 5 pts
of maim brand
10 30 grade oil

and smooth, pewit perk,mance • Please phone tor
appointment • lactiedwe
light trucks
Aslk for ear free

114Suri 1044 weanng 4405

Front End Alignment
• Complete analysts and
alignment correction - In
woven, UM whoop and
Improve stemma • Pf•ClU S made carslion itqw,pinant used by
Parts III,. 1 544444 experienced niecha•rci.
helps @RSV@ a precision
E ',dudes fron3
, can
wheel dm.
ahenownt

$1388

• 0ur niechanics otactromcatty hoe-tuna par enema •
Now pants, plops sod con.
Wwww•Taw chervil want, 01 -Add $4 for 144
syWoms.ladlestalrborfAer
rfl , $2 tor mr
• Helm mmetem a smooth
mod
fentionceogrne•Includes
Price tectedes
Batson, Toyota. VW and light
Parts and Labor
Wochs

$3688

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES

Store !fours: 7:30 A.M. veil 6:00 P.M. Daily- Open Friday "WA 8:00 p.m.

721 S. 12th St.
Murray,Ky.
753-0595

;

Engine Tune-Up

Battery Power Check

Mgr. R. Cartwright

Plus
FI T
/Mehl
We

700-1511

Rillycn,R
tmg:
- YE
GOOD,r
Lube & OH Change

$18.4
$2.00
$2.27
$241
$254
$2 69
$279
$296
$3 13
$328

Mgr. T. Totinkla

Mgr. I. Vfitte

Mgr. B. Davis

315 W.Broadway
Mayfield, Ky.
247-3711

600 Jefferson
Paducah,Ky.
442-5464

100 S. Stateline
Fulton, Ky.
472-1000

-

•
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GIFT
IDEAS

By Mike Brandon
Sports Editor

Thirdkill Signs With Murray State
Murray State University has announced the signing of its
Frankly, with a seven-man nucleus like that, it's going to
second basketball recruit.
be rough for someone to come in and crack it. And
He is 6-5 blue-chip,junior college star Johnny Thirdkill.
basically, Murray used about seven men most of last
A 200-pound forward from Meremec Junior College in St. season.
Louis, Thirdkill averaged 22 points and 13 rebounds this
There could be, however, one or two more surprises left.
past season as his team compiled a 27-5 record.
The Racers still have three,scholarships open and there are
As a freshman at Meremec, he averaged 16 points and 10 still some good players who have not signed. So don't forget
rebounds per game.
about basketball yet.
In high school at St. Louis Soldan, he was an All-State
With the signing of Thirdkill, ittrings to mind something
selection, averaging 18 points and 17 rebounds per game as
Texas coach Abe Lemons used to talk about: nicknames.
a senior.
"That's the key to success," Lemons once said.
Murray State coach Fred Overton said Thirdkill was "a
"You get guys like 'Windmill Smith'and 'Elevator Jones'
highly-sought player with the offensive ability to be outand it really sounds impressive and people are attracted to
standing in the Ohio Valley Conference."
the program," Lemons said.
Assistant coach Jim Calvin, who recruited Thirdkill, said
Nicknames? Nobody in the conference has a Thirdkill.
he was impressed by his quickness and scoring ability and
He'll undoubtedly wind up as "Sonny Six-Shooter" before
predicted Thirclkill would develop into a strong defensive
it's all over.
player because of his speed and quickness.
Of course there aren't many "Skeeters" around either
Thirdkill is expected to walk in and grab a starting
and Danny Jarrett's nickname is "six-thirty," which is
position.
another column in itself.
The first Murray State recruit was 5-11 guard David
Darrell Willett istohlled "Pirate" and of course John RanLowry of Henderson County. In addition, Bobo Jackson
dall is "J. J."
becomes eligible this season as does 6-8 transfer Chris
It shouldn't be too difficult to find nicknames for Mike
McGuire.
Muff and Jimmy Warren.
Murray lost only two players off last season's 17-10 club.
But when it comes to names, Thirdkill has to be an AllThey were forward Zach Blasingame and guard Grover
American.
Woolard.
Bobo Jackson will definitely start. He's a 6-1 guard and
with Jimmy Warren returning to his starting spot, Murray
should have the two best guards in the league.
McGuire, who played previously at Paducah Community
Former Murray State football star Don Clayton has
College before going to Idaho State, will be a senior.
signed on with the New York Giants.
He's a deadly shooter from 15 feet and could well work
Clayton, who holds just about every rushing record at
himself into a starting role. He was a starter at Idaho State MSU, graduated in 1975 and was drafted by New England
and of course, if your memory is a little short, Idaho State but failed to-snake the cut.
won over UCLA this past season in the western regional.
Clayton was one of four players from a field of apThe probable lineup: Mike Muff and Thirdkill at for- proximately 85 at the Giant tryout camp inked to a conwards, Jackson and Warren at guards and John Randall at -- tract- However, he still must make it when the summer camps
center. The first men off the bench? Danny Jarrett, who is
6-11, and Skeeter Wilson, a 6-5 forward who people better open. The road to a professional football career doesn't
.'come easy.
watch out for next fall.
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A FREE
Plant

BARGAIN

With Your
Mothers Day
Purchase

ofa. the MONTE
QUANTITIES LIMITED
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Clayton A Giant?

,

99
now just
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llother's Ihn Gift

COSMETICS
New Trend For
A Fresher
Younger Complexion

Call Sheila McGinnis
753-8538

and distance," the Harrison,
N.Y., native said. "Sanhedrin
has the pedigree to go a mile
and a quarter. We have a shot
at it. The question about
Seattle Slew is — can he go the
distance?"
Sahedrin is a Kentucky-bred
son of Good Counsel,
Battapglia with Bold Ruler
and
Hail
To
Reason
bloodlines. He has twirseconds
and a third this year and two
wins and two thirds as a 2year-old.
It's Darby Dan Farm's sixth
try at winning the Derby. It
produced victories in 1953 with
Chateaugay and in 1967 with
Proud Clarion while Rondinello was serving as an
assistant to Jimmy Conway.
Under Rondinello, Little
Current finished a swiftclosing fifth in the 1974 Derby
and Prince Thou Art and
Sylvan Place were among the
also-rans in 1975.
Little Current is 'hest
remembered for his comefrom-behind triumphs in the
other two legs of the Triple
Crown in 1974, the Preakness
and Belmont Stakes. Jorge
Velasquez has the mount on
Sanhedrin. Angel Corder° Jr.,
who rode Sanhedrin in the
Wood, elected to ride For The
Moment, the Blue Grass
Stakes winner,in the Derby.
"Little Current didn't win
the Derby because I wasn't
there," said the 49-year-old
trainer with a big smile. He
watched the Derby on
television - while hospitalized
with a kidney stone.
During the running of the
1975 Derby, the race-caller
mistakenly called Prince
Thou Art as the winner instead
of Foolish Pleasure. "I didn't
hear it," Rondinello said,
indicating he knew better.
Rondinello was in a relaxed
mood after Sanhedrin breezed
three-quarters of a mile . in
1:18. 'I've got 36 horses in

Murray Calloway Co. Park

SEASON POOL PASS
SALE!
•

Posses may be purchased
now prior to pool opening

Family Pass -

$450*

Single Pass May Be Obtained At
Park Office10th & Payne St.

Of-non-winners this year who
are expected to enter on,
Thursday. 'I've seen too
many horses run in the Derby
that never ran well again."
Turner had one anxious
moment Tuesday morning
when he heard the cry of
"loose horse" in the stable
area. But no harm was done
and Seattle Slew and the other
Derby candidates were safely
tucked away in their stables.
One Derby prospect fell by
the wayside Tuesday when
officials were notified that
Ruthie's Native would not
enter. A winner of a division of
the Florida Derby, Ruth A.
Perlrnutheer's colt has had
To Open Season
four straight disappointing
RENTON, Wash. AP — A performances.
late night contract ratification
cleared the way for Longacres
FOOTBALL
Race Track to open a 100-day
NEW YORK — The Tampa
meeting on schedule today.
Members of three Team- Bay Buccaneers chose Ricky sters .Union locals ratified a Bell, a running back froth
contract with the Washington Southern California, as the
No. 1 pick in the National
Jockey Club Tuesday night.
The union locals voted 131-88 Football League's college
to approve the three-year draft.
NEW YORK — The Dallas
contract.
The locals represent about Cowboys acquired the No. 2
400 parking lot, starting gate, pick in the NFL draft from
parimutual window, gar- Seattle and chose Heisman
dening and maintenance Trophy-winning running back
Tony Dorsett.
workers.

New York and only one here,"
he said. "But this is the place
to be and I don't have to do
much work. There's no
pressure on me. How's (Billy)
Turner reacting to it all?"
The pressure is on the 37year-old Turner, Seattle
Slew's trainer making his first
Derby appearance. But
Turner was his usual convivial
self talking about his unbeaten
colt and Derby doings.
"Too many horses come to
the Derby because it's the
world's greatest horse race,"
he said in an obvious
reference to the large number

Rain Wipes Out Heavy
Sports Slate Tuesday
The sun came too late Tuesday afternoon as the hard rains
from the morning forced the cancellation of a bundle of
athletic events.
Murray High was to have played a home twinight
doubleheader with Lone Oak and Marshall County while
Calloway County was to have played at Trigg County.
The Tigers and Lakers are scheduled to play today at 4 p
m.in Holland Stadiimi.
A pair of track meets were also washed out. talloway's
boys and girls were to have been in a triangular at Carlisle
County while the Murray High boys and girls were to hal. e
hosted Fort Campbell and Mayfield in a triangular.
Also washed out Tuesday was a tennis match between tht
Murray High boys and Tligtunan. They will try again toda‘
and the girls'teams from the two schools will also be playim
at the Tiger courts.
This is the final week for baseball, which has been badl,
hampered by the weather.
Calloway is at Lyon County Thursday and will close out triP
regular season play by hosting St. Mary Friday.
Murray is scheduled to close its regular season with d
single game at Camden Friday.
District baseball play will begin at 4 p. m. Tuesday at
Calvert City with Murray High meeting Marshall Count ,
The loser is finished for the season.
The winner of that game plays at 4 p. m. Wednesday against Calloway County, which drew the bye and automatically
earns,a spot in the Regional Tournament.
Also next week,the Regional Golf Tournament will be held
at Paxton Park Monday. Both Murray High and Calloway
County will participate in the event
On May 14, the Regional Track Meet for boys and girls will
beheld.
Regional tennis play will not begin until May 27.
In the meantime, the summer baseball program will kick
off May 23 when the Little League opens its season.

•

REG-6.00
VALUE

,

5-Pc. Stainless Flatware

Sanhedrin Owner Hoping Success
Will Carry Into Kentucky Perby
By DICK JOYCE
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) —
A few minutes after the
running of the Wood Memorial
at Aqueduct, the telephone
rang for trainer Lou Rondinello. It was John W.
Galbreath, rnacterr of the
Darby Dan Farm in Ohio,
calling about Sanhedrin's
last-closing second-place
finish to Seattle Slew.
"Do you think ..." said
Rondinello. Galbreath interrupted him with: "Of
course, we're going to the
Derby."
So Rondinello arrived at
Churchill Downs Tuesday for
Saturday's 103rd running of
America's most famous horse
race with a purse of $125,000added.
Sanhedrin is one of the
group of non-winners this year
which will make up a bulky
field of 14-16 who will oppose
heavy favorite Seattle Slew,
winner of all six career starts.
"We'd like to duplicate the
Memorial,- said
Wood
Rondinello of his chestnut
colt's charge on April 23 from
seventh at the top of the
stretch to close within 314
lengths of Seattle Slew. The
trainer said he felt his colt
might be able to catch Seattle
Slew at the It. mile Derby
distance, an eighth of a mile
longer than the Wood.
"Darby Dan has a talent for
breeding horses for stamina

*worm

Collect a set. This 5-piece individual setting is
made of extra heavy-weight stainless steel that
will last through. years of rotigh..use: Hammered colonial pattern reststs scratches
Dishwasher safe. Includes: salad and dinner
fork, knife, soup and .standard spoon.

Multi-Position Laange—Folding Chair
&ma mad yeller, with floral headrest mid feet up.
Lamp 18/3001 MN Frildies Chair 11/11230..11.116
No-weibieg kit. Yaw sr volute. 18/CP3IY/N
I 11

POLAROID

FRY BABY. Electrical'', deep
tries 1 to 2 servings in minutes, in 2 cups ml. Non-stick
coating. H1/F8D-1....15.118

18.88
Electric ZIP Camara
Takes economical square color or black and
Mute pictures in seconds! Ideal for toms.
or anyone who doesn't like Is make complicated settings. 115/40146
111.16

FRENCHIRYER. High goal,
ity. low cost 2-cup. 2-serving
French Fryer. Heavy cast aluminum. HI A1900
IS

VINYL TUBE CHAISE OR CHAIR
Durable visel strapping. aluminium frame, tough outdoor
forth on hardwood arms Whrte, yellow. green
111.116
Chaise 11/101
31.1111 Choir 1 Sr971
ait&

Pe/1440K41

Mist Stick.Gentle mist plus controlled heat
let you curl, wave or style your hair without
rollers or waiting. H2/54-53/13

16.88
mpor
oi tott.ING-ronl 19.88
Carl* Brash. Circular brush and 360 air
flees provide a firm set. With concentrator.
2 combs. 850 watts power. H2/C84/CR1

MR. MEAT SMOKER
Smoke meats, steam lobsters. barbecue steaks- mo to 50 lbs. I No tooth's,
wool or basuag Temperemus gauge
on lid. Oran.. 20/271-1
44.211

Swing-airs 1NII. The hot portable' 1000
watts of drying/styling power. Fold away
handle for traveling, storage H2(52 188

TRAFFIC
STOPPING
Rossi by Royal China
AMERICAN
IRONSTONE DINNERWARE
48-Pc. SERVICE for EIGHT

10W40
MOTOR OM
Limrt
12 (its.

MINE

MOTOR OIL

FOOD PROCESSOR. Make
salads, appetizers, etc.
Change discs to shred, grate,
slice. H1/341-04
34.88

29.95
Pattern locked wider glaze to protect against tatting, chipping. Ovenproof, dishorashes sale. Incl. eight 5-pc place
untie's. Brow. or yellows. H3/341-4/2

MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
Phone 753-2571
BANK AMERICARD
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S
IN
BUDGE
BLOOM
SPRING
WITH THESE FOOD BUYS/
\SUPER MARKET

toni
and
to t
hav
Mal

Store Hours:

Mal

spa
13,

Prices Good
through
May 10, 1977

7-9 Mon.-Sat.
12-6:30 Sun.
512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.
We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities

Owned & Operated by Charles Johnson

418

no

White Cloud

Whole

FRYERS

Lb. 43

TISSUE

4 Roll
*PRODUCE*

Del Monte Sliced
Fields All Beef

Red

BOLOGNA

794 PINEAPPLE
POTATOES
153/40z.45 ,c0RN
694 PINEAPPLE
UIT
s
ST TOMATO JUICE 460.594 atAPEFR
CARROTS
494
in juice

Lb.

Fields Pro League

4 Oz.454
/
151

Yellow

'Del Monte Crushed

WIENERS

12 oz

Fields Original

10 lb.$109

5 ears

in juice

sib.$109

Del Monte

WIENERS

Lb

Cut-Up

FRYERS

Lb

160..294

GREEN BEANS

Armour

BEEF STEW
HAM

24 oz.

Hormel Tender Chunk

83'

Hawaiian Red

554 PIES

46
"

Mardi Gras

LEMONADE mix....3.2/354 MEAT
PEAS
150z.4/8 KRAUT

3 oz.

NAPKINS
Ritz

Bush Chopped

16 oz.

3/794

Frosty Acres

Lb

prillislimillimill".
Joh

1301.794

Banquet Mini Fruit

Kraft Potted

CABBAGE

Cheese, Sneenge, Nonbergor end Pepperoni

Appie-Peocii-Cherry

6 oz.

Kitchen Kraft Blackeye

4/99'
.ct. 2/494
1 894
9 oz.

Lb-

12 Oz.

19° ORANGE JUICE 490
Coupon

Coupon
ifs co

R12

Johnsons Coupon

1 lb. Can
Maxwell House

POST
TOASTIES "ca 654

COFFEE 30'

Regular
Pnce
NI

— with coupon
Expires 5-10-77
Limit 1 Per Customer

Expires 5-10-77
Limit 1 Per Customer

• 1.

• .11.

••••••-,m

VIIIIA • '
.... • s...111•14UNI,./.....s.o.Mit ....0411.
:

194

Totino

PIZZA

PUNCH

Wylers

1 lb.

*FROZEN FOODS*

Del Monte French Style

754

,•••
..I

-A.-alienook w000rwi....•..1.1.10.... ,.... •=ii..11......
,
w000so
....

zeir•

--••••••••••4,..)*.flaoli•-!1.00te4.11...i.

.16idamool-4.-ww•ar

VW'
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Entire Burke Family.Enjoys Cooking
by ANN UDDBERG
Terry Burke comes from a
long line of very good cooks
and is passing this tradition on
to her children, who already
have specialities of their own.
Matt, 14, long the family cake
maker now does a real Italian
spaghetti sauce. Mary Ann,
13, has taken over the cakes

and added cookies and salads
to her repetoire of accomplishments. Erin, 10,
makes hot chocolate. Jon, 9,
has been making his own
grilled cheese sandwiches.
The children are welcome in
the kitchen and encouraged to
participate in preparing
family meals and snacks. The
only rule is that they are
required to read the recipes
and instructions carefully and
follow them.
The families favorite meal
is lasagne. Terry's recipe
comes from her father, Frank
Colonese of Derby, Conn., who
created outstanding Sunday
dinners for his family. These
dishes and Frank's Italian
holiday specialities are what
his children remember fondly
and think of as special treats
for their children.
Frank was very exacting
and taught his budding cooks
that "okay" was not good
enough and that quality as
well as constancy were most
important. Frank's love of
good italian cuisine came
from his home where he
learned to cook from observing his Italian father. Therefore, the ethnic dishes
and the appreciation of fine
food, prepared well, that
To The Citizens of the City of Terry is instilling in her
children and her students at a
Murray:
local cooking school were
those ideals learned at her
I watt to express my Apfather's knee.
preciation oo year seaport is my
Donald Burke,chief chemist
beim, elected to COMBOS Coiled
at Vanderbilt Chemical
of the aty of Murray is the lest
Corporation, and Terry both
diction. I hoped I have helped to
like having guests of all ages
represent aN the people of this
for dinner. During their six
city, especiolly in seeing that ear
lax &Hers or. spent wisely.
years in Murray they have
I Waive all of the Cithens of
made many good friends and
ow
Moran or. concerned bow
home in Gatesborough
their
city pverenwort is roe, yes ow
Circle is a popular dining spot.
help me te make lodgements that
For regular guests and family
are is the host iderest of ear
they like' to do Italian
city, by sharing yew thoughts end
views es matters if mated mefavorites, on other occasions
ows.
they will serve continental
I eat naming es antedate for
gourmet fare.
this office again, I am asking II
One of-their favorite dinner
who w01, ti vets for me again on
menus combines many
May 24th. Yoe con leek at my
record of the pest 16 months sod
noteworthy dishes for a truly
also the things I *dyed in my
cosmopolitian offering. They
lest election, to name a few - help
stuffed
broiled
like
$tep needless spending, stop
d'oeuvres
hor
for
mushrooms
chemise the pee* of the city to
followed by cream of jental
dump their trash im the city damp
soup, Mary Ann's caeser
sod seeing that ell .4th. departments we dealt with fairly. Hy
salad, a veal roast with
the help el ether Cospecilsosto we
roasted potatoes, fresh green
were abie te waesepiek this.
peas, garlic bread, and !fiat
However there ere other
absolutely incredible dessert,
problems we most face. Caw is
crepe suzettes. On warm
ming change, which we most
summer evenings, Don mans
work sit fee tie best iwterest of
the people and city es•whole.
the grill and everyone enjoys
I so asking eedt cithen to vote
an all-American cookout.
for me es see of yew Councilmen.
One of Terry's most interesting aids is that she
flasks copies menus from her most
Loyd B. Arnold
successful dinners and those
Paid for by the candidate
she has enjoyed elsewhere on
those blank pages in the back

of her cookbooks. 1191 was a
party, she copies. thè menu on
the back of the invitation for.
instant recall of the event.
Eventually, she feels it will
be necessary to transfer her
very best menus to a card file
for easier accessibility.
Terry • has selected some
recipes today she knows our
readers will enjoy trying.
Frank's Favorite Chicken
(serves-6)
1 Chicken, cut in pieces
6 potatoes, peeled and cut in
wedges
Li med.onion, sliced thin
1 cup of peas
4 scant cup of wine vinegar
olive oil, celery leaves, salt &
pepper, oregano ( garlic salt
may be used)
Place the chicken in a
roomy roasting pan arranging
the potato ;edges around the

chicken. Distribute onio/1
rings evenly over the chicken.
Sprinkle all generously with
garlic salt and pepper,
oregano, wine vinegar and a
splash of olive oil. Bake in
moderate oven I 350 deg.) for
about I hour or until chicken is
tender. Remove from oven
and, sprinkle a cup of peas
over the chicken. Baste the
chicken and potatoes with pan
juices (add a little boiling
water, if dry) and return 04,
oven for another 10-15
minutes.
Matt's Tomato Sauce
2 Tsp. olive oil
1 clove of garlic hailed)
1'2 lb. ground chuck
"2 lb. Italian sausage (op-

tional)
1 lb. can tomato sauce
6 oz. can of tomato paste

1 tsp dried basil
tsp. oregano .
pinch of ground cloves, salt
and pepper to taste
In heavy saucepan saute
garlic in the 41 until golden.
Flaten the garlic halves, swish
well in the oil and discard. Add
the ground chuck and sausage
and stir until meat browns.
Add the tomato sauce and
tomato paste and about one
cup of water. Mill in generous
amount of pepper, salt, basil
and oregano and cloves. Stir
well. Simmer for 1 hour,
covered. Stir occasionally and
add a bit more water if it
becomes too thick. ( This
recipe makes enough sauce
for 1 lb. of spaghetti

2
1
/

Broccoli Strascinate
(serves(
44
1 bunch fresh broccoli

olive oil
1 clove garlic
1 piece dried hot pepper
salt
few drops white wine .
Wash lied trim the broccoli
removing the tough portions of
the stems. Boil in salted
water until it is just beginning
to be tender, do not overcook.
While the broccoli is boiling,'
heat some olive oil in a heavy
iron skillet. Add clove of garlic
cut in 'thin pieces, a small
piece of hot red pepper and
saute a few minutes. Add the
parboiled broccoli. Salt well
and stir around so that the
vegetable becomes infused
with the flavored oil. Simmer
for about 10 minutes. Then add
a few drops of white wine,
cover and cook over a slow
fire for 3-4 minutes. Serve
immediately.

GOODYEAR
0 suPER SAVINGS
SELL OUT
llownWo

SUPER-SAVER

s °REFRIGERATOR
'
6.1.18 in ft

White Side by Side

vas Sall 00 NOW

$549.00

we 1519 00 HOW

$499.00

6.1 16 Cs. ft.

White Frost Free
G.E 16 Cu. Ft

White Frost Free

vas 1519 NO HOW

G.E 14 Cu. Fi

Avocado Frost Free

'IS

$499.00

1429.00 Now $389.00

$749.00
Console Pecan Zenit615 Color ,at 1160 10 Mitt $659.00
Color Portable G. I Portable 19- ues 1419 10 NOW $388.00
vas S451 99 NOW $398.00
Portable zenith If' Color
on 1319 00 NOW $349.00
Portable 6. E. 13- C0101
Portable. 6.1. to- color
smN11011/ $239.00
Console VIR .61 25- Color

est S115 NNW

-13 SCRATCH &
DENT

G. E. 18 Cu. ft

Another stroke of genuis from Chernex..A tea kettle striking enough to be
on display at the New York Museum of Modern Art and Smithsonian Institution:The double cork stopper keeps the neck of the handl:gown carafe
cool for handling. Can also be used for serving wine or other cold drink.
Available lit

The
R:inhandier

G.E. tub. H. D.

$219.00
$199.00

Dryer, Harvest Gold
Tappan Compactor White

G. E. Microwave Oven
Tappan Microwave Oven

SUPER-SAVER

ODDS'N
ENDS

1
.0

1---11

$349.00

Harvest Gold Refrigerator

Tappan Microwave Oven ardi lekol

1

$349.00
$329.00
$299.00
$249.00
$239.00
$209.00

G.E. Washer, lib bury 10 awn/
G.E.Washer, Is b baavl aos haven ton

G.E. 16 CA. Ft

G. E. Self Cleaning

/

$379.00

Avocado Refrigerator

G.E. Washer, 14

Wavy am

G.E. Dryer, h.,

skese1

G.E. Dryer, Sam My twits 'ow
G.E. Dryer, Navy My slat

$499.00
$489.00
$379.00
$299.00
$259.00

Tappan Self-Cleaning White

r'l
•%i

411%
'

The Chemex
Carafe
Kettle

LIMITED
QUANTITIES,
HURRY,
FIRST
COME,
FIRST
SERVED!

THESE SUPER PRICES GOOD ONLY THROUGH MAY 14TH

SUPER-SAVER

Perfect For
Mother's Day

TERRY BURKE enjoys, among other things, cooking
Italian spaghetti for her family
Staff Photo by David Hal

25% op
$6.99
$1.99.
99c
49c

All fureka Vacuum Cleaners
G. E. Dry Iron, la*
Battery Booster Cables
Outdoor Thermometer
Auto Trash Bin

Dideia nd
Shopping Cneter

AVER
SUPER-S

(Frye Gift Wrapping, ofcourse)

0
WI-

MR
CONDITIONERS

TIRES
BlEMISHED
SPECIAL

ER78114

$39.90

Pofyglas Radials
GR78115

Polyglas Radials

In-Concert

$199.00
$199.00

Westinghouse Refrigerator 17

$49.90
G. E. Freezer is. II

ER711z15

Steel Belted Radials
Steel Belted Radials
Steel Belted Radials

Westinghouse Washer 8 Dryer

$349.00

iond Console Stereo

$249.00

$59.90

HR.78115

6,000 BTU, G. E.
8,000 BTU, G. E.

$49.90

Gelfixt 5

$119.00
$199.00
$299.00

4,000 BTU, G.E.

$59.90

GOODTVEAll

$319.00
$419.00

10,000 BIU,k.E.
14,000 BTU, G.E.

Enjoy "CREDIT-POWER" with your own
GOODYEAR REVOLVING GOODA'EAIR
CHARGE ACCOUNT
•

are B.anche *

1:171 11111

Steve Chapman

First Baptist Church/,‘
litirrfn
/,•//,,rt ship //,1//
Mgr.

R. Cartwright

SERVICE STORE
R
GOODYEA
130

Store Hours:

a.m. until 6:00 p.m. Daily - Open Friday until 800 p.m.

Tickets - $1.00
r,orii 1,111h I mine

rind at :he

721 So. 12th St.

114.4,r

•

•

Murray, Ky.

753-0595

la-
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Prices Good Thurs., May 5 thru Wed., May 11
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WE GIFT HER WITH GREAT FOOD VALUES
.wwwwww. 041
uo wow
www.
'wow

NE=MONagnt
WI"VIM/
MEM.

..
.11.11=11111.0
,
IIMP

TIT 717 7:;
\
't
Wei Ne‘ leigiNet.i

NM*
411111•0

Mho

Fresh Crisp

1\7

,
MA
IN

Large Heads

25

._._ th
!
v 519

Save 40'

*Ben

Lettuce

• ----r- Lifebuoy Coppertone
,LIFE1410,Y Soap
Suntan Lotion
BoS:e1_ 3
$169

Mountain
Dew

Sunsweet'

Garden Delight

French
Fries

Maxwell
House

op
Sweet Sue

Salmon

Save 36'

32 oz.

Wheaties

159

Tall Can
Save 36'

Dove

with our
coupon below

Houo

only may register .You do not have to be present to win

Double CI Pink

_LI Chicken and 24 oz.
Dumpling Save 10'

Liquid For Dishes

*Nothing to Buy •No Cards To Punch 'All You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.
.Employees of Porkers and their Families not eligible to win .Adults

79'

Twin Pak
Save 10'

Lorene Falwell
Rt. 3

This Week's
Winner:

ringles

32 oz ra4
Save 16' j

Coffee

Register each this. you
are in the store for the
$100given away each week

New Fangled
Potato Chips

Prune
Juice

16 oz. 8.fack
994
With
Bottles
Or
Deposit

Cash Give Away

4 oz.
Reg.;2.19
Save 50'

Bars98

SI

t

Breakfast of Champions
With Our
Coupon Below

ACZ4..
44'obr

Lady Scott

.0f4

304

5 lb. Bag

9

off 1 lb. Con

°arsu.'
g
&Ars. I

Godchaux
Pure Cane

Facial Tissue

F.r

Sugar

FLAI<Y 13VS
,
CUITt5

vem.414

AL

fLerORS

'Gelatin Dessert
Drinks
Your Choice
10 oz. 6 Battle Carton

6 994

Save 27'
for
3 oz.
With Our Coupon Below

70

V!

New Tender
Hormel

Biscuits

3

1001.

Eggs
Save 10'

Chunk Ham 94
7Sis
)0.
61
/
4 oz.

'kuai=tx
PRODUCE

EIT
Save 60'

Fresh Crisp

Lettuce

Wexford Crystal

57!.
DER

5 lb Bag

0 Save 17'
for$1°

Lynn Grove
Grade A Large

75'

cI

i

Large

Can

Save 14'
Plus Bottles
Or Deposit
PO;

With $10.00
Order or more
Limit 1 at
this price

Hungry Jack
Buttermilk

Royal

This Weeks
Feature

Large Head

Tender Fresh Green

2

Onions
Grapefruit

Bunches 354

5 lb. Bag

3

Apples

lbs fOr$1 °()

49

YOUR BEST BUY
ICED TEA

ACEZILT

With $3.00 Purchase

FROZENFOODS

Check Each Week For The Featured Items
Add handsome Completer Pieces to your sets at
substantial savings during this special ten week otter!

Garden Delight

French Fries Sib. Bag 99'

Armour Test Tender U.S.D.A. Choice

Round Steak

PhilodelpAio

Lean Tender
Minute

Rump Roast

Steak

Byron's Pork - Sandwiches,
-

Cream
Cheese
$01. Pkg.

lb.$119

Armour Test Tender
Boneless Rolled

most
90100344
caw'
<IV

ar-B-Que

Martha
White

Save 20'

494

B

5 Sandwiches in bay

Flour

Onion Rings

Plain or Self Rising
5 Lb. Bag

Frosty Acres

Soup Mix

16 oz. Bag

2001. Bag

Woks.

6

lb.$1 79

Field Worthmore

12 oz. pkg.

Fields No. 1

Field

Bologna

Wieners

(Sliced 89' Lb.)
In The Piece 19
1
4

1 lb. Pkg.

Trash
Bags

Ritz Crackers t4AAA,COUPON
Wheaties

1 Lb. Box
Save 18'

79

Window
Cleaner

iro

issroz. 69'
ur

P

8
with *is
coupon

30'Off

49'

iv*.can
Offer'expires 5-11-77
:•:;:::?‘°::;

79'
794

-Secret
Spray Deodorant
4 oz. Reg. $1.39
Save 40'

Coffee

Offer Expires 5-11-77

Good Only At Poritors-VV.

Save 20'

Maxwell House

12 oz
Wifti
nun
Coupon

"
Ea"
645V
Off

79

"If You Mate

Bes-Pak 30 Gal. Size

Nabisco

79

$139

Frosty Acres

Save 41'

Sliced Bacpp

89'

Fancy Red Delicious

1C
,

lb $1 39

254

Texas Ruby Red

Iced
Tea

.6b

49'

200 Count
Save 14'

5
.4

Good Only At Porton

oyal.
gelat.n dessert

With This Coupon
3.1.

6 for99'
Offer Expires 5-11777

7 Good Only et Porker's "44

ua ity... 'ou an t :eat I ur 'rice
Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stamps
Downtown Shopping Center

-

HOURS: 7 a. m.-9 P. m. Mon.-Sat.

4.
Karem Suggests Governaent Records Be Open To Public
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FRANKFORT, Ky. APL—
State Sen. David Karem has
suggested that government
agencies open their records to
inspection by the public.
However, Karem, D::Louisville, said Tuesday that a
special commission studying
ways. to protect personal

privacy has temporarily
shelved a proposed revision of
the state Open Records Law.
Karem, -chairman of the
Interim Study Commission on
Computer-Stored Information
and Personal Privacy, made
his comments Tuesday
following a public hearing in

Karem said taxpayers
should be made aware of such
letters and should be given an
opportunity to respond.
The seven-member commission, created by the 1976
General Assembly, proposed a
controversial amendment to
the Open Records Law last

March to provide more
protection of privacy.
Michael
Greer,
the
Legislative Research Commission staff member who is
assigned to the commission:is
scheduled to complete a study
of tboi issue on July 1. The
commission win -decide the"

whether to recommend
legislative action in 1978,
Greer said.
Jon - Fleishaker, general
counsel for the CourierJournal and Louisville Times
Co., told the panel Tuesday
that restricting public access
to government records is the

wrong approach to protecting that speaks of the right to
privacy. He said he knew of no privacy without defining what
abuse of the year-old statute.
that is — and on that basis
closes all government records
Fleishaker, one of seven
to the public and press.
persons who testified at the
hearing, said the news -That would be a very-poor
organization is concerned result in the name of
about any proposed legislation'privacy.- Fleishaker said.
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STP
Gas
Treatment
8 oz.
674
12 oz.

Available For All Cars

87'
STP

Minnow Bucket

Filet
Knife

Aerator

Air
Filter

Keeps Minnows
Alive For Your
Entire Trip.
Operates on D cell
flashlight battery
Reg. 3.99

Popular 6" Size
Choice of the Pros
For Over 50 Years
Reg. 6.95

Special$475
Limit One

Two filter elements do a of)

n'o single or dual.stage filter
can do. Lab tests proi:e it.
The Siker Bullet gi.es you a
better combination of long
Afe and high efficiency than
any of the five other bestselling filter brands. Gi.e your
engine the prote.- tion it .
deserves with this new
Double Oil Filter from STP

Uncle Jeff's
Reg. Discount
2.89

Uncle Jeff's

6

This Weekend Onl2

1957-1977

NOTICk. Owners of

1968.1977

FORD OWNERS,

Clogs up Install a brand-new
clean STP
Air Filter Get all the air
your engine needs for
good performance and
maximum mileage

1957 1976

19613-1976

Gas mileagLi and performance
go down when your air filter

Special$2
9

MERCURY OWNERS!

BUICK S

PIT STOP
SALE

STP-1 DOUBLE
OIL FILTER

STP-25
DOUBLE OIL
FILTER

This Weekend Only

Seaway

We have brown plastic worms in
stock in the following brans. . .
Mann, Jake, Fliptail, Seeker,
Rebel, and Brushmaster.
We don't know why but more
bass are being caught this year
with brown than any other color.

ATTENTION!
OWNERS-

Helps Clean
Dirty Carburetors

4 Place Rod Rack
For Use In Your
Boat or at Home

1975-1977

SPECIFY SIP-24

STP NUKE Oft FILTERS

CARBURETOR
PCV VALVE

Specials149 pr.

ONLY

"Jakes

ProduceirrOutdoor
r Worms

10% Discount

You read
Life what they will
catch, now try them yourself.
Bag of 25

On All

Tents
This Weekend

CHOKE

SPRAY
CLEANER

Now In Stock
If

1966-1977

DOUBLE-ACTION
CLEANS UP AND
SPRAYS AWAY GUM
AND VARNISH FAST!

PONTIAC OWNERS!
STP DOUBLE
OIL FILTER
STP-24

Close-Up Tooth Paste

Special

uiscP

Choice of Regular or
"lint Flavored
Large 4.6 oz Tube

All V 8 models

STP DOUBLE
OIL FILTER
STP-24

Men's Casual Knit

Painter
Pants

Large Choice
Of Solid Colors
Sizes S-M-1.-XL
Reg. 5.99

Sanforized,
Triple Guard Seams
Fit-All Proportion
Sizes 26-38

Gillette
Pro Max
Professional
1200 Watt
Hair Dryer

1968-1977
BUICK OWNERS!

Regularly 1.49

Prices in the Uncle Jeff's Health 8E
Beauty Aids Department are good through Sun.

$4
99
Contac
Timex

1200 watts of power, 3 heat levels, 2
air speeds, Model 921

20/0

Mother's
Day Cards

By Gillette, thousands of lights. Adjustable flame

Blend of Polyester
and cotton, permanent
press. Pink, Blue
Yellow

10000 Cotton
Sizes 7-14

DTGEL

Size 9' 2-6

Men's

Shave

Dress
Shoes
Sizes 7-11

Choice of Regular - Menthol
Lime. Special Sensitive Skin

Choice of Regular - Extra Hold - Unscented - lemon. 11 oz. can

701. Can

eee•••,,-....-- •

Oil limiter,. sole
Reg. Price 5.99 to 7.99

Protective

Regular or Lemon-Orange. 12 07
Liquid or 100 Tablets.
Sale Your Choice

•

Deluxe Fashions
Plaids 8, Stripes
Sizes 32-38
This Weekend
_ Save SW

Sale Priced$300 II;

Edge

Di-Gel
Anti-Gas
Antacid

No Eye Sting
15 oz. Bottle

•

Halter
Bras

Girls
Pre-Washed
Denim

rtyies dry heir from roll-sip to brosh-oot
nimites contains 20 essorted Kindness
rollers onsdel C-204

White Rain
Hair Spray

AA

Ladies

30 ees 100

$1 395

Style

,

Theragran-M

Clairol 20
Instant
Hairsetter

Sale

Baby Shampoo

(
,

Lighted D.Repeat olores. Maki 49075

Off Retail
Price

Cricket
Disposable
Butane
Lighter

Nice
Selection
of

•
Ladies Waltz

Continuous action decongestant
capsules. 12-Hour Relief. Pack of
10

- Watches
All Styles, white and yellow gold

••.A.,•06.•

-

CHEVROLETS

cr j

--• ••••••

Stir'
Two Filter
Elements To
Filter All Your
Oil Twice
Only In The
Silver Bullet
New From
STP

Seaway Model Y-380

Rapala

9

UIUIp

&WWI"

r---.-3

---' ••••

4

4

the state Capitol,
William Reed, assistant
commissioner for general
taxation in the Department Of
Revenue, told the panel the
state maintains an •'informers
file" of letters written about
taxpayers who allegedly are
cheating the government.
•

$1066

Loafer
& Lace-Up
Reg. Price 15.99

Multi-Use
Silhouette

With Hundreds
Of Use For The Home.
Lace-Like Plastic, Colorful
Easy to claim, long wearing
This Woekend Only

87,
Yd.

e••
1
.
wyeese

ws

'1.111klie

1977
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Funerals -

New Mt. Carmel To
- Hold Revival Meet

Funeral Services
Held This Morning
For Mr. Wainscott
Funeral services for Ruphas
El. Wainscott were held this
morning at eleven o'clock at
the chapel of the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home with the
Rev. Jerrell White officiating
and the .Rev. Ron, Hampton
providing the music.
Pallbearers were Ronald
Armstrong, Donnie Miller,
Kelton Rogers, E:ugene
Waggener, Richard Rice, and
Charles Wainscott. Burial was
in the Greenlea Cemetery in
Fulton.
Mr. Wainscott, age 69, died
Monday at 9:30 a. m. at his
home, 401 South Sixteenth
Street, Murray. He was a
retired superintendent of the
Chicago Transit Authority,
and a member of hte
Memorial Baptist Church. He
was preceded in death by one
sister, Mrs. Novella Garnett'in
1957, and one brother,
Clarence Wainscott in 1964.
The Murray man is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Pauline
Atkins Wainscott, Murray,
iind one brother, Obie
Wainscott, Chicago, Ill. Born
January 21, 1908, in Henry
County, Tn., the deceased was
the son of the late Benjamin
and Parmelie Henry Wainscott.

Golden Age Club Will
Hold Luncheon Meet
The Golden Age Club will
have a potluck luncheon at
noon on Friday, May 6, at the
social hall atIle First United
Methodist Church.
An impromptu prograrri.wilI
follow the luncheon with the
theme being "Hawaiian" and
!umbers requested to be
attired in bright colors for the
occasion, according to Mary
Gertzen, president. New officers will be elected.
LAKE DATA
'
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 359.3,
up 0.1.
Below dam 305.9, down 0.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 359.3,
down 0.2.
rdown 0.4.
Below ,dam
Sunset 7:47. Sunrise 5:59.
Moon rises 8:18 p.m.

Revival services will be held
at the New Mt. Carmel
Missionary Baptist Church, on
Highway 121 east of New
Concord, starting Thursday,
May 5, and continuing through
Saturday, May 7.
Guest speaker will be the
Rev. Geozie White, pastor of
the luka Baptist Church. The
services will be at 7:30 each
evening and the public is invited to attend, a church
spokesman said.

Poplar Spring
Plans Dinner
For Graduates
Graduates of grade schools,
high schools, and colleges of
the Poplar Spring Missionary
Baptist Church will be the
honored guests at a potluck
dinner trrbe held Sunday, May
8, at six p. m. at the church.
Mr. and Mrs. Tal Fannin
will be in charge of the dinner
and program to follow at
seven p. m.
Special guests Eor the
program will be the Sunshower Group from the
Memorial Baptist Church.
This group, formed in 1976, is
an outreach ministry of the
church and its major performances have been at the
campgrounds in the Land
Between the Lakes during the
summer months and at local
civic functions and church
concerts.
Members of the group are
the Rev. Rork Hampton,
minister of msic of the
chtirch as director, Mary Jane
McGuire, Vicki Kloke, ,Cynthia Crouch, George
Mike Walker, Dan Dixon, and
Diane Dixon.

Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service,May
4,1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hbg Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 466 Est. 400 Barrows &
Gilts steady Sows steady
1311.00-36.25
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.
$37.75-38.00
US 1-3 200-2401bs. .....
$37.25-37.75
US 2-4 240-260
$36.50-37.25
US 3-4200-200 lbs
Sows
$31.50-32.00
US 1-2373-350 Its.
132.00-33.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
1JS1-3 450-6501bs. .. $33.00-33.50 few 34.00
$31 00-31.50
US 2-3 300-500Ibs
Boars 2100-2300 - over 300 lbs 23.0026.00

B. Henley
MelvinCandidate
For
MAYOR
CITY OF MURRAY
Democratic. erimory May 24
Progress With Fiscal Responsibility
Political ad paid for by committee to elect
Melvin Henley. David Howell. Treas

OTASCO

Calloway
Fast
The
Elementary School honor roll
for the second six weeks
grading period of the second
Kirkpatrick 'in a telephone should rise immediately, he semester has been released by
said because the industry- the principal, Bob Allen, as
interview.
But Carter has called on wide labor contract of the follows:
Sixth grade — Jeff
industry and utilities to in- United 'Mine Workers of
crease their use of coal by 400 America (UMWA) expires Garrison, Vincent Alton,
Janne Williams, Nancy
million tons, or 65 per cent, by this fall.
Miller, Lisa Maddox, and Tina
1985, and Kirkpatrick said the
-Contract years are usually Housden.
iscrease in demand should
Seventh grade — Dewayne
cause the price of coal to rise. big production years. The
-With the new energy utilities usually stock up, not Hill, Deanna Underhill,
policy, I'm hopeful that the knowing what kind of work Ladona Overby, Marty
price will be high enough stoppages we might have," Futrell, Randy Dawson,
Marie Brantley, Janice
that they (coal operators) can Kirkpatrick said.
Buyers who last year Chaney,and Paul Futrell.
do all that is required of them
and still make a profit," he purchased only the coal for ' Eighth grade — Cindy
which they had long-term Johnson, Mike Jackson,
said.
Practicality may have a contracts with coal operators Candy Maddox, Lone Hale,
more immediate effect on the will go to the open, or spot, Aleeah Lamb, Le.sa Jones,
industries and utilities, he market this year for extra Kelly King, Tammy Davis,
added. "During this hard coal to increase their stock- Leslie Atkins, Karen Tucker,
Debbie Stubblefield and Kim
winter we had people who piles, Kirkpatrick predicted.
couldn't,get gas, and they've • -It was awful slow last year Weatherford.
Special Education — Julie
started thinking about coal, for a number of fellows,
which is in abundant supply." particularly the ones that Morrison and Annette McCoy.
The demand from users of didn't have contracts," he
said. "They were selling on
Stock Market
other fuels switching to coal
spot market and it was Prices of stock of local interest at noon
the
won't be felt right away,
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
very weak.
'Hines by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Kirkpatrick said. "It could be
They didn't want to give Murray,are as follows.
some time, %rause a lot of
2354 A.
away the coal, so a lot were Heublein Inc
people are going to have to
40 -4.
•
McDonald.,Carp
only a couple of days Ponderosa
running
75 +
Systems
change their facilities over to
44%
Clark
Kimberly
a week and a lot were not
5314 -Si
coal from oil and gas.
Carbide
at all," he said."I feel Union
30'. -4.
W.R.Grace
"It depends on when they running
26%• -14
for the next several Texaco
like
+4.
545.
can get this equipment," he
General Elec
months the market will be GAF
11% unc
.....
........
Corp..
said.
3154 unc
better than what we had last Georgia Pacific
26 unc
But demand from industries
Pfizer
year."
3344 unc
Walters
Jim
and utilities that now use coal
15'4 +54
Kirsch

By B1 L BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
President Carter's energy
policy, the bitter winter of 1977
and impending coal industry
labor negotiations should all
work to snap Kentucky out on
a coal production decline, the
state's top mining official
predicts.
All will mean greater
demand, and that should
reverse the decline in Kentucky, the nation's top coal
producer, Mines and Minerals
Commissioner Harreld 'Kirkpatrick said Tuesday.
Despite the probability of
tighter controls on surface
mining, Kirkpatrick said, "I
feel like coal production will
be better this year."
Last year, Kentucky mined
142.6 million tons of coal, more
than any other state but 1.1
per cent less than the 1975
record of 144.2 million tons,
according to the department.
West Virginia was second with
108.8 million tons.
Almofi_ 55 per cent of
Kentucky's coal came from
strip mines, and coal
operators predict federal
strip-mine legislation, expected to -become law this
=littler, could hurt that
production. They cite the
expense of complying with
reclamation
stiffer
requirements.
"It could affect it," said

Kennedy Car Quietly
Retired From U. S. Fleet

North Honor
Roll Listed
The honor roll for the second
six weeks grading period of
the second semester at North
Calloway Elementary School
has been released by the
principal, Johnny Bohannon,
as follows:
Sixth grade — Cindy Bazzell, Van Bucy, Raymond
Grady, John Mark Roberts,
and Douglas Brown.
Seventh grade — Kelly
Crouse, Trisha Clark, Robert
Crick, John Cathey, Julie
Gargus, Rachel Lamb, Mitzi
McCallon, Tonja Darnell,
Lonna Furr, Kevin Hopkins,
and Scott Wyatt.
Eight grade — Danny
Garland, Monica Brown,Scott
Coleman, Jena Hoke, Terry
McDougal, Sheri Outland,
Shelia Rutland, Richard
Tremblay, Mark Roberts,
Marty Wyatt, Tamie Blakely,
Cindy Carson, Celisa Curd,
Darla Jewell, and Karen
McKinney.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
1961 Lincoln Continental
in which John F.Kennedy was
was
he
when
riding
assassinated has been quietly
eetired -from the; fleet of
presidential limousines.
The limousine -has
to-the Ford Motor Co.
returned to
for future display in a
museum, but you may not be
able to see it for a few years.
A Ford spokesman said
officials at the Henry Ford
museum have not decided
whether to exhibit the car as it
looked when Kennedy rode
through the streets of Dallas
on Nov. 22, 1963, or to show it
in its current remodeled
condition.
Museum spokesman Don
Adams said in a telephone
interview from Dearborn,
Mich., that no date has been
set for displaying the 21-footlong black limousine, although
there is no question it eventually will be exhibited.
He - said the company
probably will wait to display it
until the late president's two
children, Caroline, 19, and

REFRIGERATORFREEZER

USE OTASCO CREDIT

7.2 cu. ft. • 252 lb. capacity
• Foom insulated • 1 basket.
Buy foods in season and save
more! s 2B

Even less with trade
14 Cu. ft. Refrigerator-Freezer •
Large 3.79 Cu. ft. freezer • Two.lce
'n Easy trays • Automatic defrosting
in refrigerator section • Twin vegetable bins • Coil-free back.

Summer. .

TASCO

.an'nr.dosiwrinr-

,

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Seliscrbers who here mot
received their heate-delivered
copy of The Murray legion II
Tows by 5:30 p.m. 10..1.yse by 3:30p-. es Satyrdays as rood to all 753-1116
ballroom 5:30 p.n. and 6 p.m.,
fitaaday-fridey, for ma p.n.
ain 4p.*. Salwerys, to lame
delivery of the rrtwspmper. Cab
ewer be placed bye pm workdays sr 4 p.n. Sato.-days to
gemrettee delivery.

Mother's Day Specials
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.

Light
Fixtures

50%

°ff

(Continued From Page 1)
"While these students are On
the campus, they will register
for fall classes, tour the
campus, meet administrators
representatives of
and
academic departments, talk
to student leaders, consult
with faculty advisers, and get
the feel for the social side of
college life," Dr. Ward explained.
A student may take the ACT
examination or CLEF tests on
the day prior to any of the twoday sessions. The ACT is a
requirement for admission to
Murray State. Students who
wish to take either the ACT or
a CLEF test may arrange for
it by calling Bill Allbritten,
director of the Counseling and
Testing Center on the campus.
Dr. Ward said the orientation plogram is designed to
eliminate as many of the
problems as possible that new
students encounter when,ehey
first arrive on the campus.
" -"Since we believe that
students can relate effectively
to students," she added, "the
program will be implemented
from beginning to end by 24
'Murray State students who
have been specially selected
and trained as student
counselors."

Prepasted

Wall Paper
Mirrors

Single Roll
$595
As Low As

All Custom Made Draperies and
.,.20%
Wooden Shades
Unfinished

Trunks
$250
Wicker Furniture
C; •

All Our Gifts
In The Gift Dept.

Marked
Down
For
Mother's
Day

Bel-Air Decor Store
Open til 8 p.m.
753-3642

S. 12th

AIMEE\

,

not a willful intent to evade or
ignore the requirements of4he
law, and that prosecution is.
not intended.
Letters were sent to all
delinquent_ candidates, advising them they must obtain
clearance from their cornmonwealth attorney before
submitting late reports.
He said the law has never
been enforced this strictly
before, partly due to a lack of
staff and money. Craig said he
hopes the registry's new, nononsense approach will encourage candidates to meet
the second reporting deadline
of the campaign, May 12.
"We're keeping our fingers
crossed," Craig said.
Craig said the law was
designed to cut down
corruption in the financing of
political races, and to keep the
public informed about candidate's finances.
Candidates must report all
receipts, and in cases where
contributor's name, address
and occupation.
Persons convicted of
willfully violating the law face
a fine of up to $1,000, one year
in prison, or both. Conviction
also subjects the candidate to
his
nomination
having
vacated if he wins.

•

-According to the world's leading maritime insurer, IJoyd's
of London, most tankers operating today have good safety
records. Nevertheless, 85 tank-.
ers ran aground off the U.S.
coast in 1975,

Prices good at over 600 stones throughout the South and Southwest

Bel-Air Center
753-8391

John Jr., 16,are both older.
-We've been keeping it
rather-quiet that we have it,"
Adams said. "Due to the
tragedy associated with the
car, we _feel it is not a good
idea to exhibit it now. We don't
want to capitalize on the
tragedy of the situation."
Adams said the limousine is
now residing in a company
warehouse.
The car was a convertible
and Kennedy was riding
through Dallas with the top
down when he was shot. After
the assassination the car was
remodeled. It was given a new
engine, a new interior and a
bullet-resistant "bubble top"
that provided both visibility
and protection to those inside.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The Kentucky Registry of
Election Finance's aggressive
stance on filing contribution
and spending reports has
caught many candidates by
surprise.
John Craig, the registry's
executive director, said
Tuesday he's been deluged
with telephone calls from
candidates ever since his
announcement last Friday
that candidates who haven't
filed campaign reports are in
violation of state law and
could be pilbsecutea.
Candidates from every level
of government have been
calling the registry, wanting
to know how to comply with
state campaign reporting
laws, he said.
"They're about to talk my
head off," Craig said. "It's
one candidate after the
other.".
Of about 3,500 candidates
entered in the May 24 primary
election, 428 didn't file the
reports due April 23, Craig
said.
The law allows a five-day
grace period which expired
last Wednesday.
On Tuesday, following up on
his previous announcement,
Craig sent letters to all
commonwealth attorneys in
35% +44 the state, enclosing a list of
Disiey
1354 +44
Franklin Mint
delinquent candidates that
Prices of stocks of local interest at included sheriffs, jailers and
noon today furnishEd to the Ledger &
Times by I.-M.&plop Co. are as follows: county judges.
the
advised
Craig
Indus. Av.
+0.2S
1 prosecutors that the registry
,
32-1
Airco
Ain. Motors
491 unc is
returning late reports
3444 JIB
Ashland Oil
'
received from candidates and
63% 4-%
AT&T
56 -ab will not accept them unless
Ford Motor
55 +174 the
Gen. Dynamics
receives
registry
69'4 +h.
Gen. Motors
clearance from the com11151
Gen.-11re
30 +64 monwealth's attorney.
Goodrich
41
264 -,
Gulf Oil
3614 +54
Pennwalt
Craig asked the prosecutors
72 Inc
Quaker Oats
,
31% Si to indicate to the registry that
RepublicStael
Singer Mfg.
2:2,4 -0/41 there were extenuating cirWit +1,4
Tappan
causing the
17% one cumstances
Western Union
21 -kg delinquency, that there was
at
Zenith Radio

A special feature of each
orientation session will be a
program for parents to help
them better understand the
adjustments their sons and
daughters will be making and
to answer their questions.
Participating students will
be charged $15 for a two-day
session, plus an additional
housing and dining fee if they
arrive a day early to take ACT
or CLEP tests.
About 1,000 students participated in the Summer
Orientation Program in 1976.

-Temp illitAter

FREEZER
SAVE $30
01727,%

Honor Roll Candidates Are
Given East Caught By Surprise

Conditions Should Work To
Snap Coal Decline In State
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New Computer System- To Begin
Operation By End Of The 4Year

the
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Members of the adult class at the Comprehensive Care Center (702-4 Main Street)
present a puppet show for the children in the day-care group. Proceeds from the
Charity Ball, to be held June 4, will aid th".programs at the center, as well as•counN
seling in the fields of marriage and family problems.
Photo by Wilson Woolley

By LOU8E COOK
heattulk swimming pool and sun does not shine. The
Associated Press Writer
heating the home. (Solar regular heater also is used to
President Carter's proposed energy also can be used for air boost water temperatures
income tax breaks for conditioning, but government higher than the 90 or 100
homeowners who use solar experts say. that such systems degrees provided by the solar
energy has prompted new generally are very expensive system.
interest in the sun as a source compared to conventional
The federal government has
of power. But consumers will operations.;
a. several publications available
find the field full of CO(11All solar systems include
on solar energy. "Solar
plications and potentially collector to capture the sun's Energy and Your Home," by
expensive risks.
,energy, a storage device, a the Department of Housing
There are three basic uses distribution system and and Urban Development,
for a residential solar energy conlrols. Heat from the answers basic questions about
system: Providing hot water, .storage system is distributed solar energy and is available,
in two basic ways: Through free, from the Consumer
hot water whicti circulates in Information Center, Pueblo,
radiators or baseboard units Colo., 81009. A more complete
and through a forced air duct booklet, "Buying Solar,"
system.
prepared by Office of ConThe logical starting place sumer Affairs and
published
.
• for owners of existing houses, by the Federal Energy
however, is with a solar hot Administration, costs $1.85.
which the Psychiatric Nurse,
water heater. It is cheaper Make checks payable to the
Psychiatrist and other staff
than a complete solar heating Superintendent of Documents
work with persons who have
system and usually can be
been
hospitalized
in installed without major and write to the Pueblo address, marking the envelope,
psychiatric hospitals in the remodeling.
"Dept. 122E."
past. The goal of this program
Total costs vary from unit to
Because of the complexity
is to help these people make unit, with many systems
of solar, systems, the goverappropriate adjustment to life ranging from $1,500 to.$2,000. ment recommends that an
outside an institution and. to According to the Federal expert install the devices,
insure that both group Energy Administration, a although there are some do-ittherapy, group activities and solar system can cut water yourself kits available for hot
medication are available in heating costs by 50 to 80 per water heaters.To find a solar order to maintain these people cent, depending on the unit engineer, try calling a local
in their home or personal care and location
university and asking to speak
home. Frequent therapeutic
The solar hot water heater to one of the professors about
contact can insure that these must be used in conjunction solar energy. He or she may
persons do not regress to the with a conventional system to be able to put you in touch with
point of having to return to a serve as a back-up when the,a reliable workman. •
psychiatric hospital for _ex-_ _ _
tended periods of time.

Proceeds From Charity Ball
Will Aid Mental Health Center
By Don Brock
Supervisor of Murray
Comprehensive Care Center
The Charity Ball on June 4,
at the Murray-Calloway
County Country Club, will aid
local mental health and
mental retardation programs.

The proceeds from the annual
Charity Ball go to aid the
further development and
sustaining the delivery of
mental
health-mental
retardation services through
the Murray-Calloway County
Comprehensive Care Center.

Mrs. Howard Titsworth, Donations Chairman for this
year's Charity Ball, recently sent letters to local business
persons who have supported mental health in the past.
You can make the difference and keep the local Comprehensive Care Center providing needed services.
Donations may be sent to Mrs. Titsworth, 1316 Olive
Illoulevard, Murray. Tickets for the Charity Ball, to be
held June 4, are available through Mary Taylor (7538489)or Jane Hopson (753-9250).

I Am

JOSHUA (JOSH)

TABERS
I Would Like,To Announce
My Candidacy For

MAGISTRATE
Of The 4th District
My name will appear No. 1
on the following voting machines

Murray No. 6
Jackson
Coldwater

• Lynn Grove
Calloway High
Kirksey

I would like to have the opportunity to meet
with each voter in our district, but if I don't
and you don't know me, I would appreciate it
if you would inquire about me from someone
who does. If elected I will work. THE BEST
POSSIBLE, for ALL CITIZENS of the 4th district.
YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE WILL BE
GREATLY APPRECIATED.
This political ad paid for by the candidate

Several special programs
that have been implemented
in recent years at the Murray
Comprehensive Care Center
have proved to be useful to
those people who were aware
of them and made use of them.
A significant percentage of the
services involve marital
counseling, in which an attempt is made to involve both
the husband_and the wife in
developing hetter communication technique's and
learning to be more honest
with each other about their
feelings. Often the counselor is
in fact only helping the couple
find ways to heip themselves
communicate better.
Another large group of
people served are juveniles
and their families who come to
the Center with various
behavior and communication
problems, which often have
been allowed to develop to the
point where the juvenile or
adolescent is acting out in selfdestructive ways. These
services are usually most
helpful when the entire family
can be involved in counseling.
A major area of concern in
our society are alcohol-drug
problems. Many person-s
referred for treatment are
referred by family members,
courts, and other law officials.
Treatment is usually more
helpful when a person enters it
voluntarily. The fact that most
referrals come as involuntary
or under pressure signifies the
position too many of us hold;
that these alcohol-drug
mainly
are
problems
problems or issues which
should or can be dealt with by
a person exerting his own selfcontrol or will power. Most
and
exknowledgeable
perienced workers in the field
believe that alcohol-drug
abuse problems are usually
symptoms of underlying
personality, relationship, or
other emotional difficulties.
This understanding of alcoholdrug problems seems to indicate that persons need
treatment with individual,
group, or group self-help
counseling, such as provided
at the Murray Comprehensive
Care Center and in local independent groups such aS
Alcoholics Anonymous and
Recovery.
Another major service
program in the local Center is
the Aftercare Program in

(eAdotem4(64m.et
Special Coupon
All Boys Items
Sizes 12-14
Shirts•Jeans•Shorts
Also Girls Pre-Teens
Coupon Good May 4-May 11

BIRTH TO
SIZE 14
(
ç • tr,.

(12
r 04/Itet
Southside of the Square, Murref

The Center also offers a
Children's Day Care Program
and - an Adult Activity
Program under the direct
leadership and, financial
responsibility of the local
Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Board. These
programs are both directed
towards serving the special
educational-learning .needs of
persons who are developmentally disabled. The
Children's Day Care Program
meets daily Monday through
Friday and serves pre-school
age children. These children
may have several conditions
which adversely affect their
ability to develop, mature and
learn. Some of the conditions
are cerebral palsy, blindness,
polio, epilepsy, Downs Syndrome, deafness and other
conditions that may effect
learning ability. The goal is to
prepare the child to enter the
Public school system at the
Kindergarten or first grade
level, or a special education
class.
The Adult Activity Program
is for persons 17 years and
older who are developmentally disabled and cannot
be employed or take part in
the regular educational
system. This class also meets
daily. The purpose is to
provide educational, social
and recreational enrichment
daily while these adults live at
home with their families. The
activities of this program ar,
centered on developing tb
highest level of self-help an,
self-maintenance possible for
the individual.

Civitan Club
Plans Meeting
The Murray Civitan Club
will hold Its first meeting of
the month of May on Thursday
evening, May- 5. Elbert
Thomason, president of
Murray Civitans urges all
members to make an extra
effort to -be present for this
special meeting.
"We will be nominating and
electing our officers for the
1977-1978 year and will alsr
have a period of CiVitar
Education conducted
Wayne Williams, local CivitaT
and Secretary-Treasurer 01
the Kentucky District ot
Civitan Internation.
Thomason announced.

A new computer systeni generally taken over by local
capable .of preparing court appropriations," Smith said.
calendars, issuing subpoenas
"However, assuming the
and identifying possible "bail operating coats of the system
jumpers"-will begin -operation may involve tittle or no Inin Kentucky by the end of the crease in costs to local
year.
agencies since PROMIS has
According to state Justice saved several cities thousands
Secretary John I.. Smith, the of dollars in manpower
new system, known as hours,"• he added.
PROMIS, will be fully
An official in Indianapolis,
operational in Louisville by
where PROMIS has been
December.
1, 1976,
Smith said that PROMIS operating since Jan.
will provide courts and said he expects the county to
year in
prosecuting attorneys instant save about $34,000 a
personnel
and
administrative
access to arrest and court
costs because of the system.
records.
A savings of $600.000 a )Tar
• ."Inadequate adnikaistrative
procedures are one of the is expected in Milwaukee due
major reasons for the failure to the use of PROMIS,iaccounty's
of prosecutions. Victims and cording to that
witnesses oftentimes fail to district attorney,
show up on trial day because
•'The real value of PROMIS
they have not been notified," lies in the increased quality
he said.
and efficiency of operating the
"Since PROMIS is already criminal justice system, and I
operating in 12 of the nation's believe that Kentucky will be
cities, we have proof, from its greatly benefitted by the
track recOrd that the system is implementation of the system
correcting this problem," in Louisville," Smith said.
PROMIS is curlently
Smith added.
He said that Louisville's operating in Washingtort,
PROMIS system, estimated at D.C., Los Angeles, Detroit,
a cost of $100,000 to install and Milwaukee, New Orleans, Salt
operate for one year, will be Lake City, Las Vegas, Infinanced with a grant fromt he dianapolis, Tallahassee, Fla.,
Law Enforcement Assistance Kalamazoo, Mich., Cobb
Administration 1LEAA ).
County, Ga., and Rhode
"After that, funding is - Island.

BENNIE JACKSON
for Sheriff
May 24 Primary
YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE

IS APPRECIAEED THANKS
r

For Painting-Up or Backyard Values
Shop 'Vasco For These ...

OTASCO SPRINGTIME
You SAVINGS

iz\E-NOO'Fi
ziKs1095tsi€
USE OTASCO CREDIT

INTERIOR
FLAT
FINISH
LATEX
Sale
Price

exterior
latex paint

99

•w "

GAL.

EXTERIOR
LATEX

FLAT
WALL
PAINT

Fast drying latex wall paint. Ones to
a washable velvet finish. Choice of
decorator colors. 3,7 44. .4''
Our Finest Liquid Plastic Flat Wall
Paint. Choice of Colors.
7.88 Gal
Our Fin•st Liquid Plastic Exterior
House Paint. Choice of Colors.
in 499
7.99 Gal

NET- ONE GtI_L_ON

REDWOOD
STAIN&
SEALER

4-INCH WALL
BRUSH

SAVE 594

Reliable protection at low cost
No primer needed if surface is in
good condition Use on all types
of surfaces White only

5-FOOT
WOODEN
STEP
LADDER
SAVE $2

Reg. 2.88

188
Vadison
WOODEN PORCH
SWING

GAL:

SAVE 894

Reg. 2.47

'or interior or exterior use. Quart ca" •

77

Sale
Price

199
•

Polyester
bristles for smooth
application Holds more paint

Reg. 12.88

1088
Ho s Vee, rod step supports

SAVE 16.96
kflillife MOWER
19" Heavy duty decl. • Life Gard
pro
tectton • Throttle contr, • 7- staygere'l +.hr•els
minote lawn scalping

•

99
Reg.
84.95

,
slatted bock, arms and _seat All h,•do.,)
cluded. Comes partially assembled in Ph,. (orlon

LESS WITH TDE

-.Os

MOTORIZED

BRAZIER
GRILL
WITH

SPIT
Murray Civitans will ala
make plans to attend
SAVE s5.02
quarterly council meeting of
Kentucky Civitans to be held Reg. 1
at Hopkinsville May 13 and P 21.99
T14I
CARTON
where Coffield Vance, a 4 position adjustabte grid. Steel
member of the Murray
hood, motorized,odjustable sp.,
Civitans, will preside as th, r
Kentucky
Governor
of
Civitans.

9

OTASCO

SAVE
AT OTASCO
Bel-Air Center

753-8391
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USE YOUR
BANK CREDIT
CARD
AT BIG K!

Jan Annette Dew CarlSon
of Paducah, a voice major at
Murray State University', will
preseni her senior recital on
the campus Wednesday.
May 4. Scheduled at 8:15 p.
m. in the Farrell Recital Hall
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, the program will include selections for the
soprano by Arcadeh, Lassur,
and Stuart. The daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Dew
of Route 11, Paducah, she is
involved in Sigma Alpha
Iota, Kappa Delta,and Kappa
Alpha Southern Belles.

LADIES

LOUNGER

66
P or a lazy Spring
3fternoon! Multilong or
ped
i_ap sleeve, zip
front or button and
ioop. Acryl ic /ny'on or 100% Nylon
f:eece in fashion
;:olors, Sizes S.
and L.

Disembarking
From Plane
.

Martha whistled a sigh of relief
when the airplane touched down
safely at her destination.
This was my first flight," she
explained to a nearby stewardess.
But as Martha emerged from the
exit door, she failed to notice a
sharp drop to the platform of the
ramp. She lost her balance, fell,
and suffered ini

LADIES

KNIT - TOP
Assorted styles with
embroidered or appli-q-ued tr4-ras., in fash,
colors. 65/35
ion
in
polyester/cotton
S,M,L.

•

afterward she 'filed a
Shortly aft*rwar
damage action against the airline,
charging negligence. And after a
court test she won a substantial
verdict. The court pointed out
that the stewardess, aware of
Martha's inexperience, should
have given her fair warning of the
danger at the doorstep.
In its role as a common carrier,
an airline bears a high degree of
responsibility for passenger safety
during embarkation and disembarkation. This involves not only
"fair warning- about hazards but
also the proper maintenance of
boarding facilities..
Thus, liability was imposed in
a second case because the retractable stairway was not firmly
anchored in place. Under the
weight of a departing passenger
the stairway shifted position,
dumping him down the steps.
Again, the court saw this as
the kind of mishap that due care
by the airline could have forestalled.
Of course, the passenger has
responsibilities as well. Take this
case:
An elderly traveller, handicapped by arthritis, started down the
steps with a steadying hand on
the railing. But he let go before
and lost
he reached the bottom
0.•
his footing.
In this situation a court decided
he could not blame the airline,
since it had been within his Jwn
power to prevent the acc.dent.
The court noted also that he was
accompanied by a companion
who, if asked, could easily have
lent him a helping hand.
A public service feature of the
American Bar Association and
the 'Kentucky Bar Association.

TEr SHIRT
88

97
c"IFC.
5.33

297

3-IN-1

PURSE SET
88

Enhance your wall with a beautiful picture!

1

With embroidered front
or French sayings. Short
or muscle S-feeve. 100%
cotton in fashion colors.
Sizes S,M,L.

.

3 97
3 97

12"x16"

Boxed matching set
.includes _cigartite
case, cosmetic bag,
'*
and coin purse.

16"x20"

CARNIVAL

GLASS
DISHES

RECTANGULAR
& OVAL MIRROR
OR

TRAYS
TISSUE BOX
88

YOUR
CHOICE
from colorful
Choose
assortment of decorative but practical glassware.

I(

4-INCH
SILVER
ACCENT

LIGHT

1"

"
4
REG
5.33

FULL-SIZE PRINCESS

These glittering.candles give a room /4hat
contemporary look.
6" SILVER ACCENT LIGHT . • . 2.66

BEDSPREAD

3-PC.

BOUTIQUE
ENSEMBLE
77
round
a
Includes
matching
hamper,
basket and tissue
box. Walnut or white.

4, •

ELECTRIC

_SELF
CLEANIt

'F240WH
7

STEAM IRON

588

Now'steams 150% longer
than ever, based on hard
water laboratory tests of
all leading self cleaning brands.

PEG.

LADIES
PRE-WASHED DENIM

Assorted stylings and trims
in 100% cotton
Navy
denim.
and Dark Indigo: sizes 5-13.

JEANS

1PAC,,IVE

BAripiAmtRicitto

REG.
11.66

Sporty iumpsuits with button or
zip front: arrow side or chest
pockets. Short or cop sleeves.
Navy- or Dark Khaki, sizes 5-15.

Adis
9-9 Weekdays
1-6 Sundays

PEG.
19.97

LO-CUT BASKETBALL

SNEAKERS& 00
For boys or girls.
Padded collar and
tongue: heavy cushioned terry cloth innersole and non-skid
suction sole. Sizes
11-2, 2'2-6, 61 z-12.

its
DTANGlti
SLI

/. v

77
• ..,..-„..•- _

3

upEmbroidered
pers With cushioned denim innersole. Wooden
wedge: crepe-like
sole. Sizes 8'

5 1 two
ESIOR
041106t.

F(.1 1 7.66

I Q66

6

00

-Pretty full-sized bedspreads in White, Avo.cado, Gold, Blue, and
Red.

/...',..t1
•. .04./#--or....
ill
*
.o 4
.0
.-,••`'vt4F r. or IV
REG. 4.99
-....-

6-661fOR64-015

JUMPSUIT
66

JUNIOR
PRE-WASHED

10
V11114 AN

YOU S

only 1

juNecouPot30.1

tthrupos

50°:4:
TO
AVE UP

aMe save THIS coupon QQQ9A919M9

Bel Air Shopping Center
Equal Opportunity Employer
Limit Rights Reserved

753-8777
Acres of Free Parking

sWalatairrARROWNO.=4.1541•Irla.0.*:-.41..st....
,

a

v

Lovely gold filigree
rectangu10"x15'
lar or 9"x14" oval
mirrors, and tissue
box holder.

Assorted styles,
colors, fabric'S in
sizes S,M,L.

V

197

YOUR
CHOICE

GENERAL

Carol jean Moore of
Festus, Mo., a music
education major at Murray
State University, will present
her senior recital on the
campus Wednesday, May 4.
Scheduled at 7 p. m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
the program will include
selections for the piano by
Beethoven, Debussy,' and
lc:pi°. The daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Beuby E. Moore,
she is involved in Sigma
Alpha Iota, Brass Choir,
Band, Orchestra, Choir, and
Chorus and was A writer for
"Campbs Lights 1977."

YOUR
CHOICE
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Your Individual
Horoscope

-e

,

Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY,MAY 5, 1977
projects with substantial
What kind of day will
background. Business interests
tomorrow be? To find out what
especially favored.
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
SAGITTARIUS .
3,0440.
ARIES
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Unusual tact needed here —
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 grort'
in family, social and business
Routine activities should run
circles. Don't "rock the boat"
without many hitches, Yet there
may be certain interruptions in
or stir up dissension — only too
new ventures. Don't be
easily done now, if. you are not
alert.
dismayed.
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
( Apr. 21 to May 21) t4i17
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V,Jfl
Do not take a position for or
Alertness, reading between
against any issue until sure of
the lines, will keep you on the
your
ground.
Analyze
beam. Be consistent in all englamorous-sounding proposi
deavors. Some new advantages
tions: they cbuld be misleading.
indicated.
GEMINI ,•
AQUARIUS
( May 22 to June 21)
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
In dealings with others, be
A good day for consultations
sure to note their reactions. The
with influential persons, exright word at the right time
perts in all lines. But only
could be a big factor in putting
consult. Sign nothing yet. More
over your ideas.
details will have to be
CANCER
straightened out.
(June 22 to July 23) et)
Stellar aspects indicate some
PISCES
indecisiveness. Counter by
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(C
.
urging yourself into positive
You will wind up "in the red'
action. Handle each situation as
on day's balance sheet if you do
it arises, evaluate each on its
not think and function comown merits.
petently right from the start. By
LEO
directing energies smartly,
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 12fiQ
however, you can achieve
Fine solar influences! Invent,
much.
improvise, build anew where it
YOU BORN TODAY are one
will help you to take a forward
of the most versatile of all our
step. Your incentive and
versatile Taureans. BUT — and
ingenuity should be keen.
it's a big "but" — all of your
VIRGO
talents will come to naught if
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) "
P
you don't learn, early in life,
Extra care needed in
that self-discipline and confinancial matters, but do your
centration are the paramount
own thinking about them.
factors in success. There's an
Advice from others could lead
element of flightiness in your
,you off on false trails.
nature, and a tendency to
LIBRA
scatter energies. These traits
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Arlo
must be curbed if you would
A good day for trying out a
make the most of your many
new idea or method. You have
assets. Fields in which you
the ability to turn the ordinary
could especially excel: science
into the interesting,improve the
(especially medicine), the law,
mediocre with a novel twist.
statesmanship, painting, music
SCORPIO
and liteflatre. flirthdate of:
(Oct. 24 to Nov. V)
Karl Marx, German socialist,
Fine Mars influences! Be on
author of "Das Kapital."
the lookout for good leads,

LADIES

TEE
SHIRT

nopt-

66 Wag
66
flEG.
7.66

Short or muscle sleeve Tshirt with sassy sayings on
front.
55 45
cottoi; rayon in
assorted colors. Sizes S,
and L.

Check
Your
Ad
--41L

Advert,sefs
ore
requested to check this
first insertion of ads for
correchon
Th,s
newspaper will be
responsible for only
One incorrect ,nserfion

ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
Y SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM
PTL Y IN CASE OF AN
ERROR

work will begin on May 9 and
continue through May 27.
Weinland predicted finding
many Mississippian sites
because Ballard County is
located at the junction of the
Ohio and Mississippi Rivers.
"Just upstream on the
Mississippi," she said, "is the
area that's regarded as the _
nuclear
area
of
the
Mississippian culture. Based
on the evidence we found in
Daviess County along the Ohio
River, we can expect to find
large village sites along the
river floodplain. Ntle also
expect to find some large
mound complexes on the
bluffs above the river."
-Many very large mound
sites exist in the area," said
Weinland, "and there will
probably
be
villages
associated with all or some of
them. Rafinesque, an early
chronicler, described one on
his visit in the early 1800's."
The archaeologist said that
the earl? Miisissippian
villages were frequently
surrounded by palisades, or a
type of fortification or defense
barrier. "There have been
reports," she said, "of some
earth works surrounding some
mound complexes in the
area."
"Frequent findings at
Mississippian sites included
pottery
tempered
with
crushed shell. There are good
local sources of clay for
making pottery. The most
common of the stone tools,"
said Weinland, -are small
triangular projectile points."

TY
LADIES41
TOP

4

Dive into pool side fashion in
these
delightful
2-pc. swimsuits.
Polyester blends,
in assorted styles
and colors. Sizes
30-36 and Junior
7 to 15.

o1dwith stripe
mmed hood or
dot
1clk
ar
a
wrzui
ne
trim.
50•

-

t

66
REG. - -;v
Assorted tops
with lace or
ribbon
tr ims,
varying neckand
lines
slee',es. Comfortable polyester cotton or
gauze, 1;:htte,
Fled,
3Iack,
_ and Blue.
sizes S.M.L.

The
classic
jacket dress in
carefree polyester. Assorted colors and
styles to,. pick
from, in sizes
10 to 18.
°

LADIES
NOVELTY

dr

v:75'

TOPS

533
Top off a skirt
or pants with ,a
cute top. .'1ssorted styles
and colors in
a
polyester/
cOlton blend.
Sizes S,M,L.

t)b

LADIES

JEANS
66
IL'

1. Ask about our conditional
nationwide for over 46 year
NI
5. Alf chemicals EPA
$150,000 Termite damage
registered
guarantee 2. Free inspections 3. Economical
fie Ilk
quarterly pest conwow
trol 4. Trusted
wssirs. it hi
s•

FAMILY
'"PRO CHAMPS'

JOGGERS
00

6

Nylon uppers, len::.
er trim padded ci—
lar and tongue. N slip sole. Sizes 1'21,2-6, 6',2-2.

753-8398
Member Murray Chamber of Commerce,
Member National Pest(Antra As...,c
Member Kentucky Pest Ccestrn1 Assor

Select a itixur 1T:tis
!ode
for
's.1to
)on;.t
or:
s
o illegeve

OntS.

If you hate termites
and other pests,
you'll loveTerminix.

Nobody hates pests like Tenoloii bates pests.

1

SWIMSUIT

ool .7
i \S
lo
tellr cotton
or 80 20 acryin
alue, and
sizes 10

Survey Team To Research
Sites In Ballard County
Ballard County had 39 archaeological sites recorded up
to 1976. Soon, Marcia
Wienland and Tom Gatus, who
make up an archaeological
survey team for the Kentucky
Heritage Commission, will be
conducting a survey of the
county's archaeological sites
and resources in search of
more sites.
According to Weinland, she
will begirt pre-survey planning
on May 3. "At that time," she
said, "I will attempt to locate
people in the county who are
site
knowledgeable
of
locations and visit the 'Anat
Buried
City'
cient
Wickliffe." The actual survey

LADIES
2-PC.

PIM"
IBANKAMERICARD

GIRLS DOUBLE "T"

SLING
33

3

1.88

2-band strap. Cushinnersole,
ioned
crepe-like sole. In
11-27, -2'2-6,
sizes

Bel-Air Shopping Center(
Equal Opportunity Employer
9-9 Moo.-Set,
Limit Rights Reserved Acres of Free Parking
1-4 Sun.

TERRY SCUFF
1 44

753-$777

Doers,ti
striped
solid terry custiioned innersole.
!1) 10.

minter charge
...........
•

Prices Good Through,
Sunday

PAG
•

.
"
"..
,
, May ri*
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k i
ird
Ale
01,
,,c4kb#
.Dial-a-Brewa brews coffee
dark, medium or light according
to individual taste.
.Perfect coffee, consistent
results every time.
.Space-age styling. Dishwashersafe glass server.
•Pay more, pay less, but you just
can't buy a finer coffee maker.
•Holds coffee at the perfect serving temperature for hours.

.12 extra better cups of coffee—doubles the capacity of the
Norelco 12 automatic drip filter
coffee'maker.
.Perfect for entertaining—holds
coffee at the proper serving temperature.
.Warming plate plus heatdish-washer-proof
resistant,
glass server.

#5150
$48.95 Value

t lrek‘

s ;At
(c

818VM
CANDIES

$42.951alue
The Perfect Gift
For Mother's Day
Sunday, May 8th.
Choose from many
assortments of the
finest chocolates.

Say-Rite's
Low Price

Say-Rite's
Low Price
Norelco Plus 12

1

NORELCO

$219

#5140

Only Norelco has Dial-a-Brew

'2398

fresh to lovely
MOISTURE LIP COLOR

PHOTO FINISHING

New Norelco
Deluxe 12'cup
coffee maker
with exclusive
Dial-a-Brew system
R

$1.50
Value

COLOR
PICTURES
144v

Dermatologist tested

roo

BRING YOUR FILM TO US FOR PROCESSING

R

NEW NORELCO
DIAL-A-BREW'DRIP
FILTER COFFEE MAKER

.12-Cup automatic drip filter
coffee maker.
.Dial-a-Brew• -exclusive with
Norelco—brews coffee according to taste preference for
dark, medium or light dbffee.
.Mini basket for 3-5 cups
•Maxi basket for 6-12 cups
son/off lighted swtich

CR%3

teC4171

99

jeetv9J

ULTRA-BIG
ULTRA-LASH

POT*

BRAND

Say-Rite's
Low Price

$54.95 Value
Say-Rite's
Low Price

-

#5155

6 NEW SOFT
SUNNY SHADES

MP QUALITY

'cooks all day while the cook's away""
ADAsTs • STEWS • SOUPS • TAM • •Out_Tar •
CT.L• • FIST • FRuiT • vEGETABLES •
CAKES • GOURMET DEUOTTS

Moisture Whip® $

$1.50
Value

RICH CREAM MAKE UP

Griffith
14 Kt. Gold

•

MASCARA

fresh to lovely

Earrings

Say-Rite's
Low Price

2 quart stoneware bowl comes "clean out"
/
31
."Fix-ahead" dinner—refrigerate in bowl overnight. Next morning, pop it off in Crock-Pot •
Handy for family or buffet serving • Cooks 8-10
hours for an energy saving 3e • Low-temp
cooking: 110 and 200 watts • No starting, no
sticking, no hot spots • 3-position switch.
High/LowOff•Sturdy glass cover.

1 2 price
/

FOR
LONGEST
LOOKING
LASHES

Yic*Itate
STORE HOURS:

5.)
I V A-7

cRum.p0T[-[111S11111111 DREG CE1TERS
CRIJCI{?POT

Say-Rite's
Low Price

9 to 9 Daily
1-6 Sunday

• •
ra If PI

99c

of

1214'9 .?.971.

Weighs only 15 ounces.
yet delivers 1000 watts
of drying power.

VA

Bel-Air Shopping Centcr
Phone 753-8304

Weighs only 15' 2 ounces.
yet delivers 1500 watts
of drying power.

Weighs only 15 ounces
yet delivers 1200 watts
of drying power.

k
1

"Cooks all day while the
cook's away."
'cooks all day whIlo kw cook's away
OASTS • STEWS • SOUPS • TAM • PG,ATlir

Deluxe 6 Quart Cooker/Server
'cooks a full-course meal at
one tune
.low temprature cooking:
215/325 watts
.unbreakable see-thru Lexan
lid
.84-page cookbook! Special
section of recipes for the
freezer.. . complete dinners..
. crowd size servings

CT.11 • FISH •'Run • VEGETABUS •
CAKES • GOURMET °WORTS

1185

41110

Crock
Pot

Nefo%Mir

411C•oe

#3350

5 Quart Size

$2310

Club Aluminum

Say-Rite's
Low Price

$

7 and 10 inch fry pans
4'/: quart dutch oven
interchangeable covers fit fry pans

••••••

••••••-&-e-4-•

-

564 $2039

85

TIMEX
watches

Select From
A Wide Variety
of Styles and Sizes

, ixer

*
),A
$14s
- Retail $23.98
Sale Price
Mode I M-74

8 Piece Set Plus Cook Book
Includes:
2 and 2 quart sauce pans
/
11

';.-",•;•••••,-;•••

#

SCHICK

SCHICK

25

Shelton Ware

Save

*1)4

Price

2
1
/

4t
-1410p144
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Frances
Speak Tfilirsday
At Diabetes Cliib

Communication Workers
of America
Local 10315

The Calloway-Marshall
County affiliate of the
Diabetes
American
Apsociation will hold its
monthly meeting on Thursday. May 5 at seven p. Th. at
the First Presbyterian
'Church. 16th • .and Main
Streets.
. Frances Allen, a diabetic for
twenty-one years, will be the
featured speaker for the
meeting. She is a student
nurse. at Murray State
University and has spent
several summers working at
diabetic c'amp. She will share
her experiences in managing
and "Tins-managing" her
diabetes.
Anne Flood, Registered
Dietitian at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, Jan Huff,
Registered Dietitian serving
the Benton, Princeton, and
Cadiz Hospitals, and Susan
Usrey
dietetic trainee,
KIDDING AROUND — Four kindergarten students at Murray State University's Center for Innovation and
presented the April program
Development become closely acquainted with "Nannie," a 2-months-old goat belonging to their student
on New Ideas in Diet Exteacher, Mts. Rachel Neale of Murray. From the left, the youngsters are Catherine Faughn, Davida Waldrop,
change."
Aaron Brun and lee Shouse.
The presentation included
Photo by Barry Johnson
up-to-date tips on meal
planning especially for the
1977 graduates were given diabetic.
special recognition during the
program.
dusts which
A 25-year service award was The chief harmful
can produce lung diseases are
L.
Charles
to
presented
those which contain silica, asEldridge, assistant dean of bestos or beryllium particles.
Stbte Sen. Pat McCuiston of Freeman of Hopkinsville, admissions.
Changing attitudes and
behavior toward school Pembroke was installed as the George W. Hayden, Jr., of
violence and vandalism are 42nd president of the Paddcah, Bill Morgan of
opening opportunities to association at the banquet. He Benton, Mary Margaret
alleviate the pressing national succeeds Richard Lewis of Richardson of Paris, Tenn.,
Sally Harris West of Belknap,
problem, a school security Benton.
write
and Darryl Callahan of
Other new. officers are:
specialist told alumni at
serve
will
Callahan
Lexington.
Sid
Attorney
y
County
Universit
State
Murray
Calloway
Easley, president-elect; out the final year of Peek's
Saturday evening.
Harry W. Wilson of Michael S. Peek of Nashville. unexpired term.
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
The golden anniversary
Bellevue, Wash., painted a vice-president; and six new
grim verbal picture for the members of the executive class of 1927, the silver ancrowd of, about 500 at the council — Lindsay M. niversary class of 1952, .and
annual alumni banquet, but he
offered cause for some,opthiiisin With his— obiervation
that he detects a trend back
toward order.

(Telephone Company Union)
Proudly Supports

Changing Attitudes Toward
Violence Opening Doors Wilson

GeorgeForWeaks
County Judge

Free for the Asking!

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

The 1935 graduate of
Murray State, who is also a
former FBI agent, advocated
the establishment of more
higher education courses in
school security administration
and management to give
additional impetus to the.
effort to rectify the problem of
juvenile violence.
,"The lives of our young
people and their futures are
too precious to let them
flounder on their own," said
Wilson, who was presented a
distinguished alumnus award
during the program.
A former teacher himself,
Wilson marveled at the
changes that took place
between 1942 when he left the
classroom and 1970 when he
became involved with school
security work in Bellevue.
"Today, culprits think
nothing of glass breakage,
burglaries, larcenies,
assaults,- and engaging in the
use of drugs — and hare little
or no respect for designated
authority of any kind," he
lamented. '
Wilson cited statistics introduced during 1975 hearings
by the U. S. Senate Subcommittee to Investigate
Juvenile Delinquency as
the
of
documentation
problems of vandalism,
violence, drug abuse, and
gangs in schools acness the
country.
National
He said a
Education Association study
submitted to the subcommittee indicated that
from 1970 to 1974 atsaults in
schools increased 53 per cent,
sex offenses increased 62 per
cent, drug related crimes
increase 81 per cent, and
'robberies 117 per cent.
Wilson, who testified during
one of the subcommittee
hearings, said it has been
estimated that some $600
million a year is spent
nationally as a result of
4vandalism in the schools, with
70,000 serious physical
assaults on teachers and
on
thousands
literally
students.
He quoted U. S. Sen. Birch
Bayh (D-Ind.), subcommittee
chairman, who said: "Fa; too
often, youngsters arriving at
our public schools today are
faced with an environment
fear,
by,
dominated
destruction, and chaos rather
than reading, writing, and
arithmetic."
Wilson, whose 24-year
tenure with the FBI included
assignments in San Francisco,
Richland, Wash., and Seattle.
Was.,is encouraged, however,
that "most students are
upright, law abiding and good
citizens."

Lasting Hold

Excedrin

Miss Breck

Non Aerosol
8 oz.

A

_ *Super Hold
*Unscented
Super Mold
STlflG

OLD

Hair Spray

11 oz.
lilt111k
1.411111.11.••

$2.15 Value
Say-Rite's
Low Price

99c

ANALGESIC UAW:

Political Ad paid for by Communication Workers of America, Local 10315

*Regular *Super
*Unscented
'Super Unscented
'Ultimate Hold

$1.72 Value
Say-Rite's
Low Price

Save 61.16

99c

If You Are Not
I
Buying Your
Prescriptions And
I
Drug Needs
At Say-Rite
• You're Paying

Save 73'

Gillette
Miss Breck Shampoo
7 oz.
11 oz.
*Normal
*Normal
*Dry
*Dry
*Oily
*Oily

1

99c

Fashion Cricket

Ladies' Safety
Razors

$1.69 Value
Say-Rite's
Low Price

5 Blades

$1.69 Value
Say-Rite's
Low Price

$2.34 Value
Say-Rite's
Low Price

$1.63 Value
Say-Rite's
Low Price

Flicker

99c
Savo 10'

Price

Save 14'

Too Much
Our Total Discount
Prices Are The
Lowest In The
Entire Area

9 to 9 Daily
1-6 Sunday

STORE HOURS:

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-113114
••
•
•••••
••
0 •
••
• ••
•9
•
• ••
•
GO
• ••
•% •
•
• S.
•
• ••
•••••
•

•••41'

•
•
••••
•
•
• •• ••••••••
• •
ROLL-ON ANTI-PERSPIRANT DEODORANT

ISIOM DREG (VIERS
:PEE

4 Fresh Fragrances
Including Unscented

FREE

Alberto Balsam

Playtex
Living Glove

Conditioner
8 oz.
*Regular
•X-Body
*Special

with purchase of
pair

$2.31 Salve
Say-Bite's,
Low Price

*Medium
*Large

Save
51.00

r"••••••

Conditioning Hairdressing
12 Off Label

1.5 oz. $1.50 Value
Say-Rite's
Low Price

New
enPrOont
Hold

99c
*Blue
*Fine Hair
*Regular

Sara $O'

•••••••-•11

FDS Deodorant Spray

4•1.11141.G

Say-Rite's 99
Low Price

Sara 80
COUPON

'

VP5

$1.19 Value

$1.19 Value
Say-Rite's
Low Price a

Alberto 1105

•

All G. E.

CB radios

3 oz.
Marked Down To

Alberto V05 Nair Spray
$1.79 Value
9 oz.
20* Off Label

Say-Rite's
Low Price

99

Save Si'

1 Oc Off
Say-Rite's
Low Price
With Coupon

99c

Good 00 At
- **•••••4•4•••••444•4•4••4411
•
•
1./v1
,

COST

Plus
Free GE Antenna
Valued at 529 95
When you purchase a GE CB Radio

.011111110-

arnIM10.

Savo 51'

ay,
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SMOKED
PICNICS

I
NORTHSIDE:
6 AM - 10 PM
DAIL'!

WHOLE

Closed
Sunday

so
0
7I

10

SLICED

BACON
GREAT FOR
BACON &
TOMATO
SANDWICHES

Lb.

69c

Lb

SLICED

"ITS THE To
THE T APE TH (

894

12 oz.
PKG.

BOSTON BUTT

BONELESS - TENDER

COOK-OUT SPECIAL

ARMOUR

PORK
CUTLETS

PORK
STEAK

WIENERS

Lb.

98

Lb.

88

OR
BE

69,

12 oz.
PKG.
KELLY'S

BRYAN'S•3 Lb.

CLAUSSEN•FRESH PAK

'4"

CANNED
HAMS

WHOLE
PICKLES

EA.

STORE SLICED BOLOGNA
DEL MONTE•8 oz. CANS

3

Q.99

FOR

2

3 69

GOLDEN CORN
GREEN BEANS

FOR

MARTHA
WHITE

39'

DEL MONTE•8 oz. CANS

DEL MONTE•8 oz. CANS

PEAS
KRAUT

99'

SWEET RELISH 10 oz.

Lb.

89c 7,

CHUCKWAGON
PATIES 14 Oz. Pkg.

PARAMOUNT.HOT DOG or

89' •

REELFOOT

SLICED PEACHES
PEAR HALVES

PORK
ROAST

KRAFT

FLOUR
B,iAoGLb.$169

2

MARSHMAII.OWS

71
4 oz.
/
Box

10 oz.
BAG

8.5°

°
FOR 159

FOR

WE HONOR
U.S.D.A. FOOD
STAMPS

PRICES GOOD THRU TUESDA`, P

TABLEFRESII PRODUCE • VARIETY, PRICE & QUALITY

SWEET
5
CORN

MACARONI
& CHEESE

I
L
I
O
R
K
N
A
B
65"

TRIMMED SI
PACKAGED

"IN THE
SHUCK"

GREAT FOR
ROASTING!

CRISP

FRESH•CRISP

CARROTS RED RADISHES
2 Lb. Bag

394.

6 oz. Pkg.

2 29'
For

For

WTEHEIKS

0
0
3
III

CASH
AWARD

EAR

FRESH

2

GREEN ONIONS

Bunches

39"

JUICY • NO.48 SIZE

RUBY RED
GRAPEFRUIT...

NORTHSIDE

$800
No Winner
gra

2 29'
F r

.

..
r

LAST
WEEK'S
BANKROLL
DRAWING

• 1'

--
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•Pria

PAPER
TOWELS

MIRACLE
WHIP

SOUTHSIDE
7 PM - 9 PM
DAILY
OPEN SUN.
10 AM - 8 PM

SALAD DRESSING

4

JUMBO ROLL
r41N

111)
(H1•0
Towels
FOR

o
iye)
hit
LV
Amara:it's Favorite

*

Save...
NI‘ ith these warm

KRAFT

Miracle
Whip

weather values
this week at

1E Toni,ON
THAT COUNTS"

LIMIT THREE

QUART
LIMIT ONE

AL

/ER

FOR

CHARCOAL
10„. 125

IS

BAG

2 Lb.
BAG

RICWS•FROZEN
TOPPING 9 oz.

GULF•QUART

49'

CHARCOAL LIGHTER....

SUNSHINE•KRISPY

59'

KRAFT

STRAWBERRY
PRESERVES

89

49

18 oz.
JAR

SHOWBOAT

T
IAENNT
LAUNDRY DETERG

49 CHEER
59,, .2.)

CRACKERS 1 Lb

'

SWEETHEART*''2 GALLON

$1"
79'
$1"

TEA BAGS

294

KRAFT

SALAD MUSTARD

C

49

FROSTY ACRES.FROZEN

STRAWBERRIES 10 oz.

PORK.
BEANS

$"

SIZE

100 COUNT

FABRIC
SOFTNER

490

PIE SHELLS

FRENCH
FRIES

•

.
A
:
4
1•

IGA 2-9 Inch

GARDEN DELITE
FROZEN•CRINKLE CUT

RED SEAL

SHELLS

47'

SAVE: 30c

:La5
IIIII=IF•
c!).STRAWBERRY
SHORTCAKE

SAVE

flZ) •WHOLE•16 oz.

SWEET
PICKLES
SINGLES

CHEESE g(oGz

15 oz.
CAN

11

LIMIT FIVE
)

MARGARINE

B-B-Q
SAUCE

PARKAY

1 Lb.
PKG.

,ETA)
vELNE

KRAFT

PA RKAY

4

MAY 10, 1977.

9

18 oz.5
Bottle

VELVEETA
2Lb.
Box

QUANTITY
RIGHTS
RESERVED

189

PILLSBURY

c:
vpt

SUNSHINE•KRISPY

s

CRACKERS

BISCUITS

1 Lb. BOX

,

•
•
a:

•• 4
•••:•

6 COUNT
CAN
NO LIMIT

•
••••,...— oar

-r
$

L—r- •

KRAFT0'2 GALLON

SOUTHSIDE

SOUTHSIDE
OPEN SUNDAY

No Winner

••4
•

ORANGE JUICE

111

$300

•••••;• Mal•
14.41111.,
••••••••••13

KRAFT
CHEESE

•-•0••

EACH

99'

KRAFT

1000 ISLAND
DRESSING 8 oz

att9
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GIFTS MOTHER WILL REMEMBER

YOUR KEY TO VALUE

IT'S YOUR DAY MAY 8th

May 5th, 6th, and 7th AN

0
4 AYSA

SALE

Chaise Lounge Chair

400011/1

__

isceelf
Peignoir g'ets

Kitchen
HUCK TOWELS

e

72" Long 22" Wide
10" High

• Assorted Prints

1114

Short DUSTER

• Stripe, •
Poly/Cotton,
Short Sleeves
• Sizes 12 to 18

• Choose From Long or Waltz
Nylon Styles
• Pink, Blue, Mint, Oregid,and Peach
• Small, Medium, and Large

Long Style

99

Limit 1
Wise Osiaglittes
Last - Sorry No
Rein Checks

• Black, Red, and
Bone
• Sizes 6 to 10

b.,

1

SCARVES

-I

Re_g.

188

2.50
Limit

ea.

WALLET SET
• Choose From
Two Styles

397

Clutch, Cicessett!st Tette
Key Ring

Butan*

Glass Sets

Hair Rollers

• 27" • 27" Polka
Dot Design
• 28" 28" Floral
and Assorted
• Designs

• 8 Pc. Glass Set Boxed
• Dutch Treat, Fall Foliage,
Country Side, and
Breezy Designs
• 12t/2 oz. Beverage Glass

•

• Vinyl Lacs in Assorted Colors
,-.-. • 54".72"

Ladies' 4-Pc.

77

Polyester Print

8 Pc.

9
TABLECLOTHS

'34151t

Ladies' SHOES
Sling Backs
'

TIP-TOP

Limit 3

S.
t4k.

• Comes in
3 Color*
• Multi' Position
Chair

9/—
9

•

• 20" = 30" Extra Large
Reg. 750

Can Openers

Crock Pots
Model

782

Model 0 3100

3.50 Value

WITH KllE
SHARPENER
• Brush,
Foam,
Magnetic,
Snap On. 8
Quick Curl

• Avocado, White, & Harvest
• Electric Can Openers

Per Set

744

Limit 2

• Avocado, naafi!, & Gold
• 3'h qt.

884 1086

Hanging

ULTRA-BIG ULTRA-LASH

CALGON

Mascara

Bath Oil Beads
(

Planters

- t

Renuzit Air Freshener

••'?'

8" Ratan Planters,A.—
With Rope
-• Bac-Bac Baskets
With Rope
•,Rope Planters

\
Beet ki
Kase

Your Choice
• Black or
Brown
• With Free
oz. Eye
Makeup
Remover

• Soft Skin,
Without
Greasiness
• 16 oz.

Limit 2

We reserve the
right to limit
quantities.

Limit 2
iliwwwwsmor'

Lavoris Mouthwash

• Seven
Assorted
Fragrancies
• 6 oz. Solid

RIGHT GUARD

Ladies'

3 For
1.00

Pantyhose

Shower to Shower

• Tan Tone, Beige, Taupe,
and Coffee
• 5' to 5'4" and 5'5" to 5'8"

RIGHT
GUARD

• Regular
Bronze
• 3 oz

Limit 2

RIGHT
GUARD

• Deodorant
Body
Powder
• 8 oz.

Limit 3

Limit 2

SURPRISE MOM WITH GIFTS FROM US!
......ler:nar"
,-.7
.
..{10airi,7•04`.1.41.

•
t•C•'

•

- --eswoo;Ws•sostoesseweesso-s.tast....tosistesose............,
.4110/60.1111111.20.4...S.P.P.
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Environmental Group Sets Out To
Make 'Dream House'OfThe Future
By BILL HENDRICK
..A.Isaciated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Inspired but not motivated by
President Carter's energy
proposals, an environmental
group here has set out to
disprove the cliche that you
can't make a silk purse out of
a sow's ear.
In their own way, that's
exactly what they have in
mind.
Within the next year, they
say they'll convert an old
brick structure in downtown
Louisville into a "dream
house" of the future — heated
and supplied with hot water by
the sun, fitted with a disposal
system that won't use water
and will turn toilet waste into
fertilizer, and equipped with a
greenhouse and organic
growing
for
garden
vegetables.,
But that's not all. Plans also
call for a windmill that will
turn urban breezes into
energy. Waste water from the
kitchen and bathroom sinks
will be filtered and used on the
garden plants.
Ron Gascoyne of the
Louisville Community Desion
Center says the entire project
will cost about $150,000.
The "urban alternative
house," as it's being called,
was the brainstorm of
Strategies for Environmental
Control, one of the city's most
active environmental and
conservation groups.
"We decided we had been
reacting, rather than acting,
as far as environmental
events were concerned, and
'we felt that everything was
very negative," said Patricia
Nightingale, 44, president of
Strategies. "We found we had
been in the position of opposing things, instead of

taking affirmative action"
we'd already planned this. It as an alternative to urban
The group decided that merely reinforced our feeling environments the way they
since the energy crisis "was and his speech was nice are now.
the most important issue we publicity for us."
"It's going to have heat,
are facing, we felt something
energy, food, everything," he
Ms. Nightingale says the
said. "It is an educational
like this would have a great
money will come from civic
impact on the community.
facility. Strategies will enand
groups
and environmental
"We wanted to do something
courage people that this is
she foresees no financial
constructive, something that
something they should want."
problems. The house being
educational, and we're calling
It will cost about $60,000 to
used has been leased to the
it an alternative lifestyle," environmental group for 20 remodel the 3,800-square foot
building, and the additional
said Ms. Nightingale, who
per year.
feminist years at $A
the
will pay for ar$90,000
prefers
systems,
solar
The
work, educational
chitectural
designation.
Gascoyne said, will cost about
everything
"and
She said It's not really a
facilities
$11,000. But the design calls
said.
he
else,"
"dream house" of the future,
for some of the best equipment
"It boils down to this: it's
but something that would be available, he said, to show the
to heat you: ;louse
immoral
practical today. Solar energy
ultimate that can be done. A
windis
fuel, and that's
so
fossil
is available,
homeowner's sytem would be with
what this house will stress."
generated electricity, and cheaper.
everyone should grow their
Gascoyne, 41, explained the
own vegetables,she said.
will have two types of
houte
NOSPITAL NEWS 1
"It's what life can be like
systems. A direct
solar
is
"This
said.
right now,", she
system that will heat air in a
going to be an educational slanted collector on the back April 24, 1977
Adults 142
facility. People won't live in
of the house and pipe it
the house. We will conduct through a forced---afr heating Nursery 10
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
classes, workshops, and tell system.
Baby Boy Murphy ( mother
their
solarize
people how to
Excess hot air won't be Jean I, Rt. 3, Murray, Baby
homes.
wasted, but will be blown Girl Hale (mother Bonita), Rt.
"We're hoping to provide 80
a room full of rocks, 1, Dexter, Baby Boy Sims
through
per cent of the house's heat
rocks will store heat to (mother Jacquline), 415
the
and
with this system and also a
be used later, when the sun Cherry, Aurray, Baby Boy
wind generating system," she
shining. And, he said, Wilkerson (mother Stella),
isn't
said. "A non-water toilet will
will be an indirect
there
save money on water and will system that will allow warm 101 N. 12th., Murray.
DISMISSALS
provide fertilizer for the
air from the greenhouse to
Phillip R. Carson, Rt. 3,
garden. We are going to
circulate through the building. Benton, John Pittman, Box 99,
recylce as much as we can.
In addition, a special wall will Hazel,
Carol
Mrs.
We're going to show people
be built so the sun can shine Felgenhauer, Rt. 8, Murray,
themit
do
can
they
that
through, warming it enough to Mrs. Debra K. Anderson, Rt.
selves."
heat air around it.
7, Benton, Ralph D. Cossey,
She said persons touring the
Gascoyne, whose firm is Rt. 3, Murray, Miss Alicia G.
they
if
house will be told that
says
doing the remodeling,
can't solarize their homes, at Strategies came up with the Stubblefield, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Mrs. Etha M. Bailey, Rt. 6,
them
insulate
can
least they
idea only one day before his Murray, Howard A. Norton,
better.
group did.
Rt. 5, Paris, Tn., John H.
"We hope this will be a
"We're promoting the fact Bucy, 701 Memorial Dr.,
to
practical place for people
thing
that in the future, this
Paris, Tn., Clyde Mc-Mullins,
come and learn to live more
will be common," he said.
110 Spruce, Murray, Frank.
more
and
efficiently
to
is
said,
The purpose, he
Michuda, 411 W. Wood St.,
cheaply," she said. "-We were
provide -a totally self- Paris, Tn., Jack Haynes
delighted by Carter's energy
sufficient urban environment (expired),405 N. 4th., Murray.
message, his leadership, but

I

WANT
Ills
2 Notice

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

East Calloway students received recognition in the Murray State University Science
Fair. Students from East received a first, second, third, or honorable mention for their
projects. In the top photo are students in the elementary division who are, left to right,
David Garland, Shannon Gardner, lesa Chaney, and Dale Torsak In the bottom photo
are junior high division students, left to right, front row,,Robin Allen, Teresa !ones,
Tammy Torsak, Tona Lovett, back row, Gene Dowdy, Earl Brown, Kevin Fielder, Carla
Barnett, Tina Spitler, and Debbie Hook,and not pictured, Terry Benefiel.

If You
Need Them:
fire
Police
Rescue
Ambulance
Hospital
Emergency
Humane Society

153 1411
153-1621
/53 6952
/53 9332
753 5131
753 3991

Comprehensive
Care
Poison Control
Senior blurts
Needline
Lean To Read

753-6622
153-7513
153-0929
753-NEE0
153223*

Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger 8,
Times

1"HOUSF: OF THOUSANDS. Murrays only
coniplete needle craft
shop. Fox Meadows
South 16th Street. 7533855. 15 per cent
discount to Senior
Citizens.

MOVE
AS WELL A5 HE
USED TO!

(PRACTiONG\
FOR THE
DOUBLES
TOURNAMENT,
I SEE.

All display ads,
e.assified displays
anti regular disolay,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the day
before
publication.

(HE00ESN'T

Tire Troubles Can Spoil Vacationing

0

to a U.S. Department of reduced by anderinflation.
U-Pick
Soft tires build up excessive
Commerce study.
Tires that are underinflated -beat and can suffer internal
said.
he
by four pounds of air pressure damage,OKAY, SAY
PUT MORE
by as "Overinflated tires are more
reduced
life
tread
have
WHENj
ON—DON'T BE
much as 10 per cent, and succeptable to bruises and
so CHEAP
underinflation by 12 pounds may be damaged internally
can reduce tread life up to 40 where it can't be seen. This
per cent, the Commerce could lead to unexpected tire
7 a. m. to 7 p. m.7 days
failure."
Department said.
a week. Phone 753The Tire Industry Safety
Lovell noted that studies
6491. North 16th and
have shown that about two per Council offers these other tips
Poor Farm Road,
cent of the cars on the raod are for vacation driving:
For long distance driving
overloaded by 10 per cent- o'r •
more. "Most overloading at turnpike speeds, increase
24:35
MATTHEW
occurs on station wagons and inflation four pounds over the
C r977 Un.led FOgillf• Synd,c414 Inc
STATES: "Heaven and
passenger, cars during amount recommended by the
earth shall pass away,
NCv%
vacation trips. If you plan to vehicle manufacturer. ButOvv`,
but my words shall not
w)40 PL
carry extra heavy loads, never exceed the maximum
WA5 &'ETTN& i
JUN K
pass away." Do YOU
et
pressure
check with your automobile allowable air
THIS L.7 L'
EVEIZYCNE
read the Bible? The
FOOD
sidewall.
the
on
marked
garage.
or
store
tire
dealer,
IT
CALL
TO
Bible is God's words to
CAPITOL
— Check regularly for
You may need helper springs
s`pirsirs'&
man. For further inor heavy-duty shock ab- objects imbedded between
HALL'
formation consult your
sorbers in addition to a tire of tread grooves. They can
Bible, for assistance call
greater load -carrying eventually cut into the rubber,
753-0984. (God does not
leading to air loss and tire
capacity," he said. .
help those who help
At the correct pressure, failure.
themselves.)
air
reduce
— Don't
your tires will carry the load
intended by the manufacturer, pressure after driving. Heat
save gasoline, and provide buildup during driving is
SKATEBOARD
and normal arid tires will cool
traction
optimum
CONTEST
pressures
air
proper
to
down
steering,
braking, easier
SOME BOUGHT FRCM 6REE-DY RULERS
better cornering and- longer on their own after you stop.
WHO SOW C4PTIVE-5... ANP 17 15
— Saturday, May 7,
— Beware of "summer
tire life, 1,6vell added.
SHAMEFUL TO SAY...OFTEN SOW
dust
with
GAL Roy Stewart
9:30
ice."
mixed
to
Water
tire
the
of
ability
"The.
THEIR OWN PEOPLE
Stadium Parking lot
carry the design load is and oil acts as a lubricate on
reduces
roadways and
Sponsored by the
traction even if your tires are
Murray Kiwanis Club
Crossword Puzzler
new. Particularly dangerous
Application form will
Puzzle
Tuesday
Answer
to
to
Command
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-13-a light drazle following a
in Thurs. paper.
eat
appear
date
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5 Weirder
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6 Blue
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01111
6
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11 Protective
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organization
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7 Collection
8
=COO @MO
12 Water
animals
DIDNO 000 OODM
wheels
SCHOOL STRUGGLE
WHAT WE do best is
14 Near
00111 BOUM/DODO
TO BE TELEVISED
9 A state
15 Model
--care. Needline, 753-6133.
OD
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17 Compass
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1 Christian
10
i
The
Al'
I
YORK
NEW
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.festival
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FACTORY
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for
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regation that culminated in the
13 Sows
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16
decision
DUG
Court
00000
OUR
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1954
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
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outlawing segregated schools
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Winter
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44 Let it stand
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will soon be seen on national
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vehicle
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television.
26 More vapid
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Justice,"
"Simple
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35 More
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43 Period of
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14
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Drink Systems
into a dramatic TV series for
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the
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prime
45 Short sleep
18
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Refrigeration Sales
Public Broadcasting Service
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.
,
L11.- ASNEQ- EFSOVE
deity
0,:.:,i 25
23 %. •7 24
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& Service
47 Notched on
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-Simple Justice" documents
753.21125
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..,.,
•
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7
7
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tilt.' 'schoolrights. _battle
49 Symbol for
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on Brown vs. Board of Educa52 Kind of
36
.› 35
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347 33
tion, and three other cases. The
bring us yours for extra
fabric (p11
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54 Breaks
central figure in the story is
.7.7... 41
copies. Made from any
:39 AO
..i
7
38
suddenly
Thurgood Marshall,a champion
size into any size.
55 Sedate
47
of the lonk campaign by blacks
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
DOWN
against segregated schools. He
45—\•,.....1 9
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
1 Powerful
Suthe
cases
before
argued the
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Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
53
a57
1
Si
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preme Court where he now sits
nickname
753-0035. Free parking
•
of
nine
justices
one
the
3 Drink slowly
as
, 0. 55
,!.."..7. 5.
lot, use our rear en.
'':•:•1
- 71
trance.
16 1r by Urn...! Ffur, Synebra 4, I
Washington, D. C. — Highways can be "happy ways"
during the -1977 vacation
season if motorists observe
proper .automobile_ tire care
and avoid overloading their
vehicles, says the Tire Industry Safety Council.
Worn tires, improper air
vehicle
and
pressure
overloading should be at the
top of a driver's safety check
list before he leaves home, the
Council advises.
"Proper inflation is the
most . important rule in tire
safety and tire mileage,"
declared Malcolm R. Lovell,
Jr., Council chairman. "A,
regular check for proper inflation, preferably every two
or three weeks and before long
trips, is one of the surest ways
to prevent tire . trouble.
"The air pressure recommendation is one of the most
important figures in your car
owner's manual. Carry your
own air pressure gauge.
Service station air towers are
often off by several pounds,
studies have shown," Lovell
pointed out.
More than one out of four
cars has at least one seriously
underinflated tire, according

--v
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BECAME 5LAVER5
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1E11
6 Hem n Wanted
WATKINS
FOR
Contact WAITRESS AND short
Products.
Holman Jones, 217 South order cook. Apply in
person, Gallimore's
13th, phone 753-3128.
Restaurant, Hazel or
Call 492-9785.
3. Card Of Thanks
11F: WOULD LIKE to
thank all our friends,
relatives-and customers
ror the gifts, and
. congratulation• cards
received on our 50th
wedding anniversary.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C.

-

WORDS ARE inadequate
to express the thanks
and appreciation to our
many friends, neighbors, and relatives for
the many wonderful
things that have been
done for us since our
liorne was destroyed by
fire on April 1. Thanks to
the Calloway County
Fire and Rescue Squad
for their help and to
each person who has
been so kind and
thoughtful. We shall
always remember your
kindnesses.
Jim, Vicki, and Andrea
Crick

ATTENTION
HOMEMAKERS.
Experienced
working
with Other women in
party plan? MERRIMAC TOY SHOWS has
openings for Supervisors in your area. Hire
and train ladies to
demonstrate
rop
Quality toys and giftware. No investment, no
delivering or collecting.
Call collect to Ann
Baxter, 319-556-8881 or
write MERRI-MAC, 801
Jackson, Dubuque, Iowa
52001.

ELECTRA LUX
AGAIN
SPECIAL
offers
PROGRAM
TO
COLLEGE STUDENTS For the eleventh
consecutive
year
Electra Lux is offering summer parttime or full time employment to college
students.
The
included
program
$1000, $750. and $500.
special awards for
fixed
selling
a
volumn of business.
Student participation
has continually increased in the sumprograms
mer
totaling over $2
million. Interested
students may apply
at 111 South 6th
Street,
Paducah,
Kentucky or call 4436460.

5 Lost And Found
LARGE MALE Blue Tick
Coonhound - Lost or
stolen from 719 South 4th
Street, April 26. $100
reward for return of
dog. Contact Glen
Eldridge at 753-1718,8 a.
in.-5 p. m.
6. Help Wanted
SALES
.
MANAGEMENT
Mak Sr Female
Are you now in sales and can
not advance' Unable to
receive that well-earned
promotion? _ Can you-hire.
train, and retain a sales force'
Can you sell a Supplement to
WorInners Comp.' Franchise
Group Life or Cancer Insurance What advance commissions paid daily? Vested
renewals and over-write on
your agent's production? We
specialize in group and franchise group life and cancer insurance. Want to know more'
Write:
CITIZENS SECURITY
LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Soz 906
Owiinsimos, KY 42301
Phnom ($02)68$-3151
All replies strictly con-

fidential'

FRIENDLY FINANCE
and Investment has
opening for manager
trainee position. Must
own automobile. Profit
sharing, and added
expenses.
Paid
vacations and holidays.
Call
753-1412, 9-5,
Monday - Friday.

LOSING THE BUDGET
Race? A business of
your own can help income keep up with
outgo. For less than
$50.00 gets' you started.
Call 753-3763 and get the
whole story.
$24.00 PER HUNDRED
stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed, stamped
envelope. TK ENTERPRISE, Box 21679,
Denver, CO.80221.
WANTED A SALES
person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a
sales person. If interested call Gene Allen
502-442-7368, Paducah,
Ky.

I'm Proud To Nominate

GRILL COOKS. Apply in
person Triangle Inn.
WANTED: Secretary
with typing and shorskills;
thand
bookkeeping knowledge
helpful. Send resume
handwriting
with
sample and salary
requirements to Box
32N.
DISHWASHER, full time
days. Call 753-2998._
BUNDLE BOY. Apply
ManufacCalloway
turing, Ill Poplar St.
HELP WANTED, May
9th. Call Lynn Grove
Egg, 435-4197.

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, May 7, 1977 at 10 a.m, at the home of
the late C.W. Rogers, go to Puryear turn on
Buchanan Rd. go approx. 5 miles, turn right at auction sign.
Couch and chair, poster bedroom suite with
.sm. Ashley heater, old dresser, feather beds,
Kelvinator range, Wizard refrigerator, straight
chairs, old metal ice box, chrome table and 6
chairs, 2 kitchen cabinets, pie safe, wood cook
stove, school desk, wall telephone, telephone
parts, cast iron wood stove, 12 gauge shotgun,
wash boards, large wooden tub, cream cans,
cream seperator, several stone jugs, corn
shelter, broad axe, dog irons, wash kettle, gypsy
kettle, 2 dinner kettles, wood pulleys, wood
barrels. no. 3 dinner belt, bottle cappers, fro,
dough tray, kraut cutters, old drugstore articles,
drugstore fountains, cotton scales, post vise,
hand tools, horse drawn tools, hanes, harness,
ice tongs, old coins, silver dollars, pocket
calculator, dehumidifier, camper top for long
bed truck lots more items.

Auctioneer
James E. Travis
No278

EXTRA FIRM King size
mattetss and springs,
bookcase, French
Provincial
dressing
table and stool. Call 7534031 after 5:30.
HOTPOINT
STACK
washer and dryer, $100.
Good used 4 horse
garden tiller, $85. Call
753-0297.
LIVING ROOM couch not
fit to be seen? Need reupholstery, call
Christine, 489-2752.

12 Musical

29 Mobile Home Rentals

BALDwiN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee.
CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball
lialclwin, Lowery-Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
Kentucky, 753-1424,
Olympic Plaza, Murray.
Ky.

Oldest home
owned 8. operated
in Calloway Co.
rams&

PROFESSIONAL WORK,
part-time
Permanent
positions available
local
inventoring
, grocery and discount
DELUXE
Minimum' ADMIRAL
'
,Stores.
electric range. Used
requirements: 20 year
only one year. $150. Call
school
high
old,
753-0986.
graduate, own transportation. Starting pay
$3.00 per hour. Travel ELECTRIC STOVE,
Firm $40. Call 753-8159.
paid. Send resume to P.
0. Box 32Q.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
WEEKLY
$200.00
stuffing
POSSIBLE
envelopes. Send a selfstamped
addressed
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box • 127,
Eureka, South Dakota
57437.
14 Want To Buy
WATERFRONT HOME
or lot on deep water.
Within 20 miles or
Murray. Please give
location,
price,
description, owners
phone number and
address. Mail to P. 0.
Box 32P.
PLATE
GLASS
showcase, any size or
any condition. Call 7531836.
15. Articles For Sale
SALE - ALUMINUM
ladders,6 ft. step,$1488.
20 It: extension, $24.88;
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
AVAILABLE
NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 09-2126 or 435-4263.
REBUILT
LAWN
mowers. $25 and up. K
and H Repair, 94 East.

IF CARPETS look dull
and drear, remove spots
as they appear with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
• Air Shopping Center.

Woodmen
Building
753-1492
Residence
753-6079

KIRKSEY USED Furniture Store. Buy and
sell furniture, reupholstery and re-finish.
Call 489-2752.

KIRKSEY USED Furniture. Oak dining
chairs and tables, living
MOM suites. Call 4892752.

GRASS HOG cuts grass
and weeds with fish line.
Power by gasoline
engine. Only $149.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

This 3 bedroom, family oriented, Colonial as one of the
finest homes available in its price range. Unique floor
plan, family room and large play room. Eicellent neighborhood. Robertson School District, first time offered.
Call today.

16. Home furnishings

USED
AIR
CONDITIONER. We also buy
used air conditioners.
Dill Electric, 753-9104 or
753-1551.
SALE-ROTO shear grass
trimmer, model 2201.
Sale price,$49.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
BE GENTLE, be kind, to
that expensive carpet,
clean with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric shampooer. Western Auto,
home of -Wishing Well
Gift Shop."
55 *GALLON DRUMS.
Thornton Tile and
Marble, South 9th, call
753-5719.
SPRING SPECIAI, Paint
Sale. Hanna first quality
Latex Satin Sheen,
regular $8.25, sale $6.00
per gallon. Hanna semigloss enamel regular,
$10, sale, $8.00 per
gallon. Murray Lumber
Company, 753-3161.
AQUA SPRING water
purifier from New
Medical Techniques.
Retail $120. Sell for $75.
Slightly used. Call 7536564.

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
ELECTROLUX vacuum
cleaner with power
nozzle attachment. Very
good condition. $50. Call
753-7293.
KIRBY VACUUM, ,500
Maple Street. Rebuilt
vacuums, starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. Call
753-0359, Mike Hutchens.
18. Seivong Machines
BROTHERS SEWING
machine, like new, with
foot pedal or knee pedal,
'other attachments,
$75.00. Call 753-8309 after
1 p. m.
19 Farm Equipment
CONTACT WEST KY.
Grain Handling
Equipment, 1-345-2120 or
345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer felBaughman Grain. Bins,
also your Read bin and
long bin. Early season
on Baughman during
March.
1967 MODEL 55 John
Deere combine. Has
both headers. Call 7538480 after 6 p. m.
FARM TRACTOR, 600
Case. $850. Can be seen
at 1609 Wiswell Road,
753-5480.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.
20 Sports Equipment
SUPER SLICK, low
profile new 1977 Apollo
jet boats. Call 527-1436
days or 527-8814 nights.
Located at Edwards
Motor Co., 305 E. 4th,
Benton, KY.
18 FT. CONVERTIBLE
cruiser with 125 h.p.
outboard motor. Must
sacrifice moving out of
state. Priced to sell
quickly. Call 753-2957.
HOUSE BOAT. Call 753,8056.
1 12 H.P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling
motor. 35 h.p. Evinrude.
Call 753-8127.
16 FT. DUO tri hull with
heavy duty trailer,
electric wrench, 2
motors, Evinrude 60 h.
p. and 6 h. p. Lots of
extras. Can be seen at
502 Meadowlane, or call
753-4625.
14' JON BOAT, $35 and
1969 Mustang for $600.
Call 753-5677.
FOR
SALE:
14'
CHEROKEE bottom
boat, 20 horse Johnson,
heavy-duty tilt trailer,
trolling motor 36" shaft,
Die-Hard battery, the
Complete', crappie
fishing rig. Call.753-8351.
a
---- *pow*,

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS. One or 2
bedrooms:. Zimmerman
Apartment. South 16th
Street, Murray. 753-6609.
ONE
BEDROOM
apartment, to rent for
summer. Available May
15. Air condition, kitcheniffacilities. $90 per
month. Call 753-9846.

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control
100 South 13th
24 Miscellaneous
FIREPLACE enclosure
with glass doors and
mesh drawn screen. All
sizes and finishes.
$88.88. Wallin Hardware, Paris.

TWO
BEDROOM
apartment,
stove,
refrigerator and water
furnished. $100 per
month. Call 753-7874.
BEDROOM
ONE
apartment, all carpeted,
range, refrigerator,
disposal, private patio.
Call 753-7550.

41 Public Sales

Strawberries
For Sale
Jesse Jones,
Sedalia, Ky.
318-8543

WANT TO LEASE- VI
to 3 acres of dark air
cured tobacco base. Call
753-2540.

TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
apartment.
Call 753-4331.

Phone 753-3914

40 Produce

MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
31 Want To Rent

32 Apartments For Rent

JUMP

STRAWBERRIES FOR
sale. Bring containers.
L. T. rPeto Valentine,.
642-4439, Paris, Tenn.

FOUR PARTY YARD
Sale - L4 mile East of
Coldwater on Highway
121. Large variety of
clothing, dishes, some
furniture, and many
miscellaneous ' items.
Friday and Saturday,
May 6 and 7, from 8-?
YARD SALE. Ps miles
North of Stella on 121
Highway. Household
goods, clothing and
miscellaneous. Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday 6,
7 and 8. 7 till 7.
GARAGE SALE Leaving Ky. Household
goods, furniture, appliances, clothing.v*ift1{1
Loch Lomond Drive.
(off South 16th) 7 a. m.
Friday and Saturday.

43 Real Estate

DOROTHY COOK'S Craft
and.Yard Sale. Bargains
galore. One mile off 121
South on Cherry Corner
Road. May 6 and 7.
43 Real Estate
A SALESPINSON Is
ALWAYS AVAILASSE1
50 acre form only five
miss thst of Murray.
Review this prepsrty es
Nighwey 732 mid ths moth
fine holding sites. This
firm csn he min for only
S32,000. end ths but pert
is ths swami will mortgage
et 7 pm cont.
Ouse of the hest boys in
Mirrnsyl This home hes 3
bridrsoms, living room,
warty, mid kitchen. For
wisp csathrystios: iiisulstion, therm risers mod
windows ere se inthsrtent
fivntvre. Located it 703 N.
it. mid priced et sidy

$24,750.
Outstanding
Luxury
Nome: This 2 story lams
with full basement has 4
hthreerns, 2/
1
2 baths, thin,
living wed dining room, slid
kitchen with lisilt-hi mums,
disposal, end disinvisshis,
wall to well carpet, custom
sends drapes, sad large
oldsr-ined dusts. This
specials quality bath is
College Fenn Rd. festsres 3
firephscos end is on is.
mrs of property. OEN
$79,750,

Wilson

33 Rooms For Rent

JUST LISTED... Business
building suitable for
clean-up shop or repair
shop. For additional
income, - listing also
includes apartment and
mobile homes. Excellent income property.
For further information,
Jobs
Loretta
call
Realtors... 753-1492.'
NEW LISTING 4 miles
from Murray. ThLs 2
bedroom home is in good
condition and priced to
sell quick. $13,900.
Kopperud
Contact
Realty 753-1222 for falltime competent real
estate service.
• REALTORS

Mfg
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7534651

OUTSTANDING
4
bedroom
home
in
Canterbury Estates.,
Home has many ,putstanding features, including large den with
wood burning fireplace,
formal dining room,
large bedrooms,
exquisite design and
decor throughout. Phone
Kopperud Realty 751
1222.

Insurance and Real
Agency, Inc.
GARAGE
SALE
at
809
Estate
N.
ROOM FOR RENT. A
19th. Thursday, Friday
202 Smith 4th Street
block from campus.
and Saturday, May 5, 6,
Photos 7$3-3363
SINGER ZIG ZAG sewing
Refrigerator available.
and 7. 8-?. Babies, girls,
machine, color TV,,
$30 per month. Call 753boys,
men's
and
black and white TV,,
4182.
women's clothes, toys,
Toy Poodle, black oc• toasters,,,fruit 'ars,
casion chair, rabbits.
34 Houses For Rent
lamps,
Call 354-8619.
miscellaneous.
FOR LEASE - four
Every Friday Night,641 Auction House, Paris, Tem.
KING FISHER 16' Tri
bedroom, 2 bath, brick
Hull. With 33 h. p.. home
double YARD SALE, Thursday,
This week another load from St.
with
Johnson and trolling
May 5.9 a. m.-? Dishes,
nicely
garage,
Louis. Tools, furniture, dishes, glass,
machine,
motor. SX 101 Robin
breathing
Fardecorated in
odds and ends of all kinds.
mobile set of bunk beds.
some antiques, old
mington. Lease Avon
7i1 h. p. 36" cut wheel
bottles, pictures,
option
purchase
Shorty McBride
horse riding mower.
bottles, odds and ends,
available. Call 345-2745.
Call 753-1294.
North Hazel, late Ralph
1247 Auctioneer
White home.
36. For Rent Or Lease
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made an size for an- FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
753-5881.
all mattresses,
MALCOLM CREEK RESORT ON
,Healthopedic or foam. FOR RENT - Garden
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
site available in city
KENTUCKY UKE
1136 South 3rd, Paducah.
limits. Call 753-8742
Saturday, May 14, 1977, 10:00 A.M.
Phone 1-443-7323.
after 5 p. m.
/
2 miles Northeast of Route U.S miles NorLOCATION: Located on Nighway 58, 21
.THREE PIECE maple
1
2 water miles South of
theast of Benton, Ky., 27 miles Soviheast of Paducah, 8/
bedroom suite. Two FOR RENT OR LEASE,
Kentucky Dam,in Marshall County, Kentucky.
retail store building on
fiberglass front fenders
south side court square
for 1964 Chevelle,.
Complete resort consisting of approximately 15 acres,three 2-room cottages,
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Fiberglass hood for 1965
two
5-room cottages, 4-unit motel, restaurant building, 60' x 120' commercial
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247Chevelle. Call 753-2248.
building and lot, one mobile home,20 building lots,commercial boat dock.

Auction Sale

*AUCTION SALE*

SALE - TILLERS chain
37. Livestock Supplies
drive with B and S
engines. 3 h.p., $179.95.
trailer,
h.p. $199.95. Wallin ONE HORSE
$200. Call 762-2584 ExHardware, Paris.
tension 31, or 435-4439.
SALE -SMOKE ALARMS
WEINING PIGS for sale.
battery operated by
Call 498-8363.
Water-Pik. $29.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris. a.
26. TV-Radio

FARMERS LIVESTOCK

WANTED SOMEONE to
take up small monthly
payments on color TV. J
& B Music, Murray,
Kentucky. Call 753-7575.
1974 LAFAYETTE 12 x
65.. Two bedroom, 2
baths, washer and
- dryer Super nice. See at
• Riviera Cts. or call 7533280.
FOR SA1,E - Fanon CB
Radii - 23 Channel.
Signal Kicker antenna
brand new. $60. Call 7538769 after 5:00.
27 Mobile Home Sales
BRAND NEW 1977 Park
Villa trailer. One month
old, 12 x 50, 2 bedroom,
all electric, brand new
air condition, TV.
$5300.00. Leaving city.
Call 753-0042.
12 x 50, CARPET; modern
at 169 Riviera Cts. Call
753-9330 after 2 p. m.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. - Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901-2475457, Puryear, Tenn.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
for
T11
75%
SPACE
3:
86
H,F
.
rent Out in country. Call

Cattle Sale every Wednesday. Will inspect
your cattle on your
farm. Contact Bobhy
Whitford or Jerry Peitdergrass
247-1382 or
753-6629
NIGHER PRICES FOR BETTER
MEAT TYPE HOGS.

SADDLE HORSE. 7 year
old Gelding. Also saddle.
$475. Call 436-5356 or 4928685.
38 Pets

Supplies

POODLE FOR sale. Call
-753-3593.
BOXER PUPPIES, AKC
registered. Make great
pet. Call 247-6215.
AKC REGISTERED
Dalmation and Beagles,
puppies and grown dogs.
Reasonably priced. Call
492-8861.

This property will be sold in tracts. Sellers reserve the right to combine any
or all tracts.
TRACT NO. 1: Doct consists of 13' x 36' building with show case, drink box,
350 gallon minnow tank, 20 boat slips with walkways,all safety equipment,cash
register. Also 9 boats, 6 motors, gasoline tank and pump, 7 picnic tables, and
other equipment included. Doing Good business. Also included with boat dock
and land is a 1967 10'x50' 2 bedroom, full bath, completely furnished mobile
home.
TRACT NO. 6: 60'x120' brick commerical Butler building situated on large
acreage that runs to water's edge. It has kitchen, gas heat, and men's and
ladies' rooms. It would be suitable for development of overnight campgrounds,
restaurant,supper club,skating rink, and various other enterprises.
TRACT NO. 3: This 4-unit building is well-constructed, in good condition, and
each unit has 1 room with full bath, electric heat, and is completely furnished.
This building could be converted easily to a duplex or a single family unit. Also
located on this lot are two small completely furnished cabins.
TRACT NO.2: Modern 3 bedroom.brick home with living room,kitchen, bath,
electric heat, fully furnished. Also situated on this large lot is a two story combination restaurant and living quarters building and a community bathroom.
TRACT NO.4: Modern 3 bedroom brick home with living room,kitchen, bath,
electric heat,fully furnished. Also situated on this large lot is a small guest cottage.
TRACT NO. 5: This large lot has a good garage building suitable tor boat
storage or many other uses.
Also 22 lots to be sold individually. These beautiful lots are near water's edge,
and range in size from 80' x 190' to 123' x 172'. Two of these lots front on Highway
58 and would biguitable for commercial or residential use. These high and dry,
well-drained IA certainly deserve your inspection.
This property is in an ideal vacation spot; no steep inclines, gradual slope
from cottages and lots to water, quiet and relaxing. Conveniently located on
good road near all recreational facilities good restaurants,shopping area,churches,and amphitheatre.
This resort is doing a good business and you have the opportunity to buy
whatever part you wish.
If you are seeking a building lot, you will find no better on Kentucky Lake.
Therewill be a representative on the grounds two weeks prior to sale day,and
he will have all maps, surveys, and other pertinent information pertaining to
this property for your inspection. Also, we will be happy to assist you in making
your financial arrangements.
TERMS: 20% down day of sale, balance on delivery of deed within 30 days.
POSSESSION: With Deed.

POODLE PUPS,10 weeks
old, apricot color. Two
males, 1 female. $35
each. Call 436-2745.
ALL BREED grooming.
AKC
Miniature
Schnauzer puppies.
Hidden Valley Kennels,
435-4461.
39 Poultry

SURVEYS: Will be furnished with each tract.
DEEDS: Sellers will furnish a general warranty deed and deed tax. Opinion of
title will be at buyer's expense.
- OWNERS: Edward and Esther Eckert, Route 4, Benton, Ky. Phone (502)354-11484

Supplies

PEAFOWL FOR sale.
$25.00 each, Call 1-5277880.

C.W. Shelton Real Estate
& Auction Co.
730 Paris Road
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
Phone: Office (502)247-1385, Rome (502) 247-7514
-
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EIRS WANT OFFER
on
this
recently
redecorated 3 bedroom
home with fireplace,
located 5 minutes from
Murray. Extra large lot
'goes with house. Lot is
perfect for horses or
garden area. Owners
are moving and anxious
to sell. Excellent opportunity for fine buy on
a quality home. Phone
Kopperud Realty 7531222 for more information.

slope
KI on

buy

,and
ng to

white
DRIVEWAYS
rocked. Sand and lime
hauled. Call Mark Bucy.
753-8381.

dal ;311:›
%s lur
AV
-4
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KOPPERUD
REALTYM

u
Ph. 753-1222

711 Main

-.' Watch Repair and Jewelry Repair
Stone Setting
Prompt Service

Furches Jewelry 753-2835

PSYCHIATRIP NURSE
Position open in the Muntk9lloway County
Comprehensive Care Center. Duties will include
providing general outpatient and aftercare services. Requirements include master's degree or
bachelor's degree in psychiatric nursing. Experience in Community Mental Health
preferred. Kentucky licensure required. Contact
Mr. Don Brock, Center Supervisor, MurrayCalloway County Comprehensive Care Center,
702 West Main Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071,
phone 753-4672 or contact Mrs. Donna Keyes
Western Kentucky Community MentarHealth
Centers, P. 0. Box 1502, 1530 Lone Oak Road,
Paducah,Kentucky 42001, phone 442-7121. -

4/11

EXPERIENCED
MOTHER will babysit in
my home, $3.00 a day,
S-4( $5.00 for 2. Day or night.
411 Betty Daniels, 7532915, Stella Trailer Ct.

1160

YOUNGBLOOD
ROOFING, or root
repair. Call 436-2712.

MANY MILES PER GALLON?

WILL DO BABYSITIING
in my home. Call 7537784, ask for Jenny.

50 Campers
16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
17,2 FT.SELF contained.
Nice and reasonable.
Call 436-2718 after 5 p.m.
1975 LASALLE 28 ft
camper. Complete
outfit. Air condition.
Excellent condition. Call
753-8994 before 5 p. m. or
after 10:30 p. rn
1971 STARCRAFT pop up
camper. Like new
Sleeps 6. Price $1250
Must see to appreciate.
Call 753-2858.

WILL BABYSIT in my
home for infants 1 year
or under. Call 767-2555.
LYONS BROTHERS
Custom Dozer work. No
job too big or too small.
Call Jimmy and L. W.
(Dub) Lyons, 474-2264.
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS, underpinning,
awnings,' and roofs
Jack
sealed. Call
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.
HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 75,3-6614.

FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
BY
GUTTERING
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
GLASS WORK, mirrors,
aluminum store fronts,
auto glass. pleiciglass,
plate and window glass.
M and G Complete
Glass, 7534)180.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.

]

sale

1968 VW - orange, good
tires, good condition.
$750. Call 753-4015. Only
interested callers. ^

AERIAL APPLICATION
- Fertilizing, seeding,
and
herbicides
pesticides. Battles Ag.
Service. Call 489-2414 or
901-642-0712.

FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK. and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.

CARPET CLEANING
very
experienced,
reasonable rates,
references, free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 7534827 or 753-9618.
GET YOUR
HOME
treated for termites for
than
800.00.
less
Bonded and licensed.
Call Wards Termite
Control
Company,
Mayfield, 247-3023 or
Fulton, 472-2928. Free
Inspection:

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY
of any kind. Phone 7539753.
ELECTRICAI. WIRING home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p. m. 436-5896.
ELECLICENSE
TRICIAN and gas inwill, do
stallation
plumbing, heating and
_ sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

54 Free Column

WOULD LIKE to do
babysitting during the
day, Monday through
Friday. Please call 7532862.

FREE MALE German
Shepherd, good guard
dog. Two years old.
Female. spayed, 3 years
old. Good with kids. Call
753-0080.

PAINTING interior and
exterior. Commercial or
residential.
Also
drywall finishing. for
free estimate, phone
Atkins Painting, 4374534.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal,
contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 or
753-9490.

FREE - TWELVE week
old male beagle puppy.
Black and white. Has
been wormed and has
had temporary i puppy)
distember-measles shot.
and
Very friendly
playful Call 753-0804.
FREE - THREE gray
kittens. Eight weeks old.
They are cute and will
make lovable pets. Call
7624193;.days and. 4354134.

CUSTOM HAY bailing
, and custom combining._
Call 753-8090.

Blown In
Insulation
-Live comfortably year
.•

round and save on your
*-* high heating and cooling
costs.

-

_
Phone: Barry Rose Insulation
753-6403
FREE ESTIMATES

14it
C
14 I.-

51*.

----)4
.
Mt

MOTHER'S DAY SPECIAL
Eviend .vour personal greeting.s this ,‘-ear. with a greeting tul in

0

the llurrav Ledger (V. Times.
Nou
soalize ,your greeting by inserting a photo of you..r
Nrn
]fiunilv. the grandchildren or .1:our mother at a snuill extra cost.
ilake llother's Dar 1977 a special day .for her by inserting a
w
photo of her in the ad.
No (uls smaller than I (.ol. by I inch will be accepted. 1
Photo)
-111 ads- must be received at this office by 11av 6. / 977. /2
.
litnill.

1 on furnish the photograph. (111.1" lillt)logrtIpil
white prefrrred.

Will dn. billUk N.

One Col. Photo $5.00
Two Col. Photo $11.00

1111111.1110.
1 ,pr r

oNLy $89500

Piano.
Baldwin Console

Pecan
Electro Piano

mg 11495 00

C

1 Col. by 1 Inch $2.00

$1 09500

love to You
Mother on

Mother's Das. 197The Family

reg 11195m$7950°

ALL PIANOS
REDUCED $4110
Pianos $ Organs
onrad's
Olympic Plaza 153-1424

11,1hr r

Mother's Day 1977
I/0 I

Story & Clark Console

as much as

1974 VEGA automatic
with air, $1295. 1971
Datsun
waeon,
automatic, $950. Call
489-2595.

SMALL SIZE dozer - ideal
for spreading, leveling,
backfillineflall 753-7370
or 753-7570

WALLS' NOME CAN
Panting. Interior and Extenor Repair foundations
Miscellaneous construction
and repairs For tree estimate
can
4316-24.43

, 111
141010011000
at
-

•

51 Services Offered

WILL HAUL LIME or
white rock or sand. Call
ROY HARMON FOR
Roger Hutson,
753-6763,
Cabinets, Remodeling,'
753-4545.
Mill work, Furniture
repgir, combination
windows and doors. Call WILL DO any kind of
hauling, also garbage in
753-4124.
country. At the lowest
prices. Call 753-9685.
K AND H REPAIR - 94
East. Phone 753-3323.
Lawn mower and small WILL BABYSIT in my
home for children 3
engine. 1 day service.
years and up. Call 7532328.
NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 753- WILL MOW yards. Call
4707.
753-0083.

Piano
Sale

1977 CUTLASS Supreme,
2 door. Call 753-7785.

TRUCK AND camper for
or trade. Self
contained, excellent
condition. Cheap. Call
502-354-8569.

KIRBY Carpet Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call Mike Hutchens, 753-0359.

51 Services Offered

'PRESCRIPTIONS
'HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
'LEADING BRANDS Of COSsii I S
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PROM ( IS

1967 FAI:CON, 170 motor,
good shape. 8100. Can be
seen at 5 Points AMCO,
.753-9189.

1973 FOUR WHEEL drive
Cheyenne 10. Power
steering, brakes, and
air. Good condition. Call
after 4 p. m. 489-2200.

L & M Blaclitopping, seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.

SERVICE
QUALITY
Company Inc. Air
WHITES CAMPER, PAINTING INTERIOR-, ..condition sales and
SALES located 4 miles
and exterior, by the hour
service- Modern sheet
East of Murray, on
or job. For free estimate,
metal department.
Highway 94 toward KenWisehart,
Larry
call 753-8343 or 753-2467.
Lake. Authorized Fan
President. Phone 753arid Star Craft dealer.
ELEC. 9290.
LICENSED
Clean used campers.
TRICAN prompt efOpen 7 days per week.
ficient service. NO job WET BASEMENT? We
Call 753-0605.
make wet basements
too small. Call Ernest
dry, work completely
White, 753-0605.
51. Services Offered
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan ConELECTRIC DOZER, LOADER,
COLsuN
struction Co., Route 2,
Grading,
work,
backhoe
AND Plumbing. Clent
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
hauling, and bushColson, licensed elec42001. Phone day or
,
Free
hogging.
trician and licensed
night 442-7026.
estimates. Call 436-2382.
master plumber. Almo,
Ky. 753-8549.

WALLIS DRUG

1972 PLYMOU'old
"Duster - 6 cy
automatic. IV Rocket
atew set of
wh
r tires.
1
wh. e
895 0 Phone 1-3546217.

113S 4th

Help Wanted
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INSULATION BLOWN in
121 by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
JJ
at 753-2310 for free
rInT) 1, estimates.

LOVELY LARGE old
home, 3 bedroom,
spacious living room,
den and kitclitn. Half
basement, utility porch
and garage. Six rental
rooms upstairs. Provide
to two-thirds monthly
46 Homes For Sale
payment. Nice yard and
large garden spot,
MODERN well kept 4
prepared.
already
home on
bedroom
Convenient to schools
acreage, 3 miles from
and 1 block from
Murray. Fruit trees,
Campus. Low 30's. Call
Insurance and Real
garden and pleni,y of
7534182.
Estate Agency, Inc.
shade. Low 30's. Call
753-7620.
202 Soo* 410 Street
THREE
BEDROOM"9' u nited F•ai.f• Synd.cai• Inc
Plias* 7$3-3243
frame on a large lot. 7.5
BRICK home
NEW
miles East of Murray
beautiful wooded lot or.
on"HOW
RETIRED AND looking
Irvin Cobb Road. Call
Highway 641 2ti miles
for a place to live? Or
436-5434.
North of Hardin. Two
49 Used Cars & Trucks
are you looking for
car garage, city water.
47. Motorcycles
rental property? Look
1976 SILVERADO
Energy efficient heat
no further! Consider this
Chevy, 1"2 ton. Body
pump and wood burner. 1976 MT 1.2,5 HONDA. Still
recently painted, two
white with red pin
sell.
Must
Call 527-1087.
in warranty.
bedroom, house on
stripes. Tilt wheel, air,
face
full
line
Honda
Also
South 10th Street. Priced
sliding rear window,
helmet. Call 753-4443.
for any pocketbook, EXCEPTIONALLY
chrome bumpers and
under $10,000.00. Call
NICE house for starter
chrome Rally wheels,
MOVING MUST SELL.
today for an apCB radio, dual exhaust.
or retirement. Enjoy
1971 Bridgestone 350
pointment. John C.
country living, 2 miles
Extra, Extra nice. good
GTO. good shape.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
from town in this 2
gas mileage. Call 492Reasonable. Call 767Main St., 753-0101 or
bedroom brick with
8320 after 6 p.m.
4470.
Brice Ratterree 753large yard, big kitchen, ,
5921.
spacious living dining
1970
AMBASSADOR,
074 YAMAHA 360 MX in
room with fireplace.
automatic, power
a
good condition. Phone
Central heat and air.
steering and. brakes.
435-4383.
QUALITY REALTY CO.
Call 753-5208 or 753-4140.
$600 or best offer. Call
337 N. Poplar, Soraoa,ty.
between 4 and 6, 4361975 INDIAN 100CC.
517-1448
5557.
-BY
3
OWNER
bedroom
County
Calloway
Norm
running
Evellent
437-411
brick near college. Low
condition. Looks sharp
1973 GALAXIE. air,.
30's. Two baths, carpet,
for a small bike. Knobby
power brakes and
central air and heat.
tires front and rear.
steering. Excellent
COUNTRY
Call 753-7166 after 4 p.
QUIET
Asking $250.00. Call 447condition. Call 767.-4006
m.
LIVING in East Y
4606 after 4 p. m. If no
nr be seen at Mercy
Manor. A white brick 3
answer call 354-8222.
Ambulance Service.
BEDROOM
bedroom ranch home on THREE
BRICK home with 12
large lot. Has electr,ic
1976 RM 125 SUZUKI.
1970 CHEVY CAPRICE,
acres and permanent
baseboard heat, carpet,
good condition.
Very
automatic, air, power
family
and
a
fence.
pasture
and
Has
kitchen
nice
Call 753-3557 after 5 p.
brakes, new tires. $350.
real nice barn. A good
room, refrigerator and
m.
1970 Challenger, 318
well and small block
built-in range. Paved
automatic, power
In
building.
good
driveway and paved
750
brakes, steering, $450.
YAMAHA
1973
location, 1 1-2 miles
basketbaltlourt. A nice
Call 753-0297.
Chopper. Call 753-1372
Nei,
Northeast of
comfortable home at a
ext. 38days, ask for Bill.
a
reasonable price. Providence, on
1975 CUTLASS Supreme.
blacktop road. For more
$29,500. Contact Guy
Call 753-8506 or 753-6038.
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Spann Realty, 901 information call 4365327.
Motorcycle trailer. 197.5
Sycamore, 753-7724.
MUSTANGS - '65 and
Honda 550 four with
'66. Two convertibles - 1
windjammer. Call 753coupe. All in good to
2226.
excellent condition. Call
SAVE!
49. Used Cars & Trucks
753-3909 after 5 p. m.
SAVE!
20 Milo
1969 CHEVY. Has new
1975 DELTA 88, OldFroo know
motor. Call 753-4716.
convertible,
smobile,
yes bokl, as
power steering, brakes,
$425.00 op,floored, rowdy hi *so. Also pniart,
CHEVROLET
1973
but will prowl
windows, door locks, 60low as S300.00.11 x I op to 24 x AO standard,
pickup. Cheyene Super.
40 seats, AM-FM stereo.
any sin soosloil. Boy the best for his
Air and power. Red with
CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 153-09$4
Call 753-4320 after 6 p.
gray interior. Radials,
m. call 753-0370.
Big "block engine with
TODAY'S FEATURE HOME
headers. Good gas DODGE, FOUR whet%)
mileage. Call 437-4606
drive Adventurer Sport after 4 p. m. If no an1974 model. Bronze color
swer, call 354-8222.
with plenty of extras.
Call 489-2228.
1965 INTERNATIONAL
pickup, good condition.
1937 CHEVY. Standard
Phone 753-7997.
sedan. '
,Excellent
restorable condition.
NICE 1973 Montego CT,
Call 753-2266, after 6 753NEW LISTING
factory !air, power
0033.
quiet
in
located
Extremely attractive home
brakes & Steering, extra
residential neighborhood. This economic, 4
clean. Call 753-0698.
1974 PINTO SQUIRE
bedroom home has central gas heating and cenwagon. Call 753-6848
formal
fireplace,
with
tral electric cooling, den
after 6. Must sell.
1968 CAMARO Leeds
dining room, attached 2-car garage, lovely
work. Call 767=2412 betscreened back porch, beautifully landscaped
yard with gas grill and concrete patio in back
ween Sand 7 p.m.
yard. Priced in the 40's.

boat
!dge,
may
dry,

PRICE HAS JUST been
reduced on growing
business in one of best
shopping areas in
Murray. Dipper Jim's in
Central Shopping Center
offers unlimited growth
potential for realistic
price. Call for details, or
come by 105 N. 12th
BOYD MAJORS REAL
ESTATE, 753-8080.

TWO BEDROOM frame
home in Lynn Grove
area. Fully carpeted,
appliances.
built-in
Reduced. Call 435-4428.

51 Servicas Offered

DS 51 Services Offered

46 Homes Foi Sale

for lb) :Fah a Public Ocular-win/1
.vour lore that she can treasure for( Pr.
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'Electric Savings' Published
By TVA To Lower Power Costs

'Super Saver Homes Can
Drastically cut Costs
Results from the recent
winter season show that
electric heating costs in the
Tennessee Valley can be cut
by 70 to 75 per cent in new

homes built to "Super Saver"
standards, according to J. W.
Ward, Chief of TVA's Electrical Demonstration Branch.
"This winter gave us a real

wwwwwwwww
DON & ROSES
RESTAURANT
Pryorsburg Kentucky

Welcomes you to dine with them' each Tuesday
throughlaturday night.
You will

enjoy the menu of

Fried Catfish (.11 you con eat)
Choice of

Steaks, Country Ham, Shrimp, Fried Rabbit, and Oysters when in season
Don 8. Roses, the only family restaurant to feed
children 12 and under

FREE, yes, FREE
(Call 376-9958 for Details)

We Book Large Groups
Sea fog

Capacity 145 4

Yes, Vegetable plates served for noon
meal on Tuesday through Friday.
Open 6 a.m. for breakfast, Tuesday through
Friday. Closed Sunday and Monday.

Don & Roses
Restaurant
Old 45 Hwy
4 Miles South of Mayfield
Pryorsburg, Kentucky
Phone 376-9958
Bring this qcl with you get $1.00 off on
each large fish plate on.l.red any night
through May 31st. Only one ad needed
regardless ofnumber in your group.

test of the Super Saver idea,
and these homes have done
were
they
everything
designed to do," Ward said.
savings
energy
"The
demonstrated this winter
mean that the extra initial
cost of construction can be
recovered within just a few
years."
More than 300 of the superinsulated homes have now
been built or are planned
across the Tennessee Valley
region, following standards
recommended , by TVA for
maximum,energy savings.
About 40-of these homes have
a special meter on the heat
,ptiMp to keep track of monthly
electricty use for heating and
cooling. Results from September 1976 through' January
of this year indicate that a
Super Saver home will reduce
cooling
arid
heating
requirements by two-thirds
below amounts needed in a
conventionally built home the
same site, Ward said.
Special features of Super
Saver homes include insulation values of R-30 over
ceilings, and R-19 under floors
and in outside walls. The
homes are heated and cooled
with electric heat pumps.
Windows are double-or tripleglazed and do not exceed 10
per cent of the floor space.
"Some day practically all
new homes will be built this
way, as more builders and
home buyers begin to realize
just how large the savings will
be over the life-time of the
home," Ward said.
One new home in upper east
Tennessee, built according to
Super Saver standards,
provides an example of the
savings that are possible.
Through the five Months from

"Electric Savings," a new
October through February, homeowner, Super Saver energy conservation booklet
this home used a total of only homes will help reduce the now available from TVA,
of
generating describes practical ways for
5,090 kilowatthours for amount
heating, at a total cost of about capacity needed to meet the the consumer to lower the cost
$100. In that area, con-P.peak power demands that of electricity usage in the
occur on very cold (or very home.
ventional homes the same
This is the most recent of
typically used four times that hot) days. There may be a
much electricity for heating further benefit in the slower several energy conservation
over the sam,e15-month period,- rate of heat loss in these booklets TVA has distributed
Ward said: This Super Saver homes, which could help since 1971, according to Jim
home.has 1,800 square feet of round off sharp peaks in Ward, cheif of TVA's Elecpower demand. TVA's power trical Demonstration Branch.
heated space.
Super saver homes average staff is developing a proposal "This updated booklet helps
about 1,000 more in con- to measure that effect by electric consumers in the TVA
struction costs than a con- installing special meters on a region to pinpoint and then
ventional home of the same representative sample of concentrate on the best
size. This amount is needed Super Saver homes to record methods for electricity
for special framing which power load patterns through savings."
The booklet emphasizes
allows use of the super-thick the cours eof the day.
today's higher costs of energy
insulation, double-glazed
and says, "Energy, once so
windows, and additional labor
St. Patrick, the patron saint cheap many people used it
involved in the new conof Ireland, was born in what is without thought and paid for it
struction techniques.
without bother, has become a
Besides savings for th'e now Scotland in 385 or 386.

VOTE FOR
DICK GEORGE
Councilman, Ward A
Your vote and support
will be appreciated
This odpoitfor by the candidate

RelyOeek
glues

BEGLEY'S

ga6g&leek
WINS
PEN/AMR
ENFAMIL

DRUG

STORES

PRICES GOOD WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

111,114'EEDER

Mother's Da),, is
on its way...

INFANT FORMULA
READY TO FEED
32 02
REG. OR WITH IRON
READY-TO USE
INFANT FORKU

user of energy, and the
primary way to keep the
home's warmth inside is to
install adequate insulation.
Insulation, according to Ward,
greatly slows the loss or gain
of heat in the home."We keep
emphasizing that no other
single step can save as much
energy as insulation."
This booklet is available
free of charge from local
power distributors or from the
TVA Information Office,
Knoxville.

leading item in the budgets of
most of us." The costs for
electricity for various home
appliances are listed and the
booklet gives ways for the
consumer, to use those appliances More efficiently to
cut their energy costs.
For every dollar the home
consumer spends for electricity,-pver 65 cents is spent
for home heating and water
heating,the booklet points out.
Electric heat is the largest

BABY FOOD FEEDER!
Kim bails s Susi wait a µeases III 110th 01119,

2 OZ.

SALE ENDS MAY 9

111
I

CHARLIEt
SPRAY
COLOGNE

OLAXAE

GILLETTE
SUPER MAX 2
$2217

MELVIN B. HENLEY
FOR MAYOR

:1

/2lAtt

MR.
COFFEE II

CHARLIE $700
COLOGNE

AUTOMATIC
COFFEE MAKER

2% 02

$24.88

PRESTOBURGER 2
BABE
BATH
POWDER
JONTUE

CRAZY
BABY

MR. COFFEE
SAVER

SPRAY
COLOGNE

AUTOMATIC
COFFEEMAKER
10 CUP
MC 200

CURLING
WAND

THE
NAIL
WORKS

AMBUSH CHANEL
DUSTING
5
POVV DER.
SPRAY
80Z COLOGNE
SPECIAL 6 00 VALUE

$375

11

$33.33

SHOWER
MASSAGE

--

A

,-,

WALL MOUNT

$16.88

OZ.
by
Water

HAND HELD
Pi e

27.27

9 IN.
PAPER
PLATES
PACKAGE
OF 100

PROLAMINE
CAPSULES

QUALIFICATIONS

HABACHI GRILL

& DIET PLAN
TIME RELEASED

6 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN CITY GOVERNMENT.
LAND DEVELOPMENT AND MOBILE HOME PARK OPERATION
EXPERIENCE, AFFORDING EXPERTISE IN:

$197

*Financial management of construction operations.
*Financial management of business operations.
*Construction of roadways and streets.
*Repair and general maintenance of streets.
*Lot design and layout.
*Construction of both water and sewer systems.
*Maintenance and upkeep of water and sewer systems.
•Design, engineering, and construction of surface draining systems.
*Playground engineering, layout, and maintenance.
*Design and implementation of garbage and trash pickup.

REDWOOD
LAWN CHAIR

ALLEREST
TABLETS

EXTENSIVE EDUCATION IN THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES,
FURNISHING TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN:
*Water treatment *Sewage Treatment
*Sanitary landfill engineering,
construction, and operation.
Consider the qualifications, experiente, and technical expertise carefully
when you make your selection on May 24 of an individual to head up a
city business handling millions of dollars each year through the general
fund, the Water and Sewer System, and the Natural Gas System. It is imperative that Murray have a strong Mayor who is knowledgeable in
repair and maintenance of existing facilities and who knows the
problems which occur in the day-to-day operator' of the city. We need
a Moor who has the financial expertise to prevent the city from spendining more than is taken in — a man who can say no to some of the
spending programs proposed.

SENIOR CITIZENS
JOHNSON'S
BABY POWDER
9 OZ.

BEGLEY'S OFFERS YOU
A 10 % DISCOUNT
ON YOUR PRESCRIPTIONS
IF YOU ARE OVER 60

Baly&Ave*
41/6tt
JOHNSON'S
BABY OIL
4 OZ.

AND FILL OUT AN
APPLICATION

Po/iticol ad paid for by committee to elect Melvin Henley Deyid Howell treos
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